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The House met at 3:00 P.M. 

'lr. Speaker in the Chair. 

Tape No. 1049 NC - 1 

PRESENTING PETITIONS: 

'1R. DUNPHY: Mr. Speaker, I beg leave to present a petition on 

behalf of the residents of Seal Cove, Stephenville Crossing. The 

prayer of the petition is that they have no water or sewerage facilities 

in their district. Seal Cove, I might point out,is part of 

Stephenville Crossing I suppose ever since the incorporation of 

the Town of Stephenville Crossing 
1
they have had no water or sewerage 

;md have had to carry their water from the centre of the town where 

they do have water hut as yet no water seems to he coming their way. 

I think this should rate high on the list of priorities 

within the Department of Municipal Affairs. I think in this day and 

age where people live within a community,with parts of it with water 

and they themselves without, seems to !Tle somewhere along the line they are 

being discriminated against. J do not think this is fair. 

Now to make this connection is not a very, very big joh. 

Ac.tua]ly they are only eight-tenths of a mile from the source of water 

The plea in this petition is that the Department of :-iunicipal Affairs 

make money availahle to council to extend this water line into 

Seal Cove. Presently and for some time some people have had to 

drink 1,:•ater from brooks and ditches in the area. Now I think every 

member in this hon. House realizes this has gone a little too far 

in this day and age, So I ask that this petition for water ancl sewerage 

for the area of Seal Cove be placed upon the table and referred to 

the department to wh:1.ch it relates. 

~~R...:... .:"~~ 11Y: "'!r, Speaker, I am very happy to support the petition 

presented by the member for St. Geor~es on behalf of the residents of 

Seal Cove, Stephenville Crossing. If conditions are ;is the hon. member 

describes, Sir, then I think he is quite justified in asking that the 
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water and s ewer system in Sen! Cove be pl11ced hiAh on the list of 

priorities of the Deportment of }lunicipal Affairs and Housing. I 

do wish him luck, Sir. 1 hope that he can ge t the pr.ayer of this 

petition ansver:-ed, but I am nfraid that the statements that the 

honourable ~inister o( Hunidpal Affairs and Uousing made the other 

day, runninp, a closed~ door pol lcy , not mee tinp. delegations from 

town councils and so forth, that the hon. member is going to have some 

difficulty in getting the water and sewer system for Seal Cove. But 

I do wish him the best of luck , Sir. 
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Notices of Motions: 

MR. MAYNARD: ,-Mr. Speaker, I give notice that I will on tomorrow ask 

leave to introduce a Bill, !An Act Further To Amend The W0rkmen's 

Compensation Act, 1962." 

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS: 

~R.HICKMAN: Mr. Speaker, yesterday the member for White Bay South 

asked a question or gave notice of a question. I undertook to get 

details and furnish an answer to the House today. The honourable 

member's question was: Whether police were serving or distributing 

around the c.ity of St. John's a questionnaire or notice with respect 

to women serving as jurors. 

The position is, Mr. Speaker, under the provisions of an amendment 

to the Judicature Act passed last year, that since June 1 of this 

year women are now eligible to serve as jurors in Newfoundland. The 

law also provides that in the City of St. John's a lLst of jurors must 

be taken during the period from and including the first day of June 

up to and including October 20 in each year. 

The jury list is now being taken in St. John's by two members of 

the Newfoundland Constabulary. This is the practice that has always 

been followed. Such police officers while taking the jury list 

pursuant to Section 11 (4) of the Judicature Act, as amended last yc~r, 

leave with each woman,qualified to serve as a juro~ a form of 

notification and she may be
1
if she wishes not to serve as a juror 

not to appear on the jury list1 complete it and return it within ten 

days. There is no additional cost involved.Indeed it eliminates the 

cost of separately calling upon or leav:lng at the place of residence 

of a juror the notice. That is what is being done and the Act,as the 

honourable member will recall,provides that the notice has to be left 

at her place of residence and this is what is happening. It simply 

means this, that in Newfoundland now women are eligible to serve on 
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juries. lf they want to be exempt there is a form that they can complete 

and return it to the revising officer - the magistrate or the superintendent 

of the jury list,within ten days at which time she will be exempt. 

MR.CROSBIE: Mr. Speaker, just before the Orders of the Day I would 

like to make a statement in connection with the Oil Refinery at Come 

by Chance, just to make the position doubly clear,if I can. The 

position in connection with pollution control at Come by Chance: 

Mr. Speaker, it was reaffirmed this morning. We had a meeting 

and which was planned long ago,by the way,had nothing to do with 

yesterday's news, with representatives of Newfoundland Refining, 

Mr. Homer White and other representatives of the company; Jakes 

Engineering,who are the government consultants,to the government,etc. 

in connection wi.th the oil re.finery; Procon Great Britain Limited, 

who are the general contractors,• Mr. Dustan, of the government 

' service,who is the vice-president, of the financial crown corporation 

involved -
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The position with respect to affluent control which is within 

the jurisdiction of the Government of Canada (Department of the 

Environment) is very clear. At the insistance of this Government, 

after our visit to Ottawa in early May (when we were told by the 

Deoartment of the Environment at Ottawa that there were some ten 

ooints remaininp: to be agreed in connection with pollution control 

at CoJTie by Chance, as far as they were concerned) following that 

visit to Ottawarat our insistance,we arranged for meetings to be 

he]d between officials of the Depnrtment of the EnvironJTient, Procon, 

Nfld. Refining, Jacob's Engineerinr our consultants, and the r.lean 

Air. Water and Soil Authoritv, so that the question of pollution 

control at Come hy Chance would be settled. It was a matter that 

had been discussed for many months before we came into office and 

had not been resolved. 

A meeting was held between all those parties on June 7 and 

8 here in Newfoundland. A good many points were resolved at those 

meetings. As a result of those meetings on June 7 and 8, further 

meetinrs were held in Newfounclland Thursday and Friday of last week, 

I think that is June 22 and 23. At the conclusion of those Jlleetings, 

which were attended by all the parties that I have mentioned, the 

situation was completely resolved. All the parties are in complete 

agreeMent on what needs to he done to satisfy the DepartJTient of the 

Environment in connection with affluent disposal at Come by Chance. 

He were so informed by our officials, and it is reconfirmed this 

morning that this is the caGe. All matters at issue about the necessary 

pollution controls had been agreed with the Department of the Environment. 

Yesterday morning, }1r. Speaker, the Minister of the EnvironMent, 

~r. Davies,called me and I believe he called the Premier also, to say that 

a statement would be made in the House of Commons vesterdav_.to the effect 

that a month would be given for this to be confirmed in writing and the 

revised plans deposited at Ottawa. Otherwise, an order might be made 

to stop construction. I naturally assumed that Mr. Davies woulci be 
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explaining,when he made that statement, that these meetings had been 

held between the various narties and that everything was apreed, so 

that what remains to be done is simply a formality, That was not 

explained and his statement is. therefore most misleading. 

AN HON. ~MllER: Sabre rattling. 

)',lR. CROSBIE~ Yes, sabre ratt~ing unnecessary sabre rattliniz;. The 

Provincial Government, the P.C.Administration, js just as keen on having 

proper pollution controls at Come by Chance as the Government of Canada, 

which is what we have told them. As a result of our efforts, these 

matters have all been resolved at the meetings held on June 22 and 23. 

Therefore, the telegram that has been sent (the telex) in a sense was 

unnecessary, but there is no harm in its being done. It should certainly 

be made clear th~t everythiniz; is agreed. What remains now is simplv 

a formality, confirmation in writing of the situation and submission 

of revised plans. Newfoundland Refining and our advisers tell us this 

can be done in the next seven to ten days. Therefore, the fuss and furo~ 

caused in the last twenty-four hours by this announcement in Ottawa, is 

quite unnecessary. I do not think that there is anything else that I 

can say on it except that is it unnecessary. These matters are agreed. 

There is absolutely no possibility, no need for such an order to be made 

and no possibility we see for such an order to be made. 

The control of pollution with respect to emissions, that is 

the al~, what substances may go off in the air,is a question of 

provincial jurisdiction,which is being dealt with by the Clean Air, Water 

and Soil Authority here in the Department of Mines, Agriculture and 

Resources. They have retained consultants to advise them, the firm of 

McLaren, James McLaren I think it is. 

AN HON. MEMBER: When were they retained? 

l-'IJI. CROSBIE· They were probably retained months ago, It is not anything 

recent. There will be a meeting on July 7, between Newfoundland Refining 

and the other parties and the Clean Air, Pater and Soil Authority,about 
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emissions. We do not foresee any r,reat difficulties in that connection. 

The r;overmnent want to make it clear to the people of 

Newfoundland and particularly those workinp: at Come by Chance. Mr.Speaker, 

that any worry on their part that construction may have to be stopped 

tn a month's time ts entirely unnecessary. 
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Mr.. Roberts: 

Sir, I am r,lad the minister has made the position clear. There is 

not much that I would add to it except to say that I believe 

consultants were retained by the province the better part of eight 

or ten months ago 1 on this matter, on the emission and I thought on 

the affluence as well. But I wonder if he could tell the House, Sir, 

he mentioned a meetinr, I believe on the 10th day of May,of 

the Environment Canada people,I gather. I think there were ten points 

and maybe I have the tens wrong, there were ten points. Was that 

meetinr on the 10th of ~ay. the first intimation that the administration 

had or for that matter the provincial buildings , the Crown Cornoration 

involved1 had that N.R.C. were not resolvinr, these matters? 

Now I ask that not to create a dehatenor to cause any controversy. 

I ask it because to my own knowledge these negotiations have been 

goinr on for well over a year and thev were goin9. on normally with 

proposals and counter-proposals and meetings and there was nothing 

untoward. Last night we had the experience of seeing two of the 

Federal members. Mr. C11rter and '1r. McCn1th,trying to make cheap 

JM - 1 

politics 011t of this, but I 11m not interested in that. What I am interested 

in is whether the meeting in May, held in Ottawa when the 

Premier and a number of his colleagues met with the Prime "!inister 

and a number of the other ministers at nttawa 1whether that was the 

first intimation the e.dministrati.on had that the meetings between 

N.R.C. and the government had not come to the point they should have 

come to and that the matter was not being solved satisfactorily7 

MR. CROSBIE: Mr. Speaker, we knew of co11rse that meetings were being 

held from time to time and there did not seem to he much progress 

being made,because of course Mr. Dustan kept ns informed on all 

these things. B11t at our meeting in Ottawa on Ma.v 10, if that is 

the date, it was the first time that we were told there were these 

ten specific points and 11nless action were taken to clear this up 
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that the minister might make an order, that he could order and might 

make an order that construction stop. We therefore took the necessary 

steps to see that they were resolved and it was from then on that our 

own consultants, Jacobs Engineerinp.,were instructed to participate 

in these meetings so they could advise us. 

"-1R. RORERTS: (Inaudible). 

MR. CROSRIE: - . ---------- They are not on pollution, not on pollution any more. 

'l'herefore the matters have now been resolved. 

?-IR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, I would like to ask the Minister of Labour if 

he has yet received the report of the committee that is investigatinf 

the most recent accident at the ERCO plant in Lon~ Harbour? 

MI3_._):!_~YI'!.!\RD.: Yes, :Mr. Sneaker, I have received a report and T will 

be dicussinr. it in a joint management union meeting tomorrow afternoon, 

if union arrangements can be J:1ade and I think thev can. I should 

have a further statement on it immediately after the meeting. 

ORDERS OF THE DAY: --- --- - ~- - - ----

MR. ROHE(W.N.)_: On orders of the day, Your Honour, imbued as we are 

with a sense of responsibility and public spirit we will forero 

private members' day and allow the government estimates to proceed 

in the House. 

MR._NEARY: Mr. Speaker, that is what you would call co-operation. 

MR. MARSHALL: Mr. Speaker, the Opoosition have agreed to foregoing 

private members' day butt helieve my honourable friend will concur 

that he has agreed also that this House may meet tonight for the 

purpose of considering. So realizing that, - Well we do not like 

to pressure the Opposition, realizing that his colleagues will stand 

behind him on the other side and Standing Order (7) requires this 

technical motion, 

noon do not ad1ourn. 

I move that the House at six o'clock this after-

"-fR. SPEAKER: Tt has heen moved and seconded that the House at six 
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o'clock this evening do not adjourn, carried. 

On motion that the House go into Committee of the Whole on 

Supply, Mr. Speaker left the Chair. 

COMMITTEE OF SUPPLY: --·•---
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'm. r;QBF.RTS: 303-01, has the Premier a statement on it, 

~'r. Chairman? 

"IR. '1001'.ES· Otlier than what I had to say last night. '·'r. Chairman, 

at that time the honourable Leader of the Opposition asked for 

the key personnel that were involved in that department, now 

I c0tild very easily give the total numbl·r 01 pP.rsonnc-1 

involved but I think what he requires are Lhe senior people that 

~re involved in information services and executive assistants, I 

would imagine. 

The five people who draw a salary of significance 

here.That may be, I assume, is what the hon. leader wants: 

f)r, Stuart Peters, who is special adviser to me on a one year 

contract at $28,000 a year. Mr. Torn Doyle, Parliamentary Assistant 

at $10,000, Mr. David Butler, Director of lnformation Services at 

~15,000, "'fr. Jim Stratton, the Press Information Officer at $8,500, 

Miss Dolores Carlson, Research Director at S8,SOO, these are the five 

that I assume the minister wanted to know about. 

Now regarding the duties of these particular people, 

~fr. Chairman. Dr. Stuart Peter is the man with a record which is I 

think well known to some of the members opposite. He is a man who 

has had experience with the Newfoundland Government before, before 

coming to a parting of the ways with my predececs,;or, but I would like 

to just give a.little of the background of the gentleman, He is 

the Cl1ainnan of the Planning T11.sk Force that we have established and 

he is to the future admini5tration of the government invaluable. 

In 1968, after Dr. Peters left Newfonndland to _ioin the 

Government of Canada, he was under a contract as special adviser on science 

to Maurice Strong
1
the President of the Canadian International 

Development Association, For the first two years he was responsible 
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for the development and the co-ordination of activities with 

respect to the establishment of international development and research. 

Ile continued as special adviser on science and technology with 

respect to C.I.D.A. activlties until 1971 when Maurice Stnmg left 

to become Secretary General to the United Nations Environment 

Conference to be held in Stockholm 1whlch is just heinP, completed this 

spring. 

In the spring of 1971, Dr . Peters accepted the 

position of Executive Director of the Outdoor Recreation Divisfon 

of the Ontario Department of Lands and Forests and was responsible 

for the policy and administration Jirection for Ontario's provincial 

parks, recreation areas, sports fishing and hunting, etc. 

Dr. Peters served on advisory noarrs in Canada and had 

a broad dealing with natural resources. In addition he held the 

term and appointment as Canadian representative on twenty-four 

national advisory committees on science and technology,to the 

Economic and social council of the United Nations and then to the 

Secretary General of the United Nations. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. MOORES: Yes, it is a second comin~ because he was kicked out by 

the original first coming. 

AN HON. MEMBER: He resigned. 

MR. MOORES: He resigned under some pressure, 

AN HON. MEMBER: Under pressure? 

MR. MOORES: I would think yes. I think so. He was Deputy Minister 

of Mines, Agriculture and Resources and I think there was a crossing 

of the ways1 as I say, between my predecessor and Dr. Peters himself. 

MR. ROBERTS: No. Dr, Peters ••• 

MR, MOORES: That is Dr, Peters' story. you can get the other gentleman's . 

MR. ROBERTS: No, I was involved and I know Stuart at least as well as, I 
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have known him far longer. than the Premier has . He became llirector 

General of Planning in the Community and Social Development Department 8nd 

subsequently went with Maurice Strong , whom again l know far better 

than the Premier does. 

MR. MOORES: I do not know Ma1lrice Strong a t all. 

MR. ROBERTS: A p:reat fellow. He is peddling around Stockholm on an 

environment con fcrence. The Minster of Mines was over here peddling 

with h lm. W!\S he not? 

MR . MOORF.S : Yes, well he was in Stockholm anyway. 

~- _R!!_IH:RTS: Now, what J want co know is what he was peddling? 

MR. 'IOORES: No, I think he was l>uying. 

Mr . Cha;lrmnn, regarding Or. Stuart Peters, a salary of 

$28,000 a yeRr nn a contractual 
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MR. MOORES: arrangement for any government, particularly our government, 

is a very high salary. 

With the priority that we placed on planning, I think it is 

absolutely essential and I consider crucial to have a man of Dr. Peters, 

ability, I am very thankful that he is available. He has had higher 

offers from private industry in Newfoundland,which he has turned down. 

He is not being paid by any other agency other than ourselves. Basically, 

he is very concerned ahout the future of this province and I make no 

apologizes whatsoever for the salary that he gets compared to other 

people in the civil service who are appointed for varying reasons othPr 

than their past, I think he is very competent and very carable of 

doing the job which he is associated with now. 

Mr. Tom Doyle's salary was mentioned previously in a question in 

the House. Mr. Butler's salary, 1 would imagine we will discuss this 

together with the others under the function of Information Services, 

as such. If I could just have a moment to review that function now, 

the Information Services has been established not to replace the 

Newfoundland Bulletin, That is not the object
1
to replace one propaganda 

organ with another. It was suggested to us hy the local branch of 

the Radio and Television News Directors'Association. They put in 

a proposal as to what they thought was the best means of disseminating 

infonnation, and we thought it was a good idea. 

The terms of reference of the department, as the Leader of the 

Opposition knows, this has been spelled out very clearlY, and if that is 

not the case, the service will be stopped, But the function of the 

service basically is to issue statements from the various departments 

of government,from the Leader of the Opposition, from any of those 

people who basically have an influence on the government of the province, 

The function of the department will also be, in time, to make 

legitimate programmes that are available to people in various communities make 

available to various segments of our societytwhether it be fishermen 
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MR. MOORES: or whoever and to make sure that the pertinent information, 

municipal councils and so,on is circulatPd to the various groups 

that are concerned in the province. They will not have the Pro~ressive 

Con~ervative logo at the top of the stationery, they will have 

Information Services and I hope that is exactly what the particular 

function of this department will do. 

I think it is very unfair to say that this department is 

unnecessary until they have had time to prove or dis-prove themselves. 

A memorandum has gone out to each of the employees,which the Opposition 

has seen, but they must be totally nonpolitical with regard to 

partisan politics. In fact any proof that the service as a whole or 

the people within it were involved in partisan politics in any way 

would be grounds for dismissal. They are to refrain from in any way 

incumhering the normal relationships between the press and the ministers 

of the government or the Leader of the Opposition 0 ln dealing with the 

media. the Newfoundland Information Service acts only on solicitation 

by the press or the individual ministers or the Leader of the Opposition. 

In other words,the Information Services prepares research, finds out 

rese -•rches, prepares statements for those who need the information 

and acts as a contact for the media generally. The cost of the 

Information Service Department, as it will he set up this year, is 

$40,000 in sal~ries for five people, that includes Mr. Butler, 

Miss Carlson and Mr. Stratton. A further $16,000 for the equipment 

that has to be installed, for a total of $56,000. M1,:. Chairman, That, 

once again, I do not think is a lot of money for the service, I hope 

that the Information Service will perform. Just - in passing and not to 

to condemn, I state that the Bulletin last year costed $178,00G. 

service will cost $56,000, and I hope that it will be a hetter 

service to the people generally. 

One other point I might make, I-fr. Chairman, is that virtually 

every other province in Canada does have this sort of service, 

It is not unique to here. It is a service that has been working in 

Th:I s 
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MR. MOORES:_ Ontario and Alberta and other provinces for quite a 

considerable length of time. 
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MR. ROBERTS: Mr. Chairman, I do not propose to start at this 

c;tage a long discourse on the information services. I appreciate 

what the Premier has said and indeed I had a letter, as I am sure 

he knows, from the Director of Information Services, Mr. Butler, 

in which he offered to make the services available to me and in 

effect what he said was a precise of what the Premier has iust said 

I do not have my reply here, but I wrote him back and just thanked 

him and said I understood the motives which led him to write to me 

and sincerely yours, that was it. I have no intention of makin~ any 

use whatsoever of these services nor does any of my colleagues. That 

however does not take away from the fact that there may or may not be 

a valid purpose to be served by the Information Services Division. I 

think we are going to have to wait a year and we will wait and we 

w.ill see. I am prepared to give the Premier the benefit of the douht. 

I think he has good intentions and the thing could fulfill a genuine 

need. 

I could say the same thing about •The Bulletin!' J am one 

of those who believe that"The Bulletin"did fulfill a p:enuine need. I 

hasten to add that its effectiveness was destroyed quite ,·ffeetively 

here in this House,but the fact remains that there are manv people on 

this island who have no access to regular information, no access at all. 

To take an example, Mr. Chairman, I saw on the C,B.C, news last evening, 

it may or may not have been on C.J.O.N., I did not see it there, I saw 

the news, but the Minister of Municipal Affairs made a statement to the 

effect that delegations could go away, that he would not he seeing them, 

etc. , so forth. It was also~ I believe, in yesterday's "Evening Telegram." 

Now whether it was a good statement or a bad statement is a 

separate matter, but earlier today I was talking with one of the town councillors 

in my constituency,who rang up and asked ahout a spec:!al grant, and 1 said; 
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MR. ROBERTS: "well, have you not seen the minister's statement?" 

They had not nor had they heard of it. I think that is just one example. 

You can find many hundreds of examples throughout this province, Sir, 

where people do not have access to newspapers on anything like a 

regular. basis, indeed outside the Avalon Peninsula, Gander, Grand Falls, 

Corner Brook and maybe one or two of the contiguous areas. Stephenville 

gets the newspapers daily, does it not? It does. The member for 

Port au Port nods wisely and sagely. 

AN HON. MEMBER: He puts out one, dues he not? 

MR . ROBERTS: Well yes, he purs out one,but I am talking about the 

daily newspapers, not the ..• 

·AN HON, MEMBEP: You ' are talkinp, ahout newspapers. 

HR. ROBERTS:: Yes, not ''The Georgian'', I think is the nam,~ of his 

publication, He is another h'illiam Randolph Hurst in disguise, as long as 

we do not have Sam Simeon down an the other side of Steph,,nville Pond. 

But many people do not have ~ccess to newspapers. Indeed if you take 

the circulation of the papen• that are milde avail :1hle in this province, 

you have got about 26,000 or 27,000 a day for "Thf' Evening Telegram", you 

have got about 8,000 I think for "The Dai]y Newi-;", "The Western Star" 

is of the order of 10,000, that is 45,000 out of a quarter of a million 

adults in this province, so roup,hly one nut of every six people see a 

paoer. You realize there is a .ot of duplication in that. ~Aost of 

the people who take "The Daily News" would also take "The Evening 

Telegram" I think you will see that there ~ s Ati 1.1 a need. 

Well "The Bulletin;' in my view, was fulfilling that need. 

There were people who differed with that opinion and the present 

administration have decided to end it. Well that is fine. I mean thay 

have done that and unless we want to debate it for about the seventeenth 

time in this Committee or in this House, I do not propose to go on with 

it. 
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The Information Services may or may not fulfill the 

need. All that 1 can say is that we will be watcld.ng ver:r closely. 

If there :1.s any instancP of partisan intervention by them, we will 

take the Premier at his word and brinr, it to his attention, not 

throul',h Informatior. Services but through th'-' media. It is to be 

expectPd and we will expect the appropriat<' aclLon to be taken. 

Along those lines l mdy ask him,already I have asked 

him privately, 1 ask him now publicly to look at a statement made 

by Information Services on June 8, and I hope they will continue to 

~end me, I aporeciate hein.~ on their mailing list, 1 do not want a 

te.l,,•x in the offiee but maybe they will send me their statements. They 

make interesting reading. I usually get them ahout four days after 

they appear in the newspaper. Rut it is interesting, where Information 

~~rvices took it upon themselves to issue a press releasr respectinr, 

a letter written hv a memh ·· of the House who happens to he a minister, 

hilt not in his official capacity. 

I am speaking of a letter written by I bE-lieve he is the 

senior member for Harbour Main, the 11-!inister of Supply and Services, 

to the six members of Parliament at Ottawa, the hon. Hr. Jamieson, 

and the five other M.P. 1s. I asked the Premier if he thinks it isa, 

function of Information Newfoundland to report on letters written by 

ministers who were not acting in their capacity as ministers. This 

letter reiterates the proposal which the hon. gentleman made in this 

House. It happened to be a proposal with some merit/to make all the 

police vehicles on the Trans Canada ambulances, There is something 

to be said for that, it should be looked at and it is worth looking 

at and doubtlesss will be looked at. 

I do not know what in the devil Information Newfoundland 

is doing issuinP. press releases on it. It is stretching it into ,the 

political when you hear the hon. ii;entleman quoted.\.Jell I will read the 
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whole release, Why not? Maybe some hon, gentleman did not have 

it delivered to him. 

" Supply and Services Minister, the honourable Gordon 

1,, Dawe, has called on the Federal Minister of Transport and the other 

five Newfoundland M.P.'s for their support in his bid to do away with 

standard police patrol cars on the Trans Canada Highway across 

Newfoundland and replace them with fully equipped ambulances. 

"Mr. Dawe made the same proposal in the Newfoundland 

House of Assembly on June 2. In a letter to the members of Parliament, 

dated June S"(the release is dated June 8) 1'Mr. Dawe says many stretches 

of the Trans Canada Highway in Newfoundland are remote from emergency 

ambulance services and as a consequence 'all to often the unfortunate 

victim of motor vehicle accidents on this highway are left to suffer 

for long periods of time waiting the arrival of ambulance service."' 

It goes on, "I have personally witnessed this on two 

or three occasions.'' 

He says, "it is academic to reflect upon (quote).''the stupid, 

foolhardy manner in which all too many drivers conduct themselves on 

this high-speed highway" (mis-spelled) "asinine, insensible and careless 

driving is bound to continue but this is precious little consolation to 

relatives of those killed this year and to thoSPwho have to live out 

their lives in disfigurement and discomfort." (end quote), 

Mr. Dawe told the federal member it was estimated that 

between one hundred and thirty and one hundred and forty persons have 

been killed on the Newfoundland portion of the Trans-Canada Highway 

from 1965 to 1971. In support of his request, Mr. Dawe said that in 

Montreal similar delay in the ambulance service was being experienced 

in connection with motor accidents, however the city fathers there 

came to grips with the problem and equipped their polic force with 

ambulances rather than patrol cars, 
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Montreal statistics now show the traffic accident 

death rate has diminished significantly. Mr. Dawe asked the members 

to consider that the tourist season is here and the traffic flow 

on the province's highways, especially the Trans-Canada, will be 

heavier than any previous year to date, (quote)" the deduction which 

readily comes to mind is that the accident rate will be proportionately 

increased." (end quote) 

Now, Mr. Chairman, this particualar gem can be 

criticized. it is faulty in grammer, Its logic is atrocious and its 

reasoning is worse, If it were done in a journalism class it would 

rate -5 on a scale of Oto 100. But I do not raise it now for the 

purpose of pointing out that it is a terrible piece of journalism. It 

really is 0 It is badly written and it is not clear and it does not 

present a case effectively. With all that, it is still a good suggestion. 

What I want to know is why Infonnetion Services are reporting to the media, 

why the government propaganda are, and propaganda is not necessarily a 

nefarious word. Those of the Committe who are classical scholare,such 

as the gentleman from Burgeo, can cast their mind ~ack. The member for 

St. Mary's would agree, the original Greek "propogandus" means ''truth',' 

So propoganda·can or cannot have a nefarious meaning, 

But the fact remains that the government's propoganda 

agency sent out this release, which I submit had nothing to do with 

the administration.It is hardly informing the people of Newfoundland 

what the administration are going to do. It is just reporting on a 

political statement made by a political gentleman or it may have been 

an accident. It may have been that it just happened once. 

AN HON. GENTLEMAN: Inaudible. 

MR. ROBERTS: The burp from Burgeo burps again. What did he say? What 

did the gentleman say? 

MR. EVANS: The squirt from White Bay. 
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MR. ROBERTS: 'i:)e squirt from White Bay, t hat could be, Mr. Chairman. 

MJ:. Chairman , at least I goth.ere on my first try, and r did not take 

five as did the hon • . gentleman. 

MR. EVANS: You will not be in the next. 

MR . ROBERTS: However, the hon. gentleman should just hope he ge ts 

into the Cabinet i n the next shuffle, at least level one if not higher . 

As I was saying, Sir , J would like to know why the 

government of this province are issuing press rele.-ises relating to 

members' speeches. A~ fa r as I know, even ''I'he Bulletin" in its 

balmiest days did not do th:it . lt may have recorded a .Budget Speech, 

_1ust as the province paid to have this year ' s Budget Speech published 

and doubtless it has been distributed and so it should be . 
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Mr. Robets. 

a document of public interest, Down in Northeast Crouse in White 

Bay,they are up every night reading the budget, back and forth and 

antiphonally as in a Greek course, in Gregorian chant at times, some 

of the more eloquent passages. What I am trying to say is that we have 

one example of the Information Services straying from its mandate. An 

assurance from the Premier that this is but an error would suffice. I will 

let the matter drop at that, He has told us that the service is not to be 

a political or a partisan political business. That is fine. We will take 

that on sufferance until we see what happens. The fact remains that 

we have had at least one example of something which is surely partisan 

and political. If the Minister of Supply and Services wants to write 

to the M.P. 'sat Ottawa, that is fine. That is his right and his duty 

and privilege. I do not think he needs Information Newfoundland to make 

it public or to help him in his press releases, The Premier may or may not 

wish to say something about that. The only other point he made dealt 

with Dr. Peters. I know Dr. Peters well. He is a considerable friend 

of mine and myself a friend of his. I do not quarrel with the Premier's 

decision to appoint him to be an executive assistant or special adviser 

or whatever the precise title is. Whether or not $28,000 per annum which 

is $650 a week -

AN HON. MEMBER: (Inaudible). 

MR, ROBERTS: Yes, but I would not get that from the Premier, It has more 

than four figures in it, The $650 a week roughly -

AN HON. MEMBER: (Inaudible). 

MR. ROBERTS: No, it is not. I am not getting much help at all. It is 

$560 a week. The figures were transposed, Whether or not that is too high, 

we will see, The gentleman could easily be worth that. There are civil 

servants - the Minister of Health has any number of officials down there, 

the medical doctors who are getting $42,000 or $45,000. Some of the 

S,M.O.'s are getting what? Is it $42,000 or $43,000? I do not begrudge 

them a cent of it. I am sure if the minister could get twenty more, he 

would gladly hire them, money well spent. I am not going to get into a hassle 
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over Stewart Peters' salary nor for that matter am I going to get into 

a hassle over any of them at this stage. I would like for the Premier 

to say something about this release about ambulances. If he wants to 

make a statement on what the administration are doing, I would welcome 

that too, I would like some assurance that this is an isolated incident, 

We are not going to have Information Newfoundland reporting every out

going of one of the gentlemen opposite. There is a very thin line, Sir, 

between an information service and a propaganda machine. There is a 

very thin line, It is easy to transgress on it This has crossed the 

line. I would like an assurance that it is a one-shot deal. Other than 

that,the only other question I have, Sir, on this point or on this vote 

at least, unless something else comes up is: Who is the employment officer? 

I notice in the list there is $11,000 in the salary appendix and an 

Administrative Officer II at about $11,200 a year. The other people there, 

I think the questions have been answered before this and we have adequate 

information on that point, together with what the Premier gave us a few 

minutes ago, Sir. 

MR, MOORES: Mr. Chairman, the employment officer, that was Mr. McCann. 

That was answered in the House sometime ago, when that question was 

asked, That information had been made available previously. Regarding 

Dr. Peters' salary, the fact that the hon, Leader of the Opposition 

has said that we will wait and see, I am very thankful for that. I think 
' 

we will see a great deal from the gentleman. As he also said, there 

are a great many people in this building who have been appointed at much 

greater salaries than that for much longer lengths of time, There are 

some people for five-year contracts, There are some for ten-year contract 

and up to $37,000, 

MR. ROBERTS: (Inaudible ) • 

MR. MOORES: There is one at $37,000 for a five-year contract, which 

is a pretty hefty clout, 
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Mr. Moores. 

Mr. Chairman, regarding the function of the Information 

Services, the type of thing the Leader of the Opposition brought up 

is valid. I do not think it is a major breach of the function. I 

think it is probably one that happened in its initial stages when 

really minor mistakes are bound to happen. I think probably it is 

a minor mistake because it is not the function that this service was 

put up for. However, there ts one thing that I would like to say 

and I cannot help but say it. It is unfortunate. I will be referring 

to it later in the budget. Once again we have seen,when we are talking 

about estimates, when we are talking about the function of various 

departments, once again we have to bring in personalities: How a 

man writes a letter, what his grammar is like, what the intent 

is like. 

MR. ROBERTS: 

MR. MOORES: 

_MR. ROBERTS: 

MR. MOORES: 

A press release, not a letter. 

Then you did a critique. 

A press release 

You did a critique of how it was done in the minister's 

letter. Mr. Chairman, all I am saying is that the sooner we can 

drop personalities and generalities in this House, the better off we will 

be. This is not a critique of the Leader of the Opposition right now. 

It is a critique of a great many things happening and this is obviously 

the wrong place to be saying it. I think the sooner we get the rules 

changed in the House to get down to the business at hand, the sooner we 

stop a lot of partiality that is battering back and forth and the sooner 

we will be a better government. 

MR. ROBERTS: Mr. Chairman, not only did the Premier speak in the wrong 

place and as he said, it is the wrong thing. What I did,and I will keep 

on doing it,is not personalities, The government of this province, the 

people of this province, Sir, are paying for this. We have an Information 
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Services Director at $15,000 per annum. We have a research officer 

at $8,500. We have another employee down there at $8,500 per annUJ11. 

We have two other people, I assume they are stenographers or clerk 

typists or something like that, The total is $40,000. I did not 

mention any names. I have no idea who wrote this. What I did say 

and I will repeat: "It is a very bad piece of journalism." I referred 

to a letter written to me by the Director of Information Services, I 

did not make any critique of it, I merely said that there was a letter 

and that I had replied to it. If the committee wishes it tabled, 

I will gladly table it, When you get a government - this is not 

personalities and I think the Premier owes not an apology because he 

did not do anything for which he should apologize but I think he perhaps 

should make it clear. I feel as strongly as he does about personalities. 

It was not one of my colleagues who started a hatchet job here the other 

night. We will see about that. 

AN HON, MEMBER: (Inaudible). 

MR. ROBERTS: Yes, I agree that the honourable gentleman has been 

at it over there for five years. 

MR. NEARY: The Minister of Finance. 

MR. ROBERTS: Knock off! Do not bother with the hon. gentleman 

for St. John's Centre. He is not worth it, 

What I said ~as that a release put out by an agency of the 

government of this province is illiterate, It says, "delays was being 

experienced." Surely a $15,000 a year director and an $11,000 a year 

research officer, $8,500 or whatever the prices are down there for 

the staff, can at least have the subject and the verb in the same number. 

You made need a new typewriter. You also misspelled "speed." Logic was 
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faulty. I Paid that as a piece of journalism in a school of journalism 

would be minus five on a scale of "O" to "100", That is not any 

personal reference to anybody. I have no idea who authored or 

misauthored this document. I auite agree about personalities in 

this House. I could not agree more. It is not a matter of 

chanpinv the rules,as the Premier seems to think. It is a matter of 

all of us, the forty-two of us, or forty-one now, livinr: up to the 

rules, because the rules are auite clear on this one. What I 

said and I hone the Premier will come back, I have not been into 

any personalities and I am not going to get into any. But, when we 

are being asked to vote money for an information service, the least 

the information service can do is be properly grammatical. That is 

all I said. I will say it again and I will go on saying it. It 

has nothing to do with personalities, nothing to do with anything 

excent the quality of the information service. I think the auality of 

the information service in this instance needs improvement. 

HR. MOORES: ------ } 1r. Chairman, I thought that the Leader of the Opposition 

was referring to the text of a letter written hy the minister to Ottawa. 

If I min interpreted that I was wronp. But all I. .. 

•-m. P,OBERTS: . ------ &-~- No, I was readinp. I have not seen the letter. 

}~_._ !~O_O_R_E_S_· All I would like to say in reply to that is that I am p:lad 

that the 'Newfoundland Bulletin," which was half pictures of the 

winisters1 has finally gone as well. 

AN H('N . }fEMBER '. •~r. Chairman ••• 

}'R. MOORES: As for .1ournalism, "'r. Chairman, it is a fact that the 

Newfoundland Bulletin' which did, and I think anyone who has read it 

realized that it was half pictures of various ministers in action as 

opposed to statinp policy of what was the result of their action. This 

is political propaganda, partisan propaganda of the worse kind. I do 

not want to pet into an argument on this, but what I do want to say 

Chairman, is that .•• 

'·"R • ROBERTS : --- ---· The Premier is going ahout it in a funny wav ... 
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MR, MOORES· Well that sounds better at the end rather than the ------ .. .. 

beginnin?. 

I arree, but this may not be the end. 

~fR. MOOllES, The honourable Leader of the Opoosition is probably 

sensitive to the fact that he was - 'they was ministers, Mr. Chainnan. 

}'R. ROBERTS · 

t-lR. NEARY, ---- --

Was and will be. 

Mr. Chainnan, in view of the fact that ~2P,OOO is a 

fantastic amount of money to be naid to J)o~tor Peters, as I understand 

it, on a one year contractural basis, I wonder if the honourabl0 

Premier could tell us whether Doctor Peters is full-time with the 

PreJ11ier's office or is he permitted or, is he on the oayroll of any 

business or industry i.n the province? Can he also serve private 

enterprise in addition to his iob in the Premier's office? Before the 

Prenier answers that, he has already lost his bet, so he may as well 

relmc: and en_1oy the nfternoon. I would also li1'e to know, Mr. Chairman, 

if the Sl~,000 for eauipment includes the teletype equipnent? 

MR. t-lQORES: Yes . it does. -------
l'.IR~~-~RY~ The Premier says it does include the cost of installinp. 

teletypes in the various offices. Well then, could the honourable 

Premier tell us what offices, what news offices the teletype machines 

will be installed in? Will it be only in St. John's or will it be 

ri!!ht across the whole island and Labrador, in the newspaper offices 

in Labrador? I would also like to know, Mr. Chairman, if t-'r. McLean's 

advertisin!! has anything to do with "Information Nel ·foundland"? I 

think it is under the Premier's office somewhere, Sir, that we have to 

find out what this outfit from Ontario, from Toronto,is costing the 

province. I think the Premier owes it to the people of Newfoundland 

to make a statement in this House to tell us just precisely how much, 

directly and indirectly "Information Newfoundland'' is going to cost. 

How much it is going to cost to maintain this advertising agency from 

Toronto? I did hear a figure, Sir, of $8,000 a week. I do not 

believe it. I think that is a gross exaggeration, but I was told that 
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~r. t•cLean and his associates are bein~ paid ~8,000 a wee~·, Sir. 

Perhaps the Premier can confirm or deny this. I would like to know 

what the total amount of expenditure is bein)? handled by ~-!clean 

directly and :Indirectly? What ••. 

~ • Cll/1 IllJv!AN • Order: The Headini;,: under discussinn is 303-01, the 

l'remier's Office,Salaries. The f'hair maybe mistaken, hut the Chair 

does not see where HcLeans Acl.vertisin.e is included in this. Of course ... 

MP, ~(lBFFTS, (First part inm·dihle) Your Honour. for "cLean 

Advertisiniz or whatever the firm is, but this vote is realJv the 

minister's vote for the denartment, because the salaries of course 

are included in the salary of the Premier. I do think it is in accord 

with the practice of the committee and the P.ouse that a fairly wide 

latitude of debate back and forth is allowed. If there is soll'e other 

place in the. estimates where this may be raised fine, hut we could see 

that this is the only place where the matter could be discussed. I 

do think it is in order, Sir. 

MP.. CllA.IRPAN, I wonder if it mipht not he more nractically n 

subiect matter for question to be tahled in the House? However, m1whe 

the Premier can relate as to whether there is a Headinir - any other 

Headinp. other than this that it can come under. If not. I would ap:ree 

that it is subject for discussion here. 

iu1. ROBERTS· · --------- Your Honour. as for question tabled, of course many if 

not all the ouestions asked on estimates could also be the sub.1ect of 

ouestions tabled in the normal way and nut on the Order Paper. But.. 

t·!R • CHA IRJv!AN : -- --· -- - --- --- Again though. subject to the rule of relevance and 

when we get to a Head:Lnit. 

~ ._ ROBERTS: Oh, agreed! but I mean, surely Your Honour this, and I 

press because I think it is an important point, this is relevant to -

the outfit is in the Premier's office the information co~plex ..• 

MR. CHAIRMAN· I do not know about that. ---------- - -
~'R. ROBERTS : Well the Premier, I do not know if ~cl.ean is, I mean, I 

have no idea, we are trvirp. to find that out. But Information Services 
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is attached to the Premie~ administratively at least. You know,the 

salaries vote, 303-01 the one we are on does include the Premier's 

salary. In effect, it is the minister's vote if there were a department 

of the Executive Council. But we can hardly do it Your Honour on the 

discussion of the Lieutenant Governor's establishment. That would 

be grossly improper, nor on the Electoral Office because that only 

has to do with the Chief Electoral Officer. So I would ask if we 

could proceed on this for a little bit. 

MR . CHAIR:IKAN · If the honourable member would restrict the discussion -- ·- - ··- - -- .. 
until we find whether it is something that the Premier can enlighten 

the member on. If there is another Headini:, it can be discussed under, 

then maybe we can discuss it under that. 

~. NEARY· Mr. Chairman, I have not been able to find it under any 

other Heading. I would llke to know what the service charges are and 

what the commissions are to HcLeans Advertising, The Premier has been 

making the public announcements on this propaganda machine that has 

been set un, which no doubt Mr. ~fcLean has his finger in. Sir, 

there is no doubt about that. So I would like to know what the total 

expenditure will be. I have a feeling, :!Kr. Chairman, if you get the 

direct expenditure and the indirect expenditure, that it will amount to 

a lot more than the cost of the '"Newfoundland Bulletin'·· a lot more, 

Sir. 

With rep;ard to ''Information Newfoundland' Sir, my honourable 

colleague, the Leader of the Opposition,has covered the subject fairly 

adequately, but there is one thing that disturbs me about it, Sir, 

about this whole matter of McLeans ar.•d "Information Newfoundland''. It 

seems to be creating a barrier, throwing an obstruction between the 

people and the minister. 

Mr. Chairman, you will remember that on a number of occasions 

in this House so far this session, I brought up the matter of ministers 

not being accessible to the people. They should be, Sir, the people 

have a right to be able to see their elected representatives. But 
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somehow or other , a harrier ls beinl' created. The people who come 

into Confe<leration BuildinR or who write letters or telenhone in 

are shunted off. Sir, to some exnens:lve, paid, what we have been 

callinit flunkies. I do not know if that is the proner term for the1n 

or not, Sir. ttaybe it is not. Maybe the honourable member for 

St. John's East can think of a bet. ter term, They were supporters 

of the Tory l'arty, Sir. They actively campaip.ned for the Tory Party 

and now they are on the payroll . 

I think this is wronr:, t!r . Chairman. I t h:1.n~ :I t is wronr. . 

As I said a few moments a~o. people do have a ri~ht to he able to 

see J11inisters. We heard the ~'inister of Hunicipal Affairs and Housin~ 

the other dav, yesterdav I think it was; that his door was c losed. He 

is not seejnJ.! 
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MR. ROBERTS: any more delegations? 

MR. MARSHALL: Mr. Chainnan, on a point of order. the statements of 

the honourable member are not relevant. If he wants to make any 

inquiry concerning any minister,like the Minister of Municipal 

Affairs, the estimates of the Department of Municipal Affairs are 

coming up and I would submit that a debate now would be transcending 

the boundary. 

MR. ROWE , W.N. On a point of order, Sir, I would submit that the 

honourable member is not getting into a debate on the Department of 

Municipal Affairs at all. What he is talking about is the 

government policy or the lack of government policy with respect to 

access to ministers or the government or the Premier or the government 

in general. Sir, the salary that we are now discussing includes, 

the salary's head we are now discussing includes the Premier's 

salary. The Premier is the Leader of the of the government and, 

therefore, is the best spokesman on these matters of general 

government policy and I would submit that my colleague is not out 

of order in pursuing this particular matter, 

MR. CHAIRMAN, If the honourable member restricts the discussion to 

raising the matter of policy to which the honourable member is referring 

then the honourable member is not out of order on this particular 

point. 

MR. NEARY: Thank you, Mr, Chainnan, I am just merely making this 

point because I am hoping that Information Newfoundland will not 

be established for this reason. I have also heard that newsmen in 

this province are finding it very difficult to get through to ministers. 

The Minister of Education, for instance, if you want to get a comment 

or a statement from the Minister of Education, you first of all, as 

we are told now, Sir, this is the rumor, the Premier may confinn or 

deny this, we are told that you have to call the minister's office 

leave your name, leave the question with his private secretary, then 
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MR. NEARY! you hang up the phone, then the infonnation is passed on 

to the minister and I do not know what he does with it. The question 

is answered, send back through the secretary, back to the newsmen. 

Now, Sir, this seems to me to be a little bit peculiar. It has not 

happened before. There was alwavs en open door policy in Confederation 

Building. I hope, Sir, this is not the purpose for creating this 

Information Newfoundland. 

I think the honourable Premier is quite sincere when he says that 

he wants to bring government to the people. But I am not so sure 

about his ministers. Mr. Chairman, not so sure -

'I-IR. MURPHY: Mr. Chairman, if I may at this time, would the honourable 

member mind repeating what he just said? 

MR, NEARY: Mr. Chainnan, I mentioned the honourable Minister of 

Municipal Affairs, I mentioned the honourable Minister of Education, 

it is virtually impossible to reach the Minister of Social Services 

and Fehabilitation, Sir. He stated himself in this honourable House 

that he was not meeting welfare recipients. If the honourable Minister 

of Provincial Affairs would spent a little more time in the House 

he would be up to date on this and he would not have to stand and 

ask me a question. 

MR. MURPHY: That is unjust. 

MR. NEARY: It may be unjust, Sir, but it is true. 

And so if the government are going to bring government to the 

people, then I would say, Sir, they not shut the ministers off from 

the people, that they not have unlisted telephones.The~e are ministers 

on the opposite side who have unlisted telephones. Why, Mr. Chairman? 

Why? Are they being bugged by people? Are people a bother to them? 
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MR. MURPHY: THey are too poor to get them in. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Chairman, the honourable Minister of Finance can well 

afford to get a phone in, I am sure of that. I am sure of it. But, 

Sir, people should have access to the ministers. That is what they 

are there for. That is what they were elected for, If they do not 

like it, get out. Nobody has got a gun in their back and saying, "you 

have to go and sit in the House of Assembly, you have to serve as 

a minister." Nohody is saying that, Sir, forcing them into it. It 

is voluntary• Any time they do not like it they can leave. 

My eleven years in poll.tics, Sir, r have not had an unlisted 

phone and I never will. 

AN HON. MEMBER: You cannot afford it. 

MR. NEARY: Maybe I cannot afford it. I did not get $2.6 million. 

So, Mr. Chairman, I would like for the Premier to clear the air. 

Because this is true, people all over this province are saying they 

cannot get information and here we are paying fantastic sums of money, 

setting up this Information Newfoundland, bringing in the Bay Street 

boys from Toronto, Sir, and yet ministers are becoming rapidly 

inaccessible. I think this is wrong. I do not know if the Premier is 

aware of it or not, maybe he is not, maybe he will stand in his place 

in this House this afternoon and say; "as long as I am Premier of this 

province, nobody will be denied an audience with one of my ministers:' 

I hope he will stand here and tell us that, Sir1 because people are 

being denied an audience with the ministers, they cannot make appointments. 

They are not getting replies to their letters. They cannot reach the 

ministers by phones. What kind of a Newfoundland are we going to have, 

Sir? The people of this province are entitled to better than that. 

AN HON. MEMBER: BunkUl'II \ Bunkum! 

MR. NEARY: It is not bunkum. 

AN HON, MEMl3ER: It is bunkum and worse ••. 

MR NEARY: Mr. Chairman, is the honourable Premier going to answer these 

inquires. That is nice parliamentary language. 
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~R. ~~~ I assume, Mr. Chairman, when the honourable gentleman 

sat down, he would now stop talking. There is always some doubt, 

I am sorry. Well sometimes we do not know, Mr. Chairman, if the honourable 

gentleman is sitting down or talking or wanting to be heard or talking 

to be listened to. But on the points that he raised; Dr. Peter9 

was approached hy private industry in Newfoundland to come here to 

accept a job. We offered him a job instead. As of May 1, Dr. Peter 

has not been working for any other firm or any corporation. 

MR NEARY: Inaudible. 

MR MOORES: No, he never did join the corporation. He came to work 

directly with the government. 

Regarding the teletype equipment that figure is included in the 

$56,000, the installation. The locations of that teletype equipment 

is at C.TON, CBC and VOCM here in St. John's, "The Evening Telegram" 

and "The Daily News", "The Western Star" and the other independent 

radio station in Corner Brook and the CJON, VOCM and CBC feed their 

information to their affiliates in Labrador and the other points in 

the Island. I think those are the major ones where they have been 

installed. 

Regarding the McLean involvement with - certainly there is 

nothing in my department that he has been involved in, Any particular 

project that comes up in any department that his services apply to, 

he is eligible to bid on it as others will be. There is nothing 

restrictive about the individual himself, The reason why he is not 

listed as a heading, a very large heading, the reason he is not 

is any more than Sanitary Products is not. I mean this is just no 

place to put in a function. The suggestion that was mentioned, that 

he was receiving $8,000.a week,is totally incorrect, He has nothing 

whatsoever to do in any shape or form with the Information Services. 

Nothing whatsoever! He is not paid as an adviser. He has no input 
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MR. MOORES: into that service at all. His job or the jobs that he 

may get will be from bidding,on the expertees that he has within 

government departments. The only job that he had where he finished .'l.nd 

which he was paid for was in assisting the P, C. Party during the 

two elections, which has nothing to do with this vote, or maybe it 

does. 

But one thing that the honourable member says that bothers me 

a little bit,where he comes down pretty hard on the people from 

Toronto coming in here and taking the bread out of Newfoundlanders 

mouths. Now I happen to know 1in McLean's case, he has eight employees 

of which six are Newfoundlanders. I only hope that the people in 

Toronto do not ever take the attitude that jobs in Toronto are for 

Torontonians only, or we will have, as the honourable member would 

say, one hell of a doze of Newfoundlanders back on our plate. 

We live in a country where we should be able to move from province 

to province or from to-i-m to to'lom 1 and to say this stigma that someone 

comes from the mainland, someone comes from another community, the 

fact that that is wrong or right,to me, to put any stigma to it at 

all is totally wrong. We are either Canadians living in a country 

where we can travel hack and forth freely, we either play our part 

as Canadian, we either do that by being good Newfoundlanders or not. 

I feel very strongly about this. This business,because someone is 

from somewhere else they are automatically bad, I do not think it is 

really very good publicity or very good reasoning on our behalf. 

Regarding the accessibility of ministers, Mr. Chairman, it is the 

policy of this government to be as accessible as possible I think what 

the Minister of Municipal Affairs did say was that town councils 

have to learn to live within their budget. In a great many cases in 

the past and I know in particularly, as it applies to the office that 
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MR. MOORES: I hold now, a great many committees and delegations would 

come in to get a few thousands dollars for this or for that. I think 

what we have got to do for municipalities or whatever group it may be,is 

to also do some planning and some budgeting as to what they can or 

cannot do so 
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that everything is not piecemeal ,md that we have to get on some kind 

of a system where neople accept responslbilities themselves and not 

always f?.O to government to say, ·•what can you do for me?:· I think it 

is time, as the Minister of Municipal Affairs has said, for people to 

say. 'How can we control our own r1estinv and how can we approach 

f?_overnment on an overall basis rathPr than a niecemeal hasis?;' 

Mr. Chairman, before the honourable Premier takes his seat 

I wonder if he would be good enou?,h to p.et "le a list of the work that 

McLean's are doinp.: for thP various c:lepartments of p;overnment at the 

)')resent time and at what cost, what the charges are. I know the PreJ11ier 

does not have that information at his fingertins now but T would like 

to have it tomorrow or the next dav. I would also live to know. 

Mr. Chairman, seeinj?. the honourable Premier hrought it up, if ~fcLe::m's 

are doing the "P.R." work for the Linerboarcl Mill in Stephenville and 

if public tenders were called for that contract. 

JM - 1 

~- MOORE~_!_ Well the last one. I clo not know,is the ;mswer, Mr. Chairman. 

On the other one there is a question on thf' or<ler paper which I wi 11 

get answered in the immediate future or try to before the House closes. 

On motion, sub-head 303, carried. 

~fR._ ROWE(W.N.): On 3011(01). Mr.. Chairman. I would imagine that this 

is the vote out of which comes the salaries for the two '1'i.nis ter' s 

without Portfolio who flank the Premier's right hand side. Could the 

Premier give the House some information as to what the duties are of 

these various ministers? He marle a public statement when he formulated 

or formed his Cllhinet some time ar,o, hack in Jan11ary ,in which he snell ed 

out vaguely what these Minister's without Portfolio were roin~ to do. 

Apparently they are not simply Minister's without Portfolio who have 

no duties, who merely come to C~hinet meetings and give the Cabinet 

and government the benefit of their advice as members of the Cabinet. 

Apparently they do have some speci. fie d11ties. The Minister without 
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Portfolio from the District of St. Mary's apparently is the t,,linister. 

of Inter-r.overnmental Transactions or sornethinP', is that ri~ht? 

Inter-Governmental Affairs, rirh~ I rlo not know what exactly that 

ioh entails. The Minister l'livht 111 so inform us whether it was the 

nritish r.overnment or the Canadian r.overnment that the honourahle 

minister was supnosed to he transnC'ting affairs with. Oh listen to 

th11t over there! ' ·le have not Reen the honourable minister in the 

Howse f'or the '['last five months. I-le is back now. I had not meant to 

snv this, Sir, but these cr.icki.es over i.n the corner. there, the four 

or five who are a positive embarrassment to the Premier at the best 

of tir.ies, have nrovoked me into statin~ that we have not seen the 

r.inister PithC'r in thP House or in the province and he is drawing, 

nresumahlv, a s.:11.arv fro!'1 the ?t1hl i c funcs of this nrovince. 

Hhat is the Man's iob, thP honourable minister's job? What 

is 11e goinr> to do? Whnt is he doinf' now? What has he done? Al.so 

wh i I e he is at it he c:m also give us the benefit of some remarks 

on thP honourahle ),,!inister without Portfolio, the r.oveT'l"ment House 

Leacler. Annarently his .iob is to ,ict as Chief Government Inquisitor 

or some such thinp:. M:ivhe the PrPT"ier can enlighten ns on that. 

~R_. _'105:!_~_S_: "fr. Chairman, the duties of the two ministers involved: 

JM - 2 

With rep.ar<l to the '1inister ,,,ithout Portfolio, the member for St. John's 

!':<1st.on my rir.ht, there was a very real neecl to find ont some of the 

thinp.s thAt had ~one on in the past,when we came in. t'r. Chairman. 

because we had no files to look up to find out what had ~one on in 

the nast. The man who is the llouse Leader has done several and many 

functions since he has been in the government, Reviewinr- of the 

committee system, reviewinf! and making recommendations as the Chair.man 

of the Rules Committee,which will he :1ctive throughout the sumll'er, 

and I think the responsih:f.]ity that he has which. whilst it is not 

a line denartment is a very valid one. 
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Regardinp the honourable member for S·t. Mary's, he will he full 

time, applyinr. himself to the recommenrlation of how a denartment of 

inter-governmental affairs will one rate. I mip.ht sav at this time 

that the restructurinr- that will take nlace within rovernment, anrl 

this is the senior civil service as well as at the ministerial level, 

the restructuring of povernment will mean a great many changes and 

inter-governmental affairs is roin!! to have a verv ma.ior role in any 

restructurinp._ that the government has. The honourahle memher for 

St. Mary's will he applying his attention, as T said, from now on 

full· time to defining the tems of reference that such c1 function 

in that department will have. 

!'.ffi .• ROWE(W.N.): Is the honourable minister being oaid as Minister 

without Portfolio now or is he beinr paid as a full government -

MR. MOORES: Without Portfolio. 

MR. ROWE(W.N.): So pres11J1tably he will be paid a full salary and I 

am sure that the honourable minister will do an excellent iob in any

thing that the Premier wishes to rlelegate to him. I would also like 

to say at this time, Sir, I do not know so much about the inquisitoral 

side of the job of the honourable member for St. Jrhn's East. I do 

not know how good or bad he is being at that whether he enjoys it or 

not but I would like to say publicly that in his role as Government 

House Leader he has been fair and iudicious and sensible in the conduct 

of the affairs of this House. He and I, in MV modest capacity over 

here, have invariably come to agreements which we hope have been to 

the benefit of the House and have helped to expedite matters to this 

House and our agreements have always heen lived up to and he is doinp

an admirable job. I commend the Premier for giving the honourable 

member for St .. John's East this particularly arduous role of trying to 

conduct the affairs of this House. He has done a good job
1
in my 

estimation. 
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MR. ~mORES: Mr. Chairman, I would like to sincerely thank the.Member 

for White Bay South for those k:ind remarks and 11lso,on behalf of the 

11ouse Leader and on beh;tlf of the government, thank him as well for 

the way they have handled their business between themselves. I think 

they have handled it efficiently arrd once apain handled it extremely 

we]l. 

~!_R_. __ ~OJ\FltTS: To that, Mr. Chairman, may I say I think we will keep 

the honoun1hle pentleJT1an froll' St. John's East on as House Leader for 

a hit. I only have one comment and one question, Sir. The comment 

wouln be that it is extrn.ordinary.As T understood the Premier,the 

first iob of the Minister of Inter-Governmental Affairs (designate) 

is to finrl out what the Minister of Inter-Governmental Affairs is 

to do. J ;im not sure that is what the Premier said but that is 

certainly what I hearc over here. He has been appointed to a position 

;md now has to cast n1->out ancl create R position. There is obviously a 

liaison between Ottawa and Newfoundland and like a lot of other 

thinos,T will wait and see how it works. It may or may not work but 

I fin~ it sipnificant that no province except Alberta, I believe, has 

a 1!1nister -

MR. ROR~RTS: Ontario. Ontario has ministers coming out of their ears . 

'l'hey have a two--tier cabinet there and I am !!Ding to be intrigued to see 

if the Premier falls into the sa~e trap which,in my oninion,Mr. Davis 

the Premier of Ontario has fallen into. I may say that I think anybody 

throughout Canada who is at all involved in cabinets and public life and 

that sort of thinp.. is watchin1? the Ontario thinp.. Most carefully but 

ap..ain time will tell and maybe Geor~e McLean will take the pictures 

for us. We will see. 

The question I have, Sir, I notice in the salary breakdowns 

that we have an executive assistant to minister $10,000 per annum. 

Is there anybody drawing that salary? If so, whom and if there is, 
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who is his boss? 

J,(R . MOORES: ----- - The executive ass(stant is Mr. !>on °enney who is executive 

assistnnt to the Minister of Inter-Governmental Affairs. The lnter

GovernMental Affairs 'Department,as the r,eader of the l)pposition has 

said ,is far from a proven droart1uent or a proven effective department . 

There could be a great ~any pitfalls but the phtlosophy or theory 

behind inter-provincial and th" Feclcrl\l--P1·ovtncial liaison is certainly 

a valid one. It wi t1 be the 1 ntention of the Minister without J>oi-tfolio 

to discuss with both Alherta ancl nnt11i-'lo the problems they have had. 

and they have hnd many,as I unclerst:111d it. BS to what their problems 

have been and to see i f we c a n do it in a hetter manner or if :Cn fact 

we Rhould do it 11t 11ll. Rut untLJ we have found ou t exactly wlrnt the 

terms of reference of the cler:1rtment ls or wlll be an<I r..et them 

established,well there is re2llv ~ 1-'<' must stick to research at this 

time. 

RegardinR the two-tier r.overnn<'nt, it is no intention of mvRcl f 

t o have II two-tiE'r ~<>vetnMent. We ~,ny be hnvtnr different functions 

at th('. cahinet level hut cert:i-fnlv then• 1R not anv intentlon of h:ivinl? 

junior or se.nior ministers. There coulcl he ministers with cliffcr ent 

functions as opposccl tc- linr.. aml 11taff dennrtmentR . 

MR . ROBERTS: Well , we will hl' intrir,uecl nnyway, ~ir . 
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MR. ROBERTS: Mr. Penny - I am sorry, Yes, I think the Premier has said 

a very great deal there. I have heard of launching ships on unchartered 

seas but he has certainly got one sailing on unchartered seas now, We 

will see, They have won the right to be the government of this province, 

They have the right to be the government, Let them experiment and let 

them try. The Minister without Portfoilo (St. John's East) is grinning, 

I grin with him. 

Mr. Penny, what is he doing? I understood that the gentleman 

is finishing his bar exams. He has been under articles. What is he 

doing? How much has he been paid? 

MR. OTTENHEIMER: Mr. Penny has been working with me for approximately 

four months. It could be four and a.half months. 

MR. ROBERTS: The last four months? 

MR. OTTENHEIMER: He is a special assistant. His salary 

is $10,000 per year. He is not full time, He is in the buitding or in 

my office afternoon's. It is basically half time. It is more in the 

sense of being in the building. half time, In addition he does work 

which does not require his physical presence in the building. It is not 

full time. He does do other things as well. He is associated with 

and he completed hio articling with Mr. George Clarke, the former 

Speaker, He is a gentleman certainly well-known to honourable members 

opposite and to honourable members on this side as well. 

MR. ROBERTS: They are related. They are uncle and nephew are they not? 

MR, OTTENHEIMER: That I think could verv well be. 

MR. ROBERTS: They are some relation. 

MR. ROWE (W,N.): What is he, three-fifths of the time? 

MR. ROBERTS: Well George tells me that you can pick your friends but not 

your relations. . ... , 
{, 

MR. OTTENHEIMER: I do not know if there are any other matters, There is 

salary which I imagine is basically what the honourable members are interested 

in. That is $10,000 per year. It is a contractual basis for one year, 

It is obviously not a civil service post. He does a certain amount of what 
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Mr. Ottenheimer 

one could say constituency matters. He also assists me in a 

certain amount of research as well. I may say that I think he is well 

worth the $10,000, I think if honourable gentlemen opposite know 

him, they will agree. He is a Newfoundlander. He is a graduate of 

Memorial University. He is a graduate of the University of Toronto 

Law School. I certainly think he is well worth the price. 

MR. ROBERTS: In other words, Mr. Chairman, he has come from an 

extremely good law school. I think we would all unanimously agree with 

that. But let me be clear1 The young gentlemen (I do not think I have 

ever met him. I certainly would not know him if he were to walk through 

the door• There would be some fuss on the floor of the House but if 

he were to sit in the galleries and perhaps he may be sitting there 

now. I do not know the gentleman at all) from my understanding is that 

he has been under articles. I am perplexed, Maybe the honourable 

minister could help me, Sir. He has not been called to the bar that I 

know of. If there is somethinr, that should not be said and there mny be, 

I do not want it said. I am not looking for anything like that. What 

I want to know is how long has he been - is he full time now? If he is 

not fu]l time, is he drawing a full time salary? For how long has this 

been so? Maybe the hon, House Leader could - he looked as if he had 

something to say. I am not looking for anything that should not be 

said. There may be things that are not improper but have no place 

on the floor of this House. I do not want to know about those things. 

I want to know how much has been paid to him. The salary rate is 

$10,000 a year, I do not begrudge a penny of it except I may remind the 

hon. member for St, Mary's that(I do not think he was in the House at 

the time) I have the Hansard references to some of his colleagues 

bemoaning at great length the fact that the previous administration 

appointed executive assistants. In due course, it will all be trotted 

out and laid upon - the hon. member for St, John's East smiles, He was not 
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Mr. Roberts, 

one of them. He does not have an executive assistant. He has not fallen 

into the trap, The others have. They bemoaned it when they were 

in opposition. The Minister of Fisheries who badly needs some help 

does not have one either, He will need some help on the next subhead or 

the next head, whenever we get into Fisheries. His own colleague 

admittingly paid too much for the Burgeo Fish Plant. It is bad enough 

when your enemies are attacking you but when your own colleagues do, 

well perhaps that is the same thing. 

Mr. Chairman, would one of the honourable gentleman tell 

me how long Mr. Penny has been on a salary? Is he full time now? 

If so, is he practicing law? 

MR. OTTENHEIMER: He has been on salary since approximately the middle 

of February. I do not remember the exact date, We informed the 

administration in late January,so approximately the middle of February. 

It is approximately four months. He has completed his articles and 

as a matter of fact his bar examination a couple of days ago. I presume 

he will be admitted to the bar shortly. It is not my intention to 

wish to have an assistant full time in the sence of being here eight 

hours a day or of precluding him from doing anything else. In other 

words this is a continuing arrangement whereby it is agreed that he 

will be paid $10,000 per year for putting in a certain amount of time 

and fulfilling certain duties. I think it is basically on the fulfillment 

of duty basis rather than time or place where it is actually done, 

although every afternoon he is in the building and works next to my 

office. It is $10,000 a year for the fulfillment of specific duties 

with the agreement that he may also (previously he completed his 

articles) in the future practice law or do whatever he wishes to do. 

Now the agreement is $10,000 per year for the fulfillment of specific 

duties. 

MR. NEARY: You are in trouble. 

MR. ROWE (W.N.): The honourable minister is on a bit of a sticky-wicket 
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I would submit. His legal training has been good but not quite 

good enough,! submit. He needs a little practice before our Supreme 

Court bench before he gets even more suble with words and more persuasive 

with words. 

If the honourable minister's special assistant is doing 

a part-time job, why does not the honourable minister pay him for 

a part-time job? The going rate for executive assistants, first time 

around seems to be about ~10,000 for a full-time job. I know that there 

are some more experienced ones who are getting $12,000, They are probably 

well worth it. I know that when we took on our executive or special 

assistants the tacit deal was, without having any legal basis at all, 

that they would start of at $10,000 for a year, If they were kept on 

they would probably go to $11,000 or $12,000, A deal would be worked out 

and this sort of thing, The going rate seems to be $10,000, Members of 

this House of Assembly get $6,600 odd a year to represent the people of 

the province and here is a young fellow now (I would not know him either) 

probably very capable, getting $10,000 a year for part time work. Why, 

if he is doing a three-fifths time work, does not the honourable 

minister pay him for that? Why pay him for full time work when he is doing 

a part time job? The minister can talk all he wants,about the new 

enlightened idea about employees is not an eight hour day, It is sort of 

a fee for service rendered or something or specific duties being 

satisfactorily performed, I would suggest, Sir, as my honourable colleague, 

friend,the Leader of the Opposition said, the Civil Service is going to 

be very interested to hear this new concept of payment for specific duties 

done. It is a fairly revolutionary move when you are talking about someone 

who is in the employ of somebody else, not a professional man who does something 

for a fee, on a fee basis, The honourable minister should perhaps have 

one of his colleagues recommend that this young man have his salary reduced to 
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$5,000, if he is half time or $8,000 if he is doing a little 

Page 5 

more than that. I mean this is most unfair to the other executive 

assistants who are putting in eight, ten, twelve or fifteen hour days, 

working full time in other words, 

MR. OTTENHEIMER: Mr, Chairman, just a brief comment on that. Actually, 

I think I stated that Mr. Penny does other functions than those which are 

usually associated exclusively with executive assistants. He does not 

only do constituency work, He also assists and does quite a bit of 

research which I have asked him to do, One can well argue and say 

that he should only be paid $5,000, $7,000 or $8,000, I think really 

if the opposition want to make an issue out of Mr. Penny's employment 

and the salary which I as minister recommended and requested and which 

was finalized, then the solution I think is a resolution to reduce 

my salary to $1. In other words it may well be, I am the· person responsible, 

I accept the responsibility, I think we should leave Mr. Penny out of it 

and a resolution or an amendment to reduce my salary to $1. I trust that 

a few gentlemen on this side will help me to get more than $1 a year out 

of it. I do think that that is the proper course because criticism should 

not be towards Mr. Penny. It should be toward the minister who authorized 

and requested his employment and assigns him his duties. If any honourable 

r;entlemen 
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wishes to put forward an amendment that my salary be reduced to $1.00, 

then we will have to vote on it, 

MR. ROBERTS : Mr. Chairman, let me state quite categorically, we have 

no intention of moving that the hon. gentleman's salary be reduced. We 

think he is worth every cent he is paid. We are trying to find out 

what he is doing for it but the Premier has told us that what he is 

doing mainly is trying to find something to do. We have no quarrel 

with the Minister of Inter-rovernmental Affairs. Moving to reduce a 

minister's salry, Sir, is a very :;erious thing. It is usually done 

as a matter of feelings of what amount to contempt on the part of the 

opposition, That is why we did it to the Minister of Education because 

we felt that he was incompetent, We do not intend to get in any quarrel with 

the honourable gentleman on his salary. l have no brief from his bank 

manager but he works, he is entitled to a salnry. Nor do we have any 

quarrel with Yr, Penney. what we are tryin~ to do is find out what 
l 

he is doing and it seems that the position is now as follows: 

Mr. Penney is being paid $10,000 a year. He is being 

paid at that rate. He has been at work since about the middle of 

February. Well,that is fair enough. He certainly was not retained by 

the former adminstration and he will not be retained hy the next one 

but he has heen retained by this one and that is fair enough, Sir, no 

quarrel. Nor do we quarrel with the $10,000 a year rate, that seems to 

be the ioing rate for the beginner executive assistant, I think Mr, Lush, 

and these are not personalities, these are political appointments. I am 

interested to hear the minister say they do constituency work, We have 

had a lon~ parade of his colleagues tabling answers which say that 

executive assistants on their staff do everything except constituency work. 

The job of an EA, among others, is to do constituency work, 

MR. OTTENHEIMER: He assists me in other things, 
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~1R. ROBERTS: Sure, I am all for it. They are political appointments . 

Yo1•. may remember, :-tr. Chairman, a number of years ago the Progressive 

Conservative Party imported for a while a gentleman named 

'fr. Henry Best, son of the late Dr.Best, I think it was before the honourable, 

pentleman I s time but ~Ir. Best came do'vm from Toronto, which is where 

his home was, and he advised for a day or so and then he went back to 

the '·fainland,But :-tr. Best was once Executive Assistant to the 

honourable Sydney Smith when Mr. Smith was Secretary of State for 

External Affairs in ~!r, niefendbaker's administration, It will be 

recalled that '-fr. Srni th, the honourable Mr. Smith, went home one 

afternoon,on a hot Ottawa day,and lay down and died. He had a heart 

attack and he died tragicall_v :md suddenly, and that was it. 

I remember quite vLviclly Henry Best telling me subsequently, 

that he p.,ot quite a shock. He lu1d not re1:1lized the auto-bureaucracy 

was quite as ruthless as it was, as quite effective or efficient in a 

cold way because that afternoon, while . t:!r._!;est was trying to get hold 

of Mrs.Smit~ to make all the arrangements that had to be made with this 

tragic death of this Canadian statesman, he got a little note from the 

Federal Treasury Board would he mind cleaning out his office that 

since the minister had died at l :()0 P .~1. , he was off the payroll as 

of 1:15 P.M. 

The only point of that is that executive assistants hold 

office at pleasure and it is the minister's pleasure, and you know they 

are political appointments and they can do political work - no quarrel 

at all. I think it is a very good thing. We had I think four. Indeed 

there is a gentleman now who assists me in the opposition and I 

can assure you he does constituency work, He assists me and it could he 

said 1 need the help and I am grateful for it. 

What we are gettinir at in Mr. Penney is the fact that 

the gentleman is not doing full-time work, he is doing part-time work, 

And let us realize that this theory of functions is a smoke screen, The 
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hon. gentleman skated on thin ice. He should have just come out and 

said, "Mr. Penney is bing paid $10,000 a year for part-time work." 

MR.OTTENREIMER: That is what I said. 

MR. ROBERTS: No, that is not what the hon. gentleman said. He went 

on about fulfilling other functions and we were paying the functions 

he was fulfilling. W'ell, I do not know who negotiates with the Civil 

Service but I can assure the Premier,as head of the administration, 

that if this philosophy is to be followed, the next time NAPE come 

in looking for a contract, we are going to have one of the most interesting 

rounds in negotiation in all history. 

The Member for St. John's South, not inexperienced in labour 

relations matters, I am sure,would concur with my statement that it is 

absolutely nonsensical to say your - the point is Mr. Penney is being 

paid $10,000 a year for part-time work and I will tell the Committee what 

he is doing. He is practicing law. I do not begrudge him, I am sorry, 

he is not a member of the bar. He will be shortly, but he has been 

articling, he has bee~ working in a law office, it happens to be the office 

of Mr. George Clarke, the honourable Mr. Clarke, a former Speaker of this 

House, the former Member for Carbonear. All I want is for the minister 

to come out and say that, that they are paying the man $10,000 a year 

for part-time work. Really I hold a brief on behalf of the other executive 

assistants who will all be in looking for a raise now, I think it should 

be recorded and we will let it go at this, We have no quarrel with 

Mr. Penney and certainly none with the minister. The minister has not done 

anything yet that we can quarrel with, w·e are trying to find out what he 

does do, We will find out in due course. He will tell us and we will have 

some fun. 

The point is, Mr, Penney is being paid $10,000 a year for part-time 

work, at the same time he is, I understand, articling. He will shortly be 
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called to the bar, become one of our breathern at the bar. It will 

be a little crowded downtown now, Mr. Chairman, a little crowded 

indeed. Your Honour,not being a learned man,would not understand 

but the gentleman sitting to Your Honour's right, being a very 

learned man, would understand as would the House Leader, our own 

House Leader, and the gentleman from St. John's South and the 

gentleman from Placentia East, all of them are very learned. 

AN HON.MEMBER: Inaudible. 

MR. ROBERTS: The member for Burgeo is learned? I would not say that. 

Mr. Chairman, if the hon. gentleman from Burgeo thinks 

he is learned, he may be gallant, I am not sure if he is gallant or not 

but there is a tradition in the House, I do not know where it came from 

but I suppose it is like all these traditions, but a learned member, 

for the benefit of the hon. gentleman,is a man who has been trained in 

the law. The hon. member for St. Mary's is at least half-learned and 

shortly will be full-learned I hope or whole-learned or wholly.leamied, 

whatever the devil it is. 

The point is, Mr. Penney is practicing law or about to 

enter into the practice of law and at the same time is being paid $10,000, 

a year, Having made the point let us get on with us, unless somebody wants 

to say something else. We are going to be here the night anyway. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order please. 

MR. ROBERTS: Mr. Chairman, may I ask who was called to order? Was it 

I?. Your Honour said order and I asked a question; was I out of order? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I did hear a lot of noise. 

MR. ROBERTS: Well I cannot help what His Hbnour hears.Was I out of order? 

I mean I am genuinely anxious to know. 

MR . CHAIRMAN: I think the hon. gentleman heard more than one person speaking 

at the same time. 

MR. ROBERTS: I just want the point to be clear. 

and I mean I want to be sure I am in order. 

His Honour called order 
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MR. CHAIIUIAN: The items were being called, 

MR. ROBERTS: Very rapidly, Your Honour might perhaps. ,. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: There were roars from either side of the House, this is 

why order was called. I was not referring to anybody in particular. 

MR. ROBERTS: Well then before the item passes Your Honour, let me ask 

the question in a non-roar, I did it in a non-roar way but the roar 

apparently was over there -

MR. CHAIRMAN: Do you have a question to ask? 

MR. ROBERTS: Do I have a question to ask? It is funny you should ask 

that, Sir. Yes, I do have a question to ask. Thank you, Sir. The 

$2,000 motor car allowance, is that for the two ministers without 

portfolio? 

AN HON. MEMBER: Yes. 

MR. ROBERTS: Okay, now that I hRve the answer, fine. Can we go on with 

it, Mr. Chairman, not quite so quickly please. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I may continue now. 

Gn motion total subhead 304, carried. 

On motion, Block Provision, Canada Pension Plan, carried. 

On motion, Block Provision, Unemployment Insurance, carried. 

On motion, total Executive Council, carried. 

MR. CHEESEMAN: Mr. Chairman, introducinii; the estimates for Fisheries 

for the current year, there are a few comments which I would like 

to make' covering the broad field of the department and some of the 

problems and some of the areas which are receivinJ:\ attention. 

I think,however,I would like to make a comment first in 

connection with an :I.tern which will come up, By request and by agreement, 

I believe with the House, the question of Burgeo was moved from 

the Economic Development estimates for purpose of discussion to the 

Department of Fisheries and will therefore be discussed under this 

subhead. 
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subhead. 

~ow I want to make it abundantly clear that the reason 

for that,stated at the time,was that tlte Premier wished to make 

comment on this subject and I believe was 
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was not in the House at the time that the Economic Development estimates 

were introduced. However, least there should be any feeling on the part 

of anyone that by makinp.: this comment tha t I did not support 

Rurgeo Fish Industries purchased by p.overnment1 on the basis of the 

information available to me and the statements already made under the 

Department of Economic Development,! wish to say that as far as I am 

concerned I do wholeheartedly supnort the action taken by the ~overnment 

at that time. 

Now one other comment I feel that also I ,muln like to make is 

that there was reference this afternoon,anc" I hope that tam in order 

in co11111!entinp. on this under this particular 1401. to the inaccessibility 

of ministers and/or departments and/or telephones listed or unlisted 

as the case may be. In connection with the Department of Fisheries,! 

believe it is a reasonable statement to make that in as far as time 

will permit and mechanical devices and anything of that nature or 

visits from constituents all over the island,the Department of 

Fisheries has an open door, I have two listed telephone numbers. So 

I trust that that clears the sitnation1 in as far as the Department 

of Fisheries is concerned. I thought I would take an opportunity 

to clarify this. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, -

~m. ROBERTS i Mr. Chairman, I think we should have a ouick count of 

the Hou~e please. I will stay hut there are one, two, three - No, 

t do not have to stay either. 

I did not mean to ruin the Premier's cigarette but I thought 

with the minister makinp.: a statement his own colleagues would want 

to hear it. 

MR. CHEESEMAN: All of the members of the House are so well informed -- -----·•·------~--

perhans there was no necessity.. However, Mr. Chairman, to carry on 

with the point when the count was called. I would like to say in 
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reference to a coJllffient that was made perhaps in jest, perhaps seriously, 

l do not know abnnt the lack of an executive assistant in this 

department, that this is but one of a number of nroblems in terms of 

personnel. I wou1<1 Jike at this point to say also th1Jt lam here 

this nfternoon without benefit of a deputy Minister or other advisers 

not becat1se of the fact that T feel so competent or knowled)1:eable in 

the affairs of the Department of Fisherjes in the short time that I 

have heen in th;at portfolio but rather hecause of a lack nf striff 

in thnt <1epartment at the nresent time. The deputv minister is in 

Ralifax attendin r a meetln~ on herrinl? which is of major il'lnortance 

tn this nrovince. /\ me!'lher of the To'isheries Development Authority, 

'fr. Pussell, is torlav in Chica.('.o in my stead,where there is a 

rlell'.onstration on the future use and possibilities of the caplin 

inclustry which I feel is of major importance again to this province. 

Unfortunat elv 'fr. Prince,as will he known to most members o~ the 

!louse. :mother meriber of the authority, suffered a very severe 

heart attack som,e weeks fl/?O and is recovet in/? satisfactorily now but 

he had a lonr- stretch in intensive ca.re and it looks as thoul?h he will 

he off for some ti~e vet . 

So I woulcl crave the indulgence of the House,if there are detail.eel 

riuestinns of which I do not have the iMmediate answers that this will 

he 11nrlerstoorl by T"lembers anrl that I ,,rill in the course of events 

endeavour to obtain the information which has been sought. lfow, 

Mr. Chairman, lookinr specifically at the Department of Fisheries an<1 

under 1401, the fishery in the ~rovince of Newfoundland has many 

problems. Through recorded history, I believe, it is reasonable to 

say that the industry itself in one forn or another has gone from 

crisis to crisis. We have seen market~ collapse. l•Te have seen 

shortages of fish. We h 11ve seen weather conrlitions which virtually 

prohibit fishing anrl these continue to occur from time to time and 

undoubtedly will into the future. 
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I would also like to state that the future of the fisheries 

of Newfoundland,as I see it from the head of this department, is verv 

closely linked to the Federal Government and Ottawa. This in terms 

of both the available money, hecause as all members of this House 

anc'! many people throughout the province will realize the 

nroper development of the fisheries will require tremendous innut 

of canital and I believe that we must work very closely with Ottawa 

if we are in fact to make the fisheries what they should be in this 

country or in this province. 

Again in terms of Ottawa,we are involved with regulations 

which are Federal regulatiom; and to a rlegree determine the course 

which we must pursue. There are too,within the fisheries,social 

problems for. I believe, !4-r. Chairman, that it is almost impossible 

to divorce the one from the other. The fisheries of ~ewfoundland 

.JM - 3 

are scattered throup;hout as Many communities as are inhabited by 

people. We saw the influence of the resettlement nrogramme as it 

affected the industry. Many people who were move.cl from viable 

communities, at le.ast viable communities in terms of the people them

selves, where the fishery had been carried on for yearR, were in some 

instances Moved into areas where they coulc! no longf'r pursue this 

vocation and as a result some verv sad circumstances have occurred. 

There is also a trem~ndous ch;i.nrinr scene in the fishery. 

Traditibnally in Newfoun,Hand down throu~h the years and in fact up 

until recent times we were altnoAt totallv salt and pickled fish oriented . 

However there is a changing scene in this connection and we are seeinp; 

the introduction of more and more fresh fish handling, shipments, 

transfers and thjs tyne of thin~1 and this in turn is causin~ problems 

in the communities. T say prohlems in this sense that years ago when 

the salt fish production was the predominent factor you literally had 

a cottage industry which includeri the head of the household and his 
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family as a uni t and t he spli tinv,, salt int ancl curinP, of fish, the 

c'!ryinn of Hsh involvecl literal] y evervonc in the fal'lily and most 

people in the community. Huwever, when a man itoes out todav in many 

of these a reas he is nothinr. more than a catcher of fish who bdnr.s 

his f i sh then to a transfer centre or landinr, area where the fish 

is transferred either by t r uck or boat ancl taken away ,resulti ng in 

lac~ of involvement in others i n the collllltunitv in this particular 

in<'ustry . 

tt is int e r estin J? to not e in this connectjon thnt the. problems 

as t sec them in the communities are multipliecJ, through this factor, 

in the urban centxes or t he more urban centres of St. John's, Grancl 

Fa) 1 s , Corner BrC1ok and perha1,s other areas such as llotwood, l\onavis t a, 

and m,mv other ,,i.reas of this nature you will find in todav's 
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world that men and women, husband and wife team are both 

working to huy houses, to buy televisions or motor cars or the other 

amenities of this life and the opportunities in these urban centres 

is -there for these people to do that. But in the fishing connnunity 

what you have literally are the catchers of fish and that is where 

the thing stops. Now I would venture to say if you asked many 

husband and wife teams or family heads in the urban centres if 

they could get by with just one of them working or own their own 

homes or motor car or this type of thin~, I would venture to say 

that many of them would say, "no, it would be impossible!' So this 

type of problem is evident I believe in our rural communities. 

The fishery is, of course, divided into a number of sections, 

Cur offshore fishery has in recent times come under very close 

scrutiny in terms of the resource facility. ~s will be well known 

now to I am sure all members of the House,quota systems will be 

introduced,which will afford a certain amount of protection which 

had not been either necessary in the more distant past or implemented 

in the more recent past. However, we seemed to have gotten over 

that at this point. 

I would like to say in connection with this that it seems to 

me somewhat of an oddity that in a province where fishing is the 

mainstay of our economy, in terms of the number of people employed, 

for that matter the value, that it would have taken the introduction 

of a citizens group and I refer of course to SOFA. I would like to 

pay tribute to the work that they had done, the awareness that they 

brought about in connection with some of the dangers facing the 

fishing industry, but surely it is a bit of a condemnation on the 

province and the industry as a whole that this should have been 

necessary. Whilst they have done a tremendous job, I think personally 
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MR. CHEESEMAN: that it is not an area that we should look to for the 

continued future of our fisheries,rather that the government and the 

people of the country and the industry should be more involved, 

Now the slackening of fish or the availability of fish has 

necessitated to,,a new look at deep sea fishing methods. I mention 

this deep sea fishing methods as hut one segment of the fishery, 

because the near bank and the inshore fishery too are just as 

important. But dealing with this one item,it would appear that there 

will be in the immediate future a need for a considerable increase in 

our trawler fleet and this both in terms of replacement of older 

trawlers and the hiring of new ones. It has brought in turn a 

tremendous financial burden on a number of fish companies which 

in most cases have been thrown back on the government. You will 

note that there is an item in the estimates dealing with this, So 

perhaps this is enough said at this point, except to say that 

even since the compilation of the estimates there was a change in 

the situation bought about by the quota systems where now,more than 

eve~ it is going to be of major importance for Newfoundland to get 

out and get its share of the fish in the areas where the quotas 

have been established, 

It is interesting to note here, I would like to make this 

comment that according to the history books Newfoundland was blessed 

by the fact that when people arrived here from the other side they 

weiRhted baskets down with rocks and hauled them up and found them 

full of fish and this was considered to be a wonderful thing. No 

doubt in its time it was. I often, however, think in more recent 

times that it may have been not so much of a blessing because we 

did not1 down through the years,have the necessity to develop the 

offshore expertise which many countries of the world have developed, 

This question is been continuously asked, Mr. Chairman, I see it in 

the press, I hear it on radio and T,V. interviews and this type of 
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MR. CHEESEMAN: thing. "How is that the Russians or the Poles or the 

Czechoslovakians or any East Germans, you name them, can come all the 

way across the Atlantic and catch fish while we do not seem to be able 

to do it in Newfoundland." Of course, it is not true to say we cannot 

do it in Newfoundland, but merely the necessity down through the 

years was not there to develop the same type of expertise in offshore 

fishing. With them it was a question of necessity, with us,in season 

the good Lord blessed us T suppose and sent the fish to our shores 

were we could reap a harvest which at least would sustain us. B ut 

I believe there is evidence of the fact now that we were ill-equipped 

really to take full advantage of the offshore resource. 

Now in terms of what I would refer to as the near-bank fishery, 

the near offshore fishery, there is here I believe also a need to 

develop an expertise and a type of boat to fish these waters. The 

generally accepted situation in the past would be that you had distant 

trawlers and you had inshore fishery. But, I believe, Mr. Chairman, 

that it has been evident during recent years that there is what I 

would refer to as another area "green belt" of fish lying somewhere 

between this true inshore fishery and the offshore fishery and that 

we must also take advantage of this. We have seen some evidence of 

the results of this type of fishing by virtue of our fleet of longliners, 

which have been built up over recent years. The longliners are 

taking advantage of this resource area. but I believe that even more 

expertise, even more modern types of boats and larger boats and 

multi-purpose gear boats will be needed in the future. Our longliners, 

so-called,are a bit of a misnomer at the present time because really 

most of our longliners are gill-net fishers rather than longliners 

in the true sense of the word. 

The other section of the fishery,that is the true inshore fishery 

which is the small boat fishery, the trap skiff, the motor dory, 

the cod trap and to a lesser degree some trawl line and gill net is 

on a very much smaller bases than the offshore. There must also 
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MR. CHEESEMAN: be an area where we have to develop the greatest 

expertise possible and,in my opinion, will in the coming years require 

a new look at the type of boat, the type of engine, a different 

approach perhaps to bounty systems and this type of thing. But there 

is a place 1despite what has been said by a number of people 

knowledgeable in the industry, there is very definitely a role for 

the inshore fishery and the inshore fishermen and a very important one. 

I suggest it is the inshore fishermen who very often makes the difference 

between the success or the failure of the modern fish plants. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, I believe too that it is absolutely essential 

within the context of this whole total fishery that the true value of 

the fishery and the true value of the fisherman himself, in terms of 

the economy of Newfoundland,must be p0rtrayed. I believe it is a subject 

that has been neglected over the years. I am saddened,as I, am sure 

many memhers in this House and as I am sure many thinking people all 

over this province are, at the image that is sometimes painted of 

our fishermen. I believe, Mr. Chairman, this is very unfair. I suggest 

to this House today that were it not for the fishermen, the small boat 

fishermen, the inshore fishermen who preservered in the face of all 

the problems that there would not be a House today in Newfoundland. 

In fact, there might very well not be a Province of Newfoundland. 

I believe personally and I am sure many of you feel that it is long 

overdue the time when we should pay the proper tribute to our fishennen 

and the industry and support them in every way possible. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, another area of problem that I see within the 

fishery is a very heavy dependence on the United States market. I 

suppose that in terms of our ground fish and in fact almost all species 

other than perhaps our herring, macker~l, that ninety-eight percent 

perhaps of our total exports goes to the United States narket. We 

should be very happy about the fact that we have this market and the 

United States has certainly provided us with great earnings in terms 
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MR, CHEESEMAN: of our fish exports. At the same time I believe that 

we . should not have such a dependency on that market and I think that 

every effort should be made in t_he forese.eable future, in the near 

future at that,to develop markets on the Canadian Mainland from coast 

to coast and in Europe,where that is possible. I believe that we 

missed a tremendous op.portunity shortly after coming into Confederation, 

when Newfoundland was something new, when 'iie had something to our name 

that was then not a Newfie joke, When Newfoundland came into Confederation 

it was a very revered name. It brought with it great contributions 

to this nation of ours. I believe that we should have been farsighted 

enough at that 
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time to take advantage of the tremendous advantage that we have in merely 

saying the word Newfoundland, I believe that had we had a policy within 

the first two or three years after entry into Confederation, we would have 

found a ready acceptance for our products right across this entire country. 

I believe again that even at this late date we should turn and take a very 

serious look at the Canadian market, In the United States things tend 

to go up and down. They fluctuate at a much greater rate than does, I suppose, 

Canada as a whole and certainly Newfoundland in particular, It is possible, 

but we hope that it will not happen, Markets have been reasonably 

stable in recent times. Prices have been reasonably good, Bearing 

in m_ind my opening comments about the fact that the fishery seems 

to be, down through the years,frought with crisis, I believe that we should 

take the necessary insurance now to make sure that we protect ourselves 

against this possibility, Tied closely to that, Mr, Chairman, 

I believe is an area that we should take greater advantage of and that 

is the shipment from Newfoundland of fresh haddock, Again you very often 

hear the comment made that it seems that every other fish plant or every 

other area of Canada seems to be able to pay higher prices to its 

workers or to the fishermen than does Newfoundland, I suggest to you that 

in many cases this is brought about by the fact that in many of these other 

areas any thing from twenty to thirty per cent of the production of fish 

from these areas finds its way on to the fresh market and at very pre~ium 

prices, I have personally looked at the situation of fresh fish shipments 

to the Canadian Mainland markets and the possibilities of the United States 

markets in recent years and I am satisfied that if properly tackled this 

holds great opportunity for our fishing industry in Newfoundland, 

Now, Mr, Chairman, in terms of prublems of the fisherman, 

himself, I think one of the greatest area rs of c(,ncern in the province today 

must be some form of protectio~ for the inshore fishermen's gear, protection 

against storm damage, protection against loss or destruction by other means 

and the replacement, Now in recent years our predecessors have chosen to go the 
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route of using a token vote of $100 and at the appropriate time 

they have paid a portion at any rate of the losses inflected through 

what was loosely called storm damage. However, as I indicated, 

there are problems beyond the storm damage;loss of gear by trawlers 

in unprotected waters and this type of thing also comes into the picture. 

The real problem, Mr. Chairman, is the inequity of the 

system,as I see it,that has been pursued in recent times. That 

is that first of all you must have declared a near disaster or 

it must have been a major storm which caused the loss of gear. 

Iherefore1 payment now becomes applicable to either a bay, a section of 

the province or to a confined group of fishermen whilst others,throughout 

other areas of the country, because there was not a storm on the June 27, 

but who loss gear nevertheless, were excluded, I believe this is 

manifestly unfair, Mr. Chairman. We have sought and I might say now 

at this time1 without success at this point,to try and persuade Ottawa 

to participate with the province and with the fishermen,to introduce 

some form of insurance for inshore fishermen, a participatory insurance, 

I might add in this connection that there is an error in our estimates 

in terminology,where it does in fact say "Inshore Gear Replacement 

Insuranc~ 'under 1413. That, of course, is not operative in that 

there is not at this point in time an insurance policy. There is a vote 

in there of $200,000. I had hoped originally when we discussed these 

estim~tes that that would in fact represent perhaps the province's 

contribution and that Ottawa would have seen fit to go along with it. 

Now I realize, Mr. Chairman, that there are many, many problems in 

connection with the introduction of an insurance programme, fishermen's 

gear, inshore gear. I realize that the system is open to abuse. There 

are all sorts of problems. Nevertheless, I believe that it is of such 

a great degree of importance to so many of our people that we must persevere 

and we must pursue this and we must run it down to the bitter en'd to try 

and find the best possible system that we can for the benefit of our 

inshore fisherman and his protection. 
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I believe too, Mr, Chairman, that there is a real need 

at this point in time to take a good, strong look at what we are doing 

in terms of fish reduction. A number of our species of fish are 

being today caught in great quantities and put through processes which 

leave very little earnings really in terms of onshore labour. It is 

mostly a catching effort. It is true that the earnings of the 

individuals on these boats are high. That in itself is a good thing 

but I think we must be mindful of the problems that we could face in 

depleting our resources. We have seen in recent times a very substantial 

decrease in the catch of herring,for instance,on the south coast of 

Newfoundland and the south west coast, all along the entire south west 

coast, I believe we must guard against this, The province must be 

very much aware of the problems that could exist in this connection, 

I believe too, Mr, Chairman, that there is a tremendous need 

for an awareness all over the province of the job opportunities which 

exist in the fisheries. Only today and for the past two weeks I suppose 

there are add~ in the papers looking for fish cutters and, of course, 

fish cutters in themselves produce related jobs, In many areas of the 

country, I do not believe that people are fully aware of these opportunities 

and even if they are, there is another related problem which comes into 

the picture and that is the lack of a housing problem or a housing programme 

to go hand in hand with the demand or the need for additional labour 

in this industry. I feel that under this heading, Mr. Chairman, we 

in the Department of Fisheries and hopefully1 in cooperation with the 

Department of Municipal Affairs and Housing or specifically Newfoundland 

and Labrador Housing Corporation, need to take a very close look at where 

we are going in this connection. I believe too, Mr. Chairman, that 

there is a great need and in fact the progratmne is already underway 

and I hope will be pursued .tomorrow, next day and through for the next 
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twenty years or until such time as we have upgraded the facilities 

which exist around this province. Here again we run into the 

situation that I described in my opening remarks where we crossed 

the field with Ottawa. We have instances in Newfoundland where 

the federal government have built connnunity stages on land owned 

by the provincial government and in areas sometimes which were not 

acceptable to the fishermen or in communities which were on the way 

out or that needed different facilities than those built. 

By the same token, the provincial government have embarked 

from time to time on programmes which did not appear to have the proper 

follow through. I quote an example of this, last year's programme 

of so-called fish holding units, It was the impression of most of the 

people in the areas where these so-called fish holding units were 

placed that this would be a facility placed there by the government. 

It would be a combination of cold storage, bait and cool rooms for the 

baited trawl holdings. In fact, Mr. Chairman, there was no on-going 

programme beyond the actual building of these fish holding units. This 

today is causing concern to fishermen all over this island. It is 

a problem with which we are wrestling at the moment. Hopefully, as 

a result of our approach to Ottawa and some proposals that we have 

laid before them in recent weeks, there will be a total correlation of 

the effort made on the part of both the federal government 
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and the provincial Government in terms of the bait-holding units, so

called, these fish-holdinp, bait-holding units. The community stages, 

wharves and breakwaters, which get us into yet another area of federal 

concern: I know it is very frustrating for fishermen and for that 

matter for honourable members of this House,from time to time, when 

atternptinp. to ret information from us, or help from us or from the 

Department of fisheries, to be told that, "I am sorry, that is not our 

area we have nothing to do with wharves. I am sorry, that is not our 

area, we have nothing to do with breakwaters." This must he frustratinp. 

I experienced the same thing myself when my association was with 

industry,when tryinp to get information from the government department. 

I can now more readily understand the problem and I believe it is an 

area that must be sorted in the immediate future and that the total 

effort of the Federal and Provincial Government Departments, whatsoever 

department that may be, must be correlated to the greatest benefits so 

that we are moving in the same direction, so that we are in fact 

providing the facilities in the communities that our fishermen require. 

I said before and I say again, Mr. Chairman, that I am finnly 

convinced of the viability of many of our small communities around this 

country. It is the way of life, Perhapsthere are some in the 

province and even more further afield, who do not appreciate this type 

of life, but to many of our fisherfolk, to many of our inhabitants of 

the outports, they, }!r. Chairman, would not wish to have it any other 

way. I do not believe that anybody or any group has the right to play 

God with the lives of those people. I believe they ought to be 

permitted to stay where they wish to stay, pursue the type of life that 

they wish to pursue and I believe this government and in fact any 

govenrment has an obligation to give those people every possible support. 

Mr. Chairman, I would like to turn for a moment to new resource 

development. I believe that the records show over the years that there 

has been a continuous hammering away by a few individuals on the 
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possibility of caplin resources in our waters, 

~. ROBE_RTS :_ A few or one? 

!"'_R_.___f_!l_!:_E_S~~~ I say there have been a few. 

~:__!lOBE_RTS: One especially. 

MR. CHEESEMAN: One company perhaps. 

MR. ROBERTS: Well, Mr. Bursey is the gentleman who is the active one. 

MR. CHEESEMAN: Mr. Bursey has been pursuing an idea for a number of 

years, but I mean there have been others from time •to time who also have 

been involved. 

MR. ROBERTS: (Inaudible) 

!:!!l-_~HEES~-~ Yes, this is what I was about to say. A short time ago 

it came to my attention that the Norwegians and the Icelanders in 

particular were looking very seriously at the caplin resource of the 

North Atlantic, or more specifically perhaps the Northwest Atlantic, 

because that would take us into an area closer to our province. It was 

with some concern that I learned of this, Immediately I started to 

make an investigation as to what exactly was going on, I received 

cooperation from the countries. or the representatives of the countries 

to whom I talked. They informed me of exactly what they were doing and 

the possibilities which they felt this resource have, because many 

people, Mr. Chairman, feel that the caplin is perhaps the next step along 

from the herring. 

You go back a few years and there was supposedly an unlimited 

supply of herring i~ the ocean. Re.cent years have proved that this is 

not necessarily so, that this resource can in fact be depleted and
1 

depleted very rapidly without the proper controls. My concern, Mr. 

Chairman, would be that we would now turn on to caplin and that the same 

thing would happen. The last thing that I personally would want to see 

is the caplin resource of the Northwest Atlantic go into meal. I 

believe that caplin, if it has a food potential in terms of a consumer 

product, that we most certainly should take advantage of it. To this 

end, as a result of an appraoch made by others in the caplin industry 
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as well as a representation by the company to whom the Leader of the 

Opposition referred, the total effort resulted in, and I made 

reference to the fact earlier that Mr. Russell was presently in Chicago, 

There is at this very time I would think, a demonstration taking place 

which is in fact introducing the caplin to the American market, in the 

hope that this particular species will find a readily available market 

as a fresh and fresh-frozen commoditv as well as further examining the 

potential of the fish as a canning item. 

}'r. Chairman, I also believe, and this government is of course 

on record as saying,one of its aims, priority aims,is to see what can be 

done about and to bring about as auickly as possible a dollar added 

value to the products which we produce in this country. In other words, 

to get closer to the consumable product. I believe that no stone 

should be left unturned in this connection. There have already been 

discussions with industry along these lines. I am glad to say that they 

have taken what we have sugp:ested and what we have asked them to look at 

and examine toward this end,seriously. I believe and I hope that in the 

near future we will see in fact an increased value in the products of 

the sea being exported fro~ Newfoundland. Certainly, as far as the 

Department of ~isheries is concerned, we will do anythinp. that we possibly 

can to heln in this connection. 

I mentioned earlier here the importance of the fishery and the 

fishermen to the econornv of this province, and I would like to 1ust wind 

up these few remarks bv saving tha½ as of today, the value of the fishing 

industry to }lewfoundland in terms of .1obs can be measured in somethinr in 

the order of 20.000 iohs_ 20,000 _jobs, }•r. Chairman, in the Province of 

Newfoundland is a very, very considerable contribution to the economy of 

this island. It is said by the experts that you can reasonably take a 

ratio of two-to-one, in fact some say three-to-one jobs which are 

supported hy other 1obs. If this is so and in our fish plants and in 

our direct c;,tchinp.. ir. our trawlers and our inshore fishery, in other 

words. the total manpower or jobs involved in the fishin~ lndustry,if vou 
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would like to take it that way, but moving outside the plant gates 

or the fishing stage or the processing area, then if we use the 

ratio of two-to-one, we can readily see that the fishing industry in 

Newfoundland supports another 40,000 jobs. That is 60,000 jobs, 

Jl'r. Chairman. 

We hear about great investments in industry and the .1obs 

that will be created. The cost and the subsidized power, the 

concessions that are given for two hundred, three hundred or four 

hundred jobs, but I think that this House should pause for a moment 

and let that figure really sink in, 60,000 jobs, Ur. Chairman. Then 

and only then I believe, can we put into proper perspective the 

amount of aid that this industry should get,as compared to what 

it does ge~ and the concessions that should be made to it. To often 

we hear the attitude that everything is done for the fishermen. We 

give them this, we give them that. Mr. Chairman, T would like to 

suggest that in terms of dollars there have been a substantial nu~ber 

of dollars invested in the fishing industry over the past twenty od~ 

years but1 by and large, the vast ma1ority of this social canital,if 

you want to eall it that, investment on the part of the povernment, has 

gone into the larger fish plants, the establishments, where the 

expertise existed for what I would refer to as the filling out of forms, 

the appraisal of opportunities which existed through programmes - this 

type of thing, which the fisherman is in general terms ill-equipped to 

take advantage of,because of the size of the aid that he reouires and 

because of the knowledge he must possess in order to properly take 

advantage of any programme even if it is within his limitation, In 

this connection, Mr. Chairman, you will see in our estimates 

as we go through them, that there is in fact a vote for regional offices. 

I believe personally that the function of the regional offices throughout 

the province is to have the type of expertise available to tl1e fisherman 

in his own locale, which will,in fact, provide him with the information 

that he needs and the the information which he has to have in order to 
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take full advanta~e of any opportunities which may be available to 

him. 

I do not believe, Mr. Chairman, that we can measure this 

in terms of dollars. I would ask you a~ain to remember, we are talking 

of 20,000 jobs directly, 60,000 jobs indirectly. For this kind of 

job opportunity, for this kind of earning power, I honestly 
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and truly believe that the budget of the Department of Fisheries should 

be closer to $50. million than $5. million. I look forward in years 

to come when the true importance of the fishery,both in teI'!Tls of the 

people and contribution they make and the contribution made to the 

economy,will be more fully recor.nized. l realize, Mr. Chairman, and 

I am sure every member of this House,regardless of which side he sits 

on today, recognizes fully the fact that Newfoundland is very limitec1. 

in its own capital resources. 1•le must look outside, Mr. Chairman. 

We must look to Ottawa. Fe mmit look to the mainland of Canada, to 

the United States, to Europe, we must look everywhet"e but we must he 

prepared to do our part. 

In the Department of Fisheries today, and I am statinp. this as 

a fact not necessarily any condemnation of anythin?, I am from almost 

JM - 1 

day to day embarrassed by the fact that either in telephone conversation. 

in personal visits or in consultation with p<'ople,infonnation is 

requested on our resources which we do not have. Statistically the 

Provincial Government records little or nothing. We depend on the 

Federal Department of Fisheries to supply us with the infnnnation 

about what we are doinp ourselves. Now surely, Mr. Chairman, this is 

wrong. I believe that within that Department of Fisheries that there 

has to be fully equipped librari.es. We have to have information that 

we can pluck right off the shelf and lay before anyone who is interested 

in coming here to try and develop anything. We must have this 

information available for our fishennen. We must have it available 

to industry and there is only one way that I know to get it, 

Mr. Chairman. Our budgets in the coming years will have to be 

substantially increased in terms of fisheries, our aid programmes to 

industry and fishery will have to be reviewed and changed, enlarged, 

a more sympathetic understanding will have to be part of our 

philosophy of the outports and the fishermen of the province, its 
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contribution will have to be greater, recognized and our contribution 

to him will have to be measured in his contribution to us and I do not 

honestly believe, Mr. Chairman, that this is the case today. 

Now I have one more item which I would like to mention before 

I sit do~m,which I am sure will be of interest to my friend from -

MR. ROJlERTS: The honourable ventleman sitting down or the item? ------ - .. - . 

MR. CHEESE}<AN: The honourable gentleman sittinP- down. 

Roth are of interest. 

im. CUEESEM/IN: Well, with particular reference. i,e had decided to 

embark on this sort of regional office concept and the necessity to 

do a,perhaps physical inventory would be the best words,for the 

entire province, to find out exc1ctly what we have in many of the 

communities that exist and in fact where the communities exist 

themselves 1 hecause very often letters will come in askinp. for 

assistance of one form or another and somehody has to p,o bac~ and 

say~ "Do you have a community stage? no you have this, do yon h11ve 

that? !low m11ny f:l.shermen? How many boats? What do you do? What 

happens to vour fish? Do you salt? no you ship fresh? What 

exactly are you about'? What type of gear do you use?'' 

JM ·· 2 

~ow J believe, Mr. Chairman, that this information too should 

be readily available ,if not in St. John's then I suppose in St. John' s1 

in the department in the final analysis, but also this information I 

believe should be available armmd the ref'ional offices. We have 

already, because recovnizing the fact that Labrador is a little further 

away than most parts of the island and travel conditions are such -

~m. ROBERTS: A little further from where? 

MR. C_~~EJ:.1EMAN: From St. John's in terms - Well I am merely endeavourinp, 

to tell you why we have taken the step we have. I recor.nize the fact. 

If the honourable gentleman wishes to inter.1ect a quPstion I will be 

glad to sit down. 
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MR . ROBERTS: (Inaudible). 

~:..-~H_!~SEMA.~: Well, fine then T could only point out that I am not 

finished. 

MR. ROBERTS : I believe that. 

MR. CHEESEMAN : Thank you . Already we have dispatched an individual 

to the coastal area of Labrador to do a physical inventory of both 

the northern and the southern areas to try and determine exactly what 

it is. There is new emphasis, I believe, on the Labrador coast. one 

of the quota areas,which is generally referred to as the Hamilton Inlet 

Bank,could conceivably and hopefully result in a better flow of fish 

to the Labrador coast. In addition to this there is a very much 

increased awareness of the value of the herring and mackerel fishery 

in that area and as a result of some conversations with a numher of 

companies and emphasis on the necessity for Labrador to he better 

developed,! believe you will find ~ore activity along that coast this 

year than has been the case for the past few years. I hope that these 

efforts will be well rewarded ancl I hope that it will result in 

considerably better economy on the coastal area of Labrador. When I 

say that I am speakinr of the area from Nain, Makkovik and throuph to 

Southern Labrador, that area which is generally covered by fishery 

progrannnes. 

We are working in this connection,and this individual also will 

be working closely with the Department of Northern Labrador Affairs,to 

be of whatever assistance can be down there and to, generally speakinp.:. 

assess the whole area and to see what assistance, what practical 

assistance that we can ~ive to the people through th .'lt rel!;ion. So I 

think, Mr. Chairman, that is all I have to say at this moment. Ag<lin 

whatever information is reriuired during the course of the estimates 

I will endeavour to give. I would only ask the House again to bear 

JM - 3 

in mind the comment I made before, that perhaps it may not be obta:f.nabl e 
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as fast as honourable members would like to see it1 but certainly whatever 

I can provide I will be only too happy to do. Thank you very much. 

MR. ROBERTS: Well, I will arree to that. Well, Mr. Chairman, if 

the crackies from the far rip.:ht would -

MR. !-IURPHY : (lnaudible). 

"'R. RORF.RTS: The honourable Minister of Provincial Affairs -

~1R. MURPHY, 

MR. RORERTS· 

Carrv on. 

I th;mk the honourable gentleman for allowing me to 

carry on in accord with the rules. "Ir. Chairman, let me first of all 

thank the minister for his oneninp.: statement. I welcome it. I think 

it was a good speech. First of all he was speakinp from the heart 

,md I know he will understand T'le sayinp.: that I for one ,and I know he 

will agree with this. felt he was very much his father's son when he 

was standinp in his place there this afte>rnoon and makinp.: that sneech. 

JM - 4 

I did not know the late hononrahle 1-!r. Cheeseman, the late Jack Cheeseman, 

very well. I was with the p.:overnment service durinr his latter years 

in the TT'inistry but he was a man who had a lifelonp. affection for the 

fishery of this province and certainly as much knowledge as any other 

man had ever had and as much concern and as much devotion. I do not 

know of a case in history when we have ever had a father and son 

following in portfolios in this way he fore. I sup.:p.:es t the honour ah le 

gentleman is proud of that and I suggest he should be proud of that. 

But I think today in his opening statement, reallv the first 

statement he has made as the Minister of Fisheries, the first policy 

statement of any consequence, he was in every sense worthy of beinp. 

.Jack Cheesel'lan 's son and I mean that as high nraise ;md I think the 

minister earned that high praise. 

My colleagues and I,and I regret my colleague from Fogo is not 

here at present, actually he is attendinp. a wedding, the Reverend 

Mr. Peacock's daughter I believe was to be married -
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MR. EARLE: (Inaudible). 

MR. ROBERTS : !foll, the honourable r.entleman from l"ortune Bay is perh;ips 

better in escaping from wed.dings than is the gentleman from r'o~o. I clain: 

to be the House expert in escapinr from weddings but -

~m. EARLE:_ Not as good as the honourable gentleman -

t~_ROBERTS: I said ! claim to be the Ho11se £?:mert at escaping from 

weddinll,s. My lines are always better than the r,entleman from Fortune 

Bay but 1 11m r.lad he is recor,nizing that. 

MR. EARLE: (tnaudihle) . 

~fR. ROBERTS: Yes, in any t h inn re;i Uy . Mr. Chairman, -
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the member from Fogo I have no doubt will be here this evening 

and will have some words to say on this, both as a man who knows 

a great deal about the fisheries of this ~~ovince and as a man who 

was a former Minister of Fisheries or is a former Minister of Fisheries. 

We do not plan on this side any lengthy debate on these estimates. 

We have a number of specific questions which we will raise. We 

appreciate the position in which the minister finds himself. Indeed I 

would go further (with respect to staff) and I think the Department of 

Fisheries,which has some able men in it,is probably the worst staffed 

department in the administration of this province. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Unde rs t af fed! 

MR. ROBERTS: Understaffed, that is what I meant. I did not mean that 

anybody down there is not doing his job or anything like that, It is the 

least well staffed 1 let me put it that way. It is the least well staffed 

department in the province, My colleagues and I who were in the previous 

administration could have done something about it I suppose,in 

theory. In practice I think we tried, I know of any number of schemes 

that came to no fruition. We tried to improve the personnel of that 

department by recruiting additional personnel, I think really we were 

lucky to break even because we lost a man, a towering giant 1in the 

late Mr, Ross Young whose son Mr, Victor Young has become in his own 

way as much a giant in the administration as his father was. Mr, Young 

was replaced by Mr. Rupert Prince, I am glad to hear that Mr. Prince 

is coming along. I gather he had quite a severe heart attack, He is 

a man I think who would be of immense value and is proving to be of 

immense value in the fisheries, 

I do not know where the minister is going to look . to find 

the people he needs, the administration needs and the province needs. 

Part of the problem must be a further definition of the role of the Fisheries 
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Department. We, more than any other department, have a jurisdictional, 

not a conflict but a jurisdictional quandary with Ottawa, I submit 

that one of the most important things the minister could do in his 

initial months in office is settle once and for all with Ottawa 

definitively which department is to do which and with what and to whom. 

When that is decided perhaps the staff questions may be much easier 

to solve, I doubt if we will be asking of the minister much information 

in the committee,that he will need to ask his officials to obtain. If 

we do, then he is undertaking to get it. Of course, we understand that this 

will take a period of time, There ia some information which I think we 

would like to have and perhaps,if I ask him now, he can arrange to get it 

over the supper hour, The salary appendix for 1412 seems to have been 

dropped from the printed copy supplied to me, that is the Fisheries 

Development Authority Salaries, That is a minor matter. It may be 

in other members' books but it is not in mine, I have page 102 and 103. 

There is vote 1402,salaries, 1413,salaries but there is no breakdown 

of 1412 salaries, It is a minor matter but let us have it. 

MR, CHEESEMAN: The information is available, 

MR, ROBERTS: Good, I would like the minister to table the documents 

in relation to the purchase by the administration of the Burgeo Fish Plant 

and whatever else we purchased up there. This is the one matter I think 

we wish to debate at some length, We have some questions. We have some 

statements. We will talk on that. I am interested in, i.e., the details 

of the contractual arrangement under which Mr, Winsor, the manager of the 

plant,is there. The Minister of Finance earlier told us that Mr. Winsor 

is no longer employ~d, at least on an interim basis,with Mr, Lake, with 

Gaultois fisheries or whichever the Lake companies is involved, Mr, Winsor 

I suppose is one of the best fish plant men in this province. He has run 

the Gaultois Fish Plant for many years. We would like a little information 

about what he is doing in Burgeo? There is more than that, the terms on 
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which he is there? I would like the balance sheets to be tabled, Sir, 

of the enterprise as of the date of purchase. I think also we should 

have some information on how the assets were valued, I 8IIL so overwhelming 

the member from Burgeo that he tipped over his glass. I have not 

begun yet, What did he say? It is water, What did he say? I agree 

the member for Burgeo is an expert on dribble. We will come to him. 

We will come back to him. 

MR. ROWE (W.N.): You would not say he was worth $2,5 million, 

MR. ROBERTS: But he is not worth $2.5 million, Nobody would ever 

say that. The balance sheets of the company, including the valuations ,f 
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MR. ROBERTS: the three trawlers which were purchased, where are they 

carried at on the balance sheets of Burgeo Fish Industries Limited? 

The plant itself, so forth and so on. We would like the profit and 

loss statements of the company for the past five years. It is now in 

the public domain. It is relevant information. I do not want to 

have any information that is not properly public, but it is a matter 

of some concern in a matter of $2.5 millions. I would like some 

information from the minister on what happened since the government 

acquired ownership, which I believe was about the end of March, just 

before the election, about the 20th. or 22nd. of March? Is the plant 

making a profit? Is it making a loss? What do we estimate will be the 

outturn for the year? There is nowhere in the estimates that I have 

seen. Is there any provision for any loss of the company- so presumably 

it will not make a loss. Equally there seems to be no provision for 

any profit. presumably therefore it will not make a profit. I may be 

reading too much into the absence of figures from the estimates, hut 

the way to deal with this is to have the statements, the proforma 

of profit and loss statements for the current year. 

I would like to have the terms of any agreements under which the 

produce, the product of that plant is being sold. It is being sold 

obviously, I presume it is not piling up down there in Burgeo. I 

would like to know where it is being sold? By whom? And on what 

terms? .And on the prices? I do not necessarily want to know how 

much each pound is bringing, but what I am after;is it going for 

current market prices? I would like to know what the government did 

purchase at Burgeo? Because this committee is'in a position, we still 

do not know what was purchased at Burgeo. I know what was offered for 

sale by Mr. Spencer Lake in behalf of Burgeo Fish Industries, Limited. 

I have a letter dated January 17, addressed to Mr. Prince. He offered 

for sale a modern, one would query that, grotmd•fish processing plant 
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MR. ROBERTS: with a capacity of nine million and ten million pounds of 

finished fish per annum. Three trawlers"The Bur-Hound", which is 

seven years old, "The Bur-Hawk", which is ten years old, "The 

Ross Lion", according to Mr. Lake is sixteen years old. Mr, Lake 

does quote an estimated replacement cost for these trawlers, but 

he does not tell us what valuation they were carried at in the books 

of the company and obviously that is of interest. The new Meal 

and Oil Plant, I assume that is the Nat Lake Plant? 

AN HON. MEMBER: No. 

MR. ROBERTS: No. Right I am sorry. If I had read down a little 

further,it is not. The Fish Meal and Oil Plant, not the Nat Lake 

Plant. The larger barn with modern equipment capable of handling 

a herd of dairy cattle. Does that include the llamas? Rental 

office space, the beauty parlor, the barber shop, the laundromat, 

the supennarket, the fuel oil, stove oil and bunker sea and gasoline 

storage tanks together with two new rank wagons, A new office and 

bank building o~med by Coastal Reality,Limited, a part of that is 

under a long tenn rental to the Bank of Nova Scotia, I gather. Six 

houses including Mr, Lake's own home. I quote, Mr. Chairman, "I have 

only listed here some of the items which come to mind, as time has 

been too short to list everything in the plant complex at Burgeo," 

He found some other items, the machine shop, the electrical shop, 

the carpenter shop, the fishing gear storage, the ice house, the 

package material,warehouse etc. etc. etc. 

AN HONOURABLE MEMBER: What about the Cossack horses for riding in the 

meadows and -

MR ROBERTS: No, they did not sell us the horses. At least they did 

not offer them for sale, 

T.ndeed as I read the letter, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Lake offered for 

sale everything he owned or everything the company owned in Burgeo 

with the exception of the Roman Catholic Chapel, which be buil~ 
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MR. ROBERTS: personally, which t assume is now own.ed by the Roman 

Catholic Episcopal Corporation, whatever is the appropriate agency. 

AN HON. MBIBER: And Mrs. Lake. 

HR. ROBERTS: Well when I say Mr, Lake, I include Mrs. Lake. Well 

he does not own Mrs . Lake, ! would not think so . I would not think 

any husband owns any wife or any wife owns any husband. 

MR. ROWE, W .N. That is a bachelor talking. 

HR. ROllF.RTS: As a bachelor, maybe it is a conflict of interest. 

But I do not know what the honourable gentleman from Bur~eo is talking 

about. Hold on now, what wss that again? One interjects at a time . 

It is fun dealing with them, Mr . Chairman . One at a time, I mean. 

Hold on now! The member for Aarhour Crace has erupted? What was he 

saying? 

HR.ROWE: W.N. Not a word! Even put on the spot he will not even 

speak. 
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MR. MURPHY: 

MR. ROBERTS: 

An office there. 

Hold on now. 

MR. MURPHY: A liquor store there. You would pay off that 

$2.5 million. 

MR. ROBERTS: That would be right. That would be right. I wonder 

if there is a liquor store to be there. 

AN HON. MEMBER: There is one requested. 

All right. 
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MR. ROBERTS: There is one requested. Are the government going to do it? 

AN HON. MEMBER: I do not know yet, 

MR, ROBERTS: I am sorry? 

MR. MURPHY: (Inaudible). 

MR. ROBERTS: You got t~e right building. Well maybe the government 

own the building, I do not know. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Or two, 

_MR. ROBERTS: Or two - I hope the government will buy some more very 

shortly. This is some information we would like,Mr. Chairman,on the 

Burgeo Plant. What we arc saying is that we want all the relevant 

information on the purchase of the plant. All we know now is that 

the government purchased the plant and there is an item in the estimates 

for $2,6 million. I believe in response to a question one of the honourable 

ministers opposite said that this represented full payment for the plant. 

It is not an installment or anything else. That is it. Now we would like 

to know what the government paid for it - not what they paid for it because 

we know that. For what reason did they arrive at this figure? We 

have the spectacle of the Minister of Finance saying in the committee 

yesterday, Sir, that too much was paid for it. We have the spectacle 

of the member for Burgeo saying in the "Daily News" on the 1st February 

that the plant was only worth $1 million and not $6 million. I would 

like to know on what basis the government arrived at this $2.6 million 

figure? Maybe they had a basis for it. I am not going to say they did 

not, We were told by the officials, we being the previous government -

this letter was written January 17 but the information in it had already, 
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Mr. Roberts 

previous to this, been orally delivered to the then Premier, Mr. Smallwood, 

and officials. We were advised by officials at cabinet that if we 

paid about $1 million and forgiveness of the debt (the debt was about 

$400,000) then the Lake interests would be well and truly compensated 

for a plant that is twenty odd years old. Even though it has been well 

maintained, it is still twenty odd years old, It must be just about 

fully depreciated, the original plant, the five per cent straight line 

depreciation. I do not know what sort of cash they have been generating. 

It is one of the reasons why I would like to see the profit and loss 

statements. They may not have depreciated any additions or replacements 

or what have you. 

Mr. Lake offered all these to us in return for $5 million 

cash, plus the provision of a water-front site at St. Alban's,in 

Bay d'Espoir, preferably serviced and as near as possible to the government 

wharf. The Minister of Fisheries or the Premier may comment on whether 

in fact that has been done or where there is any agreement on this. 

It is a letter of January 17, addressed to Mr, Prince. I will table it, 

if honourable members have not seen it. It is doubtlessly in the files do~,i 

there. In addition Mr. Lake asked for a piece of serviced land at 

St. Alban's/which was previously used as a trailer court,by construction 

engineers and their families who are building the power complex at 

Bay d'Espoir. This serviced land is now vacant. It has been for a couple 

of years. Also we understand that it is owned by the government. That 

is up, as I recall it, on a fairly high hill as one comes down into 

St, Alban's from -

AN HON. MEMBER: St, Joseph's. 

_MR. ROBERTS: Yes, I was going to say coming down from St. Joseph's 

and St. Veronica's into St. Alban's itself. You cannot see it really 

unless you stop and walk in, as I did at one stage, That is what Mr. Lake 
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asked for. The administration then in office did not have much 

of an opportunity to deal with this because, of course, it was the 

next day that we left office. I think it is worth briefly going over 

the history. I do not propose to go into the labour dispute, Sir, 

suffice to say there was a labour dispute, There were two sides 

dug in. I am not going to say whether one was right or one was 

wrong, I do not know. It may well be that there was a little right 

and a little wrong on each side, but each side dug in, Mr. Lake 

and his interests on one side and the union on the other side, They 

dug in and the confrontations got worst and worst, Mr. Lake 

feared,I believe he 'iaid so publicly, that there would be outbursts 

of violence and he asked time and time again for a hundred R, C. M. P. 

officers to go in. The advice which we had from the R. C. M. P. 

was that the force there at the time was adequate. The situation 

got very tense, There were all sorts of incidents and all sorts 

of charges and countercharges none of which is relevant today. 

We had a very bad situation. It was obvious that the only possible 

resolution of it was to remove one or the other of the two parties 

to the dispute, I do not think anybody quarrelled with that, So 

once that became obvious the Smallwood Administration said; very well 

we will attempt to buy the plant. Negotiations were entered into with 

Mr, Lake, I am not sure if it was Mr. Spencer Lake or Mr, Birch Lake, 

his son 1but with representatives of the Lake interests. They were 

accompanied by legal counsel and what have you, on our side, the 

government side, Mr. Smallwood and some of the officials, 

'"'.f ~J 0 
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The negotiations came to no satisfactory conclusion, The reason 

for it was the government ac tJng on the advice we had 1 but that is 

not to shoulder the responsiblity, the government acting take 

responsibility, turned down Mr, Lake's offer. This one here 

was merely confirming an offer that had been made orally the 

previous Tuesday. I do not know what day of the week January 

17th, was. I am not sure what day it was. When did the government 

assume office? January 18th, what day of the week was that? Tuesday, 

so in other words the meeting between the Premier and Mr. Birch Lake 

was a week before this letter was written, the 10th, or 11th. day of 

January and at that meeting an oral offer was made by Mr. Lake and this 

letter merely confirms the oral offer. 

Indeed -the first paragraph of it, S-ir,; r'urther to the 

suggestion made by Premier J. R. Smallwood at a meeting held,,. it is 

addressed to Mr. Prince, "last Tuesday morning, January 11, in the 

presence of yourself, ~r. Cliff Russell of the F ,D.A, and my son, 

Birch Lake, we herewith submit a firm offer of sale of Burgeo Fish 

Industries Limited to the Provinc i al Government of Newfoundland, which 

offer is made in the best of good faith and which if accepted means the 

plant can he opened and opera ting within one week of its acceptance 

providing the terms and conditions as stated here below are fully 

complied with. " 

set forth. 

I have outlined the terms and conditions, Mr. Lake 

Well we turned it down, Sir. We turned it dovm because 

the plant in our view was worth, at most, $1 million plus the forgiveness 

of about $400,000 in indebtness incurred over the years with loans for 

expansion. When we turned it down we realized that the matter either was 

left unsolved or we had no option except to expropriate the plant. So 

an expropriation order was passed by the Cabinet. The expropriation order, 
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Sir, has flaws. It requires leaps and bounds surveys. These were 

not available and instructions were given to prepare them. Indeed, 

as far as I know, that work was underway when the administration 

left office. I assume it was subsequently abandoned because the 

new administration took a different approach. 

An expropriation order also only attaches physical 

assets. I do not believe it would have caught the boats. It would 

have caught the plant and things of that nature but only items fixed 

to the ground. I do not know if they are fixtures in the legal sense, 

hut buildings and fixtur0s anyway. It certainly would not have gotten 

the trawlers. 

Be that as it may, we came to the conclusion that the 

only option we had open was expropriation 1 so we passed the expropriation 

order in the Cabinet. The administration then left office and the matter 

was not proceeded with. That is fine, so be it! The new government 

subsequently, presumably after a period of negotiations,because it was 

11ho11t two months hefore they came to any conclusion, it was announced, the 

new government negotiated and came to a settlement which we now discover 

is S2.6 million and we do not know what else, No more cash, but we do 

not know what was bought. We do not know of any other agreements, We will 

find that out. We do not even know if that includes the forgiveness 

of the loan or not. The minister might deal with that. 

What we want to know, Sir, is on what basis this amount wa~ 

arrived at. We think it is too much, on the information we now have, 

and I stress this may not be complete information. I have asked for a 

great deal and will get it no doubt and there may be more that I have not 

thought to ask for which the minister will supply us with. 

We would like to know on what basis the government arr-1.ved 

at this $2.6 million. We think it is too much. We think it was scandalously 
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too much. l am not sayinP, it was criminal. I do not think for a 

moment it was. All I am saying is that I think it was a gross 

error of judgement to agree to pay this amount of money. I say 

that based on the information we now have. If, when further 

information is made availahle, it turns out that my opinion is not 

correct, I will have no hesitation in saying so. 

nut let me repeat that on the information we know have, 

it was a gross, a scandalous error in judgement to agree to pay 

$2.6 million for the Burgeo Fish Plant. All that 
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we know is thatMr. Lake asked for $5 millions plus some other things. 

We know that. That is public. Those of us in the previous administration 

know that we were advised and acted on that advice that ~1. million 

plus the forgiveness of the loan $1.4 million including 1 that would 

have inclt1ded the trawlers,that that would have been a fair settlement. 

When we could not ap.:ree with Mt:', Lal<-e,we expropriated. I said 

expropriation has some flaws and it certainly does. It has one benefit 

in that the final settlement is set in absence of any venue by the 

SupreMe Court, by a completely neutral third party. If the two parties 

cannot agree on the '!')rice and if an arbitration award cannot settle 

it,then they are under the appropriate conditions in the lep.islation, 

there is a recourse to the Supreme Court. 

Af.1 HO'!. MEMBER: (Inaudible) . 

MR_. __ ~R_F:RTS: I have no wav to tell, "Ir. Chairman. If it went to the 

courts I supoose it could easi]y take a year or eighteen months, 

Courts do take a lon~ time hut I mean that does not bother me, 

AN HON. MEMJlER: (Tnaudihle). -- ·- - -- - -- ~ 

~IR. RORER.TS : ~lo, no ,e:r.proy,riation is effective, Mr. Chairr.ian. 

i.mmediately. The moment th1.1t order is signed by His Honour the Governor, 

ten days, a notice has to be posted and ten days from ten. But I mean 

it is effective immediately,but it ta~es ten days for its title to 

oass. Then what expropriation does is the Crown,acting under le~islative 

authority, ta!res the property, seizes j t, if one wishes. I mean it is 

R form of seizure, exvropriation,a unilateral act. Then the compensation, 

if it cannot he neP,otiated,goes to arbitration and if it cannot he 

settled there under certain conditions,the award can go to the Supreme 

Court and the court settles it there. It is not an unusual procedure, 

Mr. Chairman. There must be I suppose hundreds of examples a year of 

exnropriations. The hip;hways department routinely has to expro-rric1te 

nieces of land. The lawyers in the 1ustice rlepartment often recommend 

expropriation to clear a titJe,because it then sets the matter of title 

at rest. I suppose in municipal affairs and the housinf' cornoration -
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MR. NU~PHY: I think it is more the number of neople involved rather 

than the actual piece of land or a house wllere vou have -

MR. ROUERTS: 

Mr. Chairman. 

Yes but I do not see what the relevance of that is, 

The nlant would have been owned bv the government , 

by Her. Ma.iesty the 0ueen,who wo11ld have immediately proceeded to 

onerate it, jnst RS the ri:overnment are nm, doinv And they would have 

made an arreement Pith the union. They have marle a good ar.reement 

with the union, All that would have happened is the owner would 

have chanl!ed am1 then TI11rpeo Fisl1 Industries, Limited, which I assume 

is the owner of the nlant, they are the ones who rnade the offer, 

would Jrnve in due course,when the compensation was settled it would 

have been awarded ;mrl oaid to them. 

That is a] l th;it would have h,1ppened, and let it not he said 

that exnropriaticin would have delayed opening the plant. It wo11ld 

have de] ayed it for ten clavs, As of ten davs the rovernment would 

have owned that plant, lock, stock and barrel. They miQ'ht not have 

owned the trawlers. 

AN HON. MEM!lER· (Imrndihle). 

MR. ROBERTS: No, the Prewier is certainly not saying it because 

he knows better but 1 want to he sure the ~•inister of Provincial 

.'\ffairs is not intimatin.i> that bP.cause there is no - There was this 

chatter durinp: the discussion cm the Linerboard Uill. Expropriation 

anc1 nayment are completely separate, Incleecl I can name cases which 

to my knowledge have gone on f'or years over exnrooriations ., hack and 

forth to lawyers and then one thinr and another. We want tc know on 

what basis $2.6 million was naid. We think it is too much. We think 

JM •. 2 

it is much too much. Thet:e. may be a reason for :It, Sir, but I do not 

know. I really do not know. Incleed until the Minister of Finance 

broup.ht in his Budget Speech, Sir, we had no inea what had been paid 

period, whether a nickel or a dime, indeed 1 do not know whether anything 
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has heen paid. Maybe money has been paid and mavhe it has not. There 

are all the other thinr:s. Now I could pull the sort of thing that 

nsed to be done from the Opposition before, I could sa'T, 1:s it true 

that Mr. Lake's firm is sellin? the stock and the fish in Hoston, in 

Gloucester on a commission?' But 1 did not say that. What I did sav 

was, would the minister or the Premier, whoever is i>oinr: to sneaJ, to 

the administration on it. 
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MR. ROBERTS: tell us under what terms the produce of the plant is 

being sold? 

Now, as I have said, all that we know about it is that we were 

advised that the plant and trawlers might be worth $1.4 million 

on a quick settlement, $1.4 million, $1 million in cash and $400,000 

forgiveness, in round figures, I do not know what the debt was, It 

was around $400,000. It was up to date, it was current. Forgiveness 

of that, we know that. We have a statement from the member of 

Burgeo1 in the press. I do not know what it is worth, but it is there 

anyway, that the plant was worth less than $1 million and I understand 

the Minister of Finance yesterday in the House said that in his opinion 

the government paid too much for the Burgeo Fish Plant, 

MR. EVANS: No, no,he did not. 

MR, ROWE, W.-N. No, No, he did. He said, the government paid too 

much. 

MR. CROSBIE: Double would not be too much, I will amend my 

statement right now. 

MR. ROBERTS: Well, the minister can amend his statement and he 

can reamend it, but if he said it, he said it and that is that. 

MR. CROSBIE: Check Hansard. 

MR. ROBERTS: I am all for it, will the committee rise report 

progress and ask that Hansard be produced immediately, if the 

minister wishes. I mean - no, we do not want that. Want a 

co11D11ission of enquiry into it? Okay. I have not made any attacks 

as yet on this. All I am saying,! would like to have the information, 

I would like to have the basis. Did the government seek independent 

advice? Did they fall into the trap of trying to pay the replacement 

value of the plant, as opposed to its actual value? Did they agree 

to anything besides cash? Is Mr. Lake going to build another plant 

up in Bay D'Espoir? I know he has been speaking of it very often., 

Indeed it was discussed with us. There is nothing secret about that, 
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MR. ROBERTS: nothing wrong. It maybe might be a good idea. What 

are the government going to do with the plant? Do they intend to 

hold it? Do they intend to try and sell it? How are they operating 

it? We know Mr. Winsor is operating it, but on what terms? You 

know everything about it, there is nothing we know. The minister 

in his opening statement skated very warmly around it. 

Now, Sir, it is nearly six o'clock. Let me draw these to a close. 

I said earlier we did not intend to debate at length the minister's 

opening statement and I think that represents the feeling of my 

colleagues. We will have some question. We do intend to have 

some discussion on the Burgeo thing and the tenor of that discussion 

and indeed the substance of it, in large it will depend upon what 

information is forthcoming at eight o'clock. If we get full 

information. You know maybe 111'] opinion this is scandalous 

overpayment,is wrong. Maybe it is. It is only an opinion. I 

have no access to any official information,none at all. I hear 

lots of interesting things, some of them may even be correct. 

But the minister made what I thought was a good opening statement. 

He outlines his philosophy or the administration's philosophy and 

the approach which they propose to take, some of the matters which 

they wish to press ahead with and into. It is a good thing to have 

ministers do that. The Minister of Health did it. I thank him 

personally, because all he had to do was to endorse the programme 

which was begun be his so capable predecessor, It will be carried 

by his equally capable sucessors in due course. The Minister of 

Labrador Affairs and Provincial Affairs did not make an opening 

statement - did he? A beautiful seven page statement. Well then 

it must have been beautiful, Sir, because I missed it, for which I 

give thanks. 

MR. MURPHY: There are copies all over Labrador. 

MR ROBERTS: How many copies? Thousands? 
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MR. ROBERTS: Do I bear tens? 

PK - 3 

Anyway, Mr. Chairman, the minister did make a good opening 

statement. I would think that we will have to wait a year to see 

what he does, He has only been in office really a couple of moutps, 

the first part of May I think he roiie to being Minister of Fisheries. 

We will see what he does. He is not the first man to come into 

that portfolio with large ambitions and great dreams. He will not 

be the last. He 
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will accomplish some good. I have no doubt of that. I hope he accomplishes 

a great deal of good. His figures on the fisheries employment, I will 

not quarrel with them. I could. One is playing the multiplier game beyond 

its rational bounds. He did not make to me the most important point of 

all about employment in the fisheries in this province. It is not so much 

the absolute numbers, it is the distribution of the people. The fisheries 

in many parts of our island, indeed once when you get off the Trans-Canada 

and the other centres of that sort, the fisheries in my district, in 

Fortune Bay, in di.strict after district, in Hermitage, in large parts 

of that district, the fisheries is the only - is it 6:00 P.M.? Well 

let me just finish the sentence and then coDD11ittee will rise. The 

fisheries is the only employer. The minister made a good statement. 

We will give him a year and then we will have a chance at it. If it 

is now 6:00 P.M. 1 let us come back at 8:00 P.M. for another cheerful 

evening. It is only going to be about 85 degrees out. I hope the 

minister will have the information because really that will determine 

the debate. 

On motion that the committee rise report having passed 

certain estimates of expenditure under the following heading: Heading III 

Executive Council, items 303 and 304 and ask leave to sit again, Mr. Speaker 

returned to the Chair. 

On motion report received and adopted. 

On motion committee ordered to sit again presently. 

MR, SPEAKER: It now being 6:00P,M. I do leave the Chair until 8:00 P.M. 
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The House resumed at R:O0 P.M. 

Mr. Speaker in the Chair. 

1'lR. SPEAKER: Order please! 

Tane 1074(Nirht) 

On motion that the House resolve itself into Committee of the 

Whole on Supply, :Mr. Speaker left the Chair. 

MR. CHAIRMAN· . -- .,. ____ _ Order.! 1401(01): 

HO~. _F. D. MOORF.S (PFEMIER.) : '·Ir. Chairman, I would like to reply in 

some detail to the remarl,:s and thr questiorn:;,ask this afternoon by 

the Leader of the Opposition,and Twill do so as thoroughly as I can 

at this time,,regardinp, the purchase of the Burgeo Fish Industries 

Limited. However, before cloinr- that I would like to compliment my 

colleague, the honourable member. from Hermitage,the Hinister of 

Fisheries, for an excellent introduction to that departMent head. 

The Department of Fisheries, f-'r.. Chairman. will be the 

subject of a much greater emohasis in the future th1m it has been 

.JM - 1 

in the past. One point that should be stressed I would think is that 

of reprocessinr which will be a ma ior part of the emnhasis that the 

vovernment will he puttinl! into the Department of Fisheries. Re1rnrc.inFt 

the Rurgeo purchase, to answer so111e of the specific questions thc1t 

the honourable Leader of the Opposition ask (and I wi.11 answer 

them as I go through with it but there are a couple which I wrote 

down at the top of my notes hereJ; First of all 1 the contract for the 

management of the oneration was part of the original agreement in that 

Mr. Jack Winsor was made available to the government for a six month 

period which expires in September. That was part of the purchase price 

arrangement. '1r. Winsor is actually reporting directly to 

Mr. Ted lllanchar.d and the Department of Fisheries here and Mr. Hinsor 

is reporting to the government and to the government only. 

MR. E .M. ROPER.TS (LEADER_ OF THE OPPOSITION)_: 1-!ho is payinr, his salarv here? 
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•~ ~~ORE~: The salarv was taken into consideratjon as nnrt of the 

'.fR. ronr::RT<; , nut the Pre>miPr is; nnt nnswe>rinr., who is n1ivinr his 

sal.,rv? 

Mr. Lake nnid ~is salary six months in advnnce1 as part 

of t'ic pnrchnse ar,ree.me>nt. 

'IR. ~OP.lcP.T~ · 1!i 1.1 he l'O h>!cl-: tn work wi. th the Lake interests? 

1'e an• honin", rlenenr1in.i> on the resale of the factory or 

tl1e nperatj_on. If the res:11<> comes on ,of course, it clepenr!s on who h1vs 

it . what they want to do. In the rneanti!l'e it is our desire anc:! wish and 

'inne thnt "r .. Jack Winsor wi11 he retainerl as the mana~er of the plant 

hecnuse he has done an excellent 1oh since he has he.en there. 

l:n the a<>reemen r- that ,,as sir-nerl with the Lake interests there 

•-1as a cl:1use thnt the liabilities of the comn;mv lrnd to hC' aurlited 

nnr1 ccrtil i nl v that the current assets, as shn,,.,n bv th£> cornpanv I had to 

"e n11cli tC'r' ,1s we] l . 1.Jhen thcse h1Jve heen car.in leted, and the 1111oi t h;,s 

not he.en cor.i!'lctecl as vet. when these have b,,rm ror.mletecl we wi.11 then 

1~now exnctlv wh,1t tlw 1iahi1-tties nf the comnapy ,Tere anr1 also what 

the assets of the cormanv •Jere. The auditor's reno rt I ha.rl honed to 

have at this tiTT1e but it wi 11 he rlue in a1'out two weeks) T have he.en 

infoTT"erl hy the firre. that is the auditinp. firm. No Matter what the 

renort1 it is. I think without question it is r.oinr. to ½e consider;ihlv 

less than the 52.Fi million mentioned because that ~2.6 million waoc; tn 

cover Pverv continizencv and it is very likely that the liahilities were 

more than the old hnJance sheet that we had and certainlv the current 

assets would be liess as well. The balance. sheets that will be forth· 

cominr.,rer.ardinr. profit and loss,~iill be made available to the honourable 

Leader of the Ooposition. Is there somethin~ that is confnsinp the 

E!entle!'lan? 

~. RORE~TS: ~?ell. Mr. Chairmm, neither of my colleaimes nor myself 
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claim to be financial peniuses but we really did not follow the 

Prel!lier 's statement :tbout - We followed as far ns the auditor 1s 

11oinr, to reno r t in a fortnight or thereabouts. I think it i!I 

important , so coul<I he go over the ground S!'.ain? 

~ - ROWE(!LN.): 1-lhat effect will that have on the purchase price? 

MR:...!'IOOR!i~: A very larp.e effect. If the audit shows that the 

liabilities and assets were not as they were listed a year aito,whic-h 

they cannot be now ,the li11biJities will,wichout 
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question be greater and the assets, inventories and so on will, 

without ciuestion,he less, which means that the differential between 

the two will he deducted frmr. the purchase price. That will be 

a considerable c1iffe.rential. 

AN J-l(\N. 1'1EMBER: Has he been paid for ••. - . - .. - --- -·-· 

)'P. M()QRES· The final pavment will not be !'1ade until the audit is 

completed. 

AN HON. fF. !flER • (Inaudible) 

-..IR. !-100RES· That you will have to check with Finance, but the 

actual agreement that has been signed, the final fi1:>ure will be 

arrived at when the final audited list comes in. 

'"R. ROBERTS: . ,.. .. - - . - - Can the Premier table the agreement? That is the 

ouick wav out of it. 

,,rn. MOORES· I do not have it right here, hut I can certainly get 

the nertinent points for the honourable Leader of the Opposition,as 

fttr as the agree!'1ent is concerned. 

11 
.. ~ • ROBE:RTS : I would like to see the whole of it. It cannot be -- -- - -- . .. -
done tonip-ht, hut tomorrow mornin? -

'IP. VOORES· Rep:a.rdinp. the profit 1md foss statement, that wiJl 

also he made av11.ilahle when it is taken off. The profit and loss 

statements for the company. it is very easy to provide them now and in 

the future, It is wore difficult to go back over a five year period. 

I sunpose l••e could demand theTTI and get them. What we did do WllS take 

them for the last two years. There is one year, the year before last, 

which is a fairly accurate statement because it ls•as a full year of 

operations. Last year's financial statement was not 11eally of very 

p.reat assistance, because of the difficulties that the comnany was 

experiencing at the time, Once again, that can be brought forward 

when we '1ave the necessary information, 

The arrival at the worth of the company - before goinp into 

that I probably should mention how the product is being sold, as 

was asked this afternoon. It is being sold through Caribou Fisheries 
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and the reason for it is very simple. They are very good at the 

sale of ocean perch fillets, red fish fillets, they have a lot of 

experience at it. ~ost companies have not. The commission is 

four percent,F.O.B. price. The normal co1Tll11ission for brokerage 

in the fish business is five percent and certainly the marketinR 

end of the operation at this time and this interim is satisfying 

as far as we are concerned. 

Two other minor points that the honourable Leader of the 

Opposition mentioned: There is nothing regarding any deals. fts 

far as St. Alban' s is concerned, I-'r. Lake expressed an interest 

in developinf! that area. There is noth:fng in the agreement whatsoever 

about it. nor in the agreement for the future. As a matter of fact. 

there is nothing other than the purchase of the plant itself. There 

are no additional deals or arrangements whatsoever. 

l1R. ROBERTS: ·-------· What about the ancillary things, the drug store -

okay, that is next. 

MR. MOORES, 
.. ----·----- - To establish the worth of the company itself was a 

very difficult thinfl: to do. because, first of all, it was an old 

plant with many ancillary industries and ancillarv operations 

around it. We had the result of a survey fron, a cooperative P-roup 

in New Brunswick,which had been commissioned by the previous 

administration,showinf!: $600,000 as an expropriated value. That was 

a J:!;ood · cooperative fip.ure. He had 'Mr. J..ake' s proposal, which was not 

the $5 million that he had offered the previous adm:fnistration, but 

$7.2 million at that particular time. 

"ffi. ROBERTS: He probably figured the Tories were a softer touch. 

J--1'!-,;=-1!9_0_R_E_S_:. We had a choice at that time, r•r. Chairman, to 

expropriate the operation or to buy at the best price that we could 

negotiate under the circumstances. To expropriate; there was one 

major failing in expropriation 

fact that once you expropriated 
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any hnatR to s11nn.lv the fnctorv. ro bu:!lcl ho11ts tnl<,es 11 lonr 

w}1jle1 ns r,eonl£' knC11-'. To h11y s11:ltahle ho11ts tRkf's nlmost eou!ll.ly 

RS lonn, Tf tlwy nrc suitable. they are normallv not RvailnhlP. 

To <'xpropriate reent that we could end up with a fish nlant 
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MR. MOORES: without any fish and that was not the name of the 

exercise but the problems that existed in Burgeo at the time. 

So we have decided and I think rightly, to buy at the best price 

and with the best agreement we could. 

At the time we walked into the situation in Burgeo, 

the union and the company had reached a position that was totally 

not reconcilable through any degree of imagination. If it reached 

a stage where no solution could be found by them working jointly 

together, we had inherited a problem and a solution had to be 

found. 

This we tried to do and I will deal with it a little 

"later as I go on, First of all I would like to list some of the 

physical assets which the honourable Leader of the Opposition mentioned 

this afternoon as to values,and the balance sheet will show this as well 

so that we can - I can easily arrange to get that as well. 

MR. ROBERTS: Are these all things that the government boughtf 

MR. MOORES: We had to buy the total package because, hopefully, to resell 

again, I do not know what anyone who is going to buy a fish plant is going 

to do with a laundromat,but one never knows. But. in order to buy it 

we had to buy the whole package. 

MR. ROBERTS: We bought everything except ... 

MR. MOORES: We bought the works. 

Oil tanks 1which were valued at $35,000,and one very interesting 

by-product of the ope~ation itself was the supermarket operation. One figure 

that startles me and it is kepts up again this year 1 is that the supermarket 

in Burgeo, that is owned,does $1 million sales a year, which is a staggering 

amount. 

It showed very nearly $100,000 profit. That was last year and 

it had $155,000 inventory when we bought it. That is being checked by 

the auditors as weil. 

MR, ROBERTS: Are the prices now down with the governmentthe owner? 
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'·fR. 'fn()RES: .. -- ---- -- We are operatin~ it as efficiently as possible. 

'11'. 1{(1B[~TS: 

'·m, '·!Ofl~F.S: 

~re you ~oin~ to ma~e $100,000 on it this year. 

'.'<o, J tliiuk we an~ p.oinp. to shade that, but "'e have 

not t11r:1 ed into a co-operative yet. \,e arr· P,oinn to apply it to 

t•,e Unerhoar<l '-!ill deficit. 

••~. ROB!:XTS: You may need that and !'!ore. 

'!uch nore . . 

The new offlce buildin~, the .ictual cost for that, and we 

have the actual cost for jt, is :::).85,000, Thf' heauty parlour and the 

laundromat had $28,(00 wurt'1 of e,qu.irr1ent ln them. The clairy farm and 

the nineteen acres that went ,,,itl, i.t wen• valued at SS2,000 and that 

was mostlv for the land. There were six houses,:> couple of which 

were su},stan tl,11, as the 11onourabl1? memher knows. val uPc' :1t :; l 80 ,(1-J'l 

for the six ho111es, I th.i.nJr n,.iJizin~ those homes, one of thPm t:tkPc: 

up most <'f that. 

''."._.':011ri;·:s.: rhat is SpPnler LaJre's 011P. ho,1s•c, t'1e hig ont. 

'''!. ·•0n11:,:· · And t'nt incl11des t•,o apartments ai-; well. Of t'"' dra~gers, 

,,,11ich )'OU asked t'ds ,ifternoon, Sir, thC' clepreri11ted value of "The 

flnrhouncl · iH ~ 30c,. '.)')I). thl replacewent value waR S65'.1, 'JJO, th, depreciated 

v,due of ''Thf_ Burhawke' is $270,001), the replacement value is !:650,000, 

tl,.., depreciated value of "The P.oss I.ion'' is SllO ,nnr,, replacement value 

~3.'i0,000. Here I woultl like to r;ay that probably th£> depreciated value 

j s not the real value nf "The l'.oss Lion•· b<?.cause I think she is probably 

'-'•Hth a lot less than that, However, those last few clays it 11as been shown 

thrit there is a function for such a trawler in that the inshore collection 

operation, which carried on at Torbay, worked out very WPll. 

~'.·. Rnm:1ff<;: Yes, but an expensive collector. 

~ .!. ;~_n-~_u:s: Yes, but there are not really an expensive collector£ As a 

l'latte-r of fact if you can loan them in the length of time that they were 

loaded, they are a very cheap collector . 

~ ·- NEA~..:.. h'hat was the cost of that Torbay operation? 
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MR. MOORES: The Torbay operation, I would take a guess and I would only 

be guessing, I have no idea but if it exceeded three quarters, one half to 

three quarters of a cent a pound, I would be very surprised,on 

300,000 pounds at one-half a cent a pound, would be $1,500. $1,500 would 

well look after sending it under for two or three days. 

MP_, "l.OBERTS: To operate a trawler as a collector is an expensive ••• 

11R. HICKEY: Do not complain, do not complain. 

MR. MOORES: ~ot when one is that old. But one of the fip,ures that came 

out of this on the basis .•• 

>.fR. ROBERTS: Mr. Chairman, to a Point of Order, if the Premier would 

allow me for a minute. The Premier was allowing us to interrupt him 

' and he was being very good and r,racious but the fellow that, I am not 

pointing to the Minister of Hines and Resources, the gentleman from 

St. John's East Extern, could Your Honour, he is at it again now,Sir, 

would Your Honour be so kind as to ask the gentleman to please observe 

the rules of the Committee. 

MR. HICKEY: Mr. Chairman, may I speak to the .•. 

MR. CHAIR.t.fAN: Tf the honourable the Premier felt that he was being 

interrupted in t:is speech, or if the honourable members presumably 

felt that they could not get the ~ist of the honourable the Premier's 

speech because of unusually or abnormally lar~e amount of noise from 

either one of the members, then of course the honourable the Leader of 

the Opposition's point would be in order. 

However, 
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I do not think that the noise or anything done by the hon. member from 

St. John's East (Extern) exceeded what would be normal in the committee. 

MR. HICKEY: Mr. Chairman, may I speak to that point of order just for 

a couple of seconds? I just made a remark. The honourable members 

opposite are awfully touchy tonight. There was such a specta·cle when 

the hon, meD1ber for Bell Island brought in those two cod last week and 

we were just expected to find markets. Now we are being quizzed about it, 

and complaining about the cost. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order! The hon. the Premier has the floor of the committee . 

MR. MOORES: Mr. Chairman, after a brief interlude -

AN HON • MEMBER: You had your rest. 

MR. MOORES: Anything is a help. Mr. Chairman, those items that I 

mentioned the ancillary operations of the Burgeo operation itself and 

the trawlers which could not have been expropriated under the depreciated 

value,and actual value as we had it was $1,470,000. That is a very 

surprising figure when you consider that we have not got to the fish meal 

and the fish processing plant yet,which is really what it was all about. 

The Fish Processing Plant at Burgeo is an old plant. There is good 

equipment in it, It is kept in good shape but there is no question 

whatsoever that the building itself is a fairly antiquated building. 

However, the situation is that in its last year of operation it did make 

$200,000 net, that was the last full year of operation that it had. 

This year,even with the lack of adequate fish landings, we have had 

forty-one production days. This is from,March 20 to May 20, Mr. Chairmau. 

We have had forty-one production days against thirteen non-production 

days, which I think is a very good ratio, considering we do not have the 

number of trawlers we would like to have landing there. There were 

3.7 million pounds landed in that two month period. Basically the 

performance in the plant - the manner in which the plant was maintained 

as well.was very, very satisfying. As a matter of fact,the plant looks (one 

never knows in this sort of thing) to be as earning a profit again this 
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year. What we are talking about really is $1.1 million for the new 

fish plant, fish meal plant, which is new and the fish processing plant. 

These figures will all be made available to the honourable gentlemen 

opposite soon as we have the documented final audit so that they themselves 

can assess them. Basically, there was a lot more value involved than had 

been talked about - really that was researched. To look at what the 

Burgeo situation was1 here we had a situation which we had proven values of 

considerable worth here. We had a plant an.1ancillary operations that 

employed 357 people. That is what is on the payroll today, Mr. Chairman. 

At the same time, we are criticized. I am not sure if it is because 

of the fish business or if it is because Newfoundlanders are involved 

or exactly what the situation is. Even if it is $2.5 million, Mr. Chairman, 

I would like to give a few comparative figures as to the cost per job 

that this cost our province. 

MR.NEARY: What was the cost for repairing houses on Bell Island? 

MIL MOORES: You will undouutedly - obviously that has nothing 

to do with the Burgeo fish purchase. Mavbe it does, I do not know, 

Mr. Chairman, the ERGO Plant~for comparision purposes,which has 

cost $13 million and it has recurring expenses,has 400 employees.It has 

cost $32,500 per job. The Marystown Shipyard cost $14 million for 

279 jobs or $50,000 per job. The Steel Mill at Donovan's was $10 million 

of government financing. It has 150 jobs for $63,000 a job. Come by Chance, 

$180 million committed by the government of this province for 350 to 400 

jobs, $500,000 per job. The linerboard mill $180 million at 800 jobs 

and at $200,000 per job, 

MR. ROBERTS: It has gone up $20 million since last month. 

MR. MOORES: It will be $180 million before it is finished. 

MR. ROBERTS: (Inaudible). 

MR. MOORES: That is including the operating capital that the government 

have to put up 
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HP.., '-IOORF.S: and so on. Our calculation is poing to be very close to 

$180 millfon before it ts finished. The Burgeo Complex was ~2.5 

million for 357 per $7,000 a joh. There was a distinct difference, 

~!r. Chairman. As far as T was concerned it was a very worthwhile 

action hy this government. 

Now,well as the honourable member probably knows about how much 

it costs per vote I do not think really it was very much because 

there were very few people,comparatively speaking. 1''r. Chairman, 

the real issue at Rurr.eo was not the value of the plant, it was not 

what was paid or what will be paid ,in the in the tinal analysis, for th"'t n l ,qnt. 

The real issue at Bu,·geo is that that plant had closed down. Last 

June 4. the strike occurred, n .. thing had been done until January 

18,other than surveys, mavhe expropriation. But in fact whilst 

this hesitation was going on, the very moral fibre of the. people 

of Burgeo was being destroyed, families were against families. there 

was bitterness there that we are not used to in this province. There 

was a healthy communitv that was basically being destroyed. 

Now. Mr. Chairman, the honourable Leader of the Opposition said, 

this afternoon, he did not know why we went ahead. The main reason 

why we went ahead was hecause people were involved. Now, }'r. Chairman. 

it is the intention of this government to put the benefit and the 

welfare of people before any other consideration, not at any cost 

hut certainly at any cost that can be justified in the terms of 

human re1fc'vancy,and that is very high. We have a situation where 

we could have had very substantial welfare costs involved, if that 

plant had not been in operation for a year. We had, as I say, 

families against families, we had a communitv that was on the abyss 

really. Here we went in because I think it was the right thing to 

do, this government thinks it was the right thinp; to do. Maybe we 

did pay a little too much, but it was not much too much, Mr. Chairman, 

AN HON. MEMBER: It costs $1.6 million. 
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MR, MOORES: No, it was not $1.6 million. If you take Mr. Lake and 

Mr. Doyle you will find out who blew the money in this province. You 

will find who made the benefits, Do not talk about a few individuals 

or one individual who benefited to this degree,when we see the many 

many people who benefited to a much greater degree in this province, 

Mr. Chairman. 

It was the only solution. We would do it again. We will supply 

the figures to back it up, as best we can. We need more boats to 

supply the plant to keep it in full operation. In the meantime there 

are three firms interested now in the buying of the plant. It will 

be resold. Hopefully by summer's end, Mr. Chairman, I would be 

surprised if it is not resold for as much or close to as much as it 

was bought for, 

MR. A. EVANS • Mr. Chairman, since the estimates relating to the 

purchase price of the Burgeo plant have come under discussion, I 

feel entitled to enter this debate. 

Sir, I hope Your Honour will bear with me if I take longer than 

usual in bringing out my points. As not being a lawyer or a sky pilot 

and having unfortunately not being endowed with the so-called gift of 

gab, I may have to arrive there by a more circuitous route. However, 

I will do so eventually. 

First, Sir, I hope everyone real.izes the improvements that have 

taken place in one respect now that we have a Department of Economic 

Development in Newfoundland, after having being subjected to a 

Department of un-Economic Development for the past twenty-three years. 

Of course, this does not apply to this department only. We heard so 

much lately concerning the last administration, not many people here 

can remember clearly anything relating to the last administration in 

Newfoundland, that was in 1949. Since then up to January 18, we have 

had a poor substitute for an administration composed mainly of the 

gutless wonders of the Twentieth Century, 
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"IR. F.VANS: Thei1:- main accomplishments were to create a few 

multimilli.onaries, plus even a greater number of millionaires and 

to drive up our debt in twenty-three years to ten times the amount 

that it had huilt up in almost a century prior to that time. 

l•1e saw so-called industries being established every other day, 

the rubber factory, the chocolate factory, the textile mill and so 

many others. the orange juice factory never did get off the ~round, 

I think another bri7ht mind came up with the idea of planning bologna 

trees here instead. 

Tt must have been a ~reat relieve to the honourable members 

across the House that we too~ over the rovernment before the ~reat 

dreamer had huilt a fish plant at Ruchans or Grand Falls or a park 

on t~e Grand Banks. Sir . T renresentPd lfaOO fishermen from rey 

district in 1951 at the Convention which founced the 'lewfounclland Federation 

of Fishermer. He were told there that we must get 10,000 men out 

of the hoats immediately. When the new industries went into operation, 

we would not need any flshermen, as there would he two jobs for 

every man. 

A lot of them got the jobs all right, pickinR up their cheques 

at the welfare office 
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Subsequently. I had been advised,they were told to sell their 

p,eRr and burn their boats. However, Sir, our people in Burgeo -

LaPoile did not burn their boats, they continued to fish. The 

plants jn that area have been extremely viable. 

In rer-ard to the Burgeo plant, I think I should point 

out a few facts that are probably not known to Many members of 

this House. This plant was built by Fishery Products,Limited., 

in the early 1940's. When they closed this plant in 1954, the 

Liberal Government advance<l Spencer Lake $650,000 to buy it. 

At that time, Fishery Pr.oduc.ts,Liroited owed the government five 

or six million dollars, so the government actually repurchased 

its own plant. Lake reorened the plant, made many improvements 

to it and acquired dragp.ers to roake the operation viable. Now 

we have to listen to criticism here every day because we 

supposedly paid too much for the plant. As I pointed out previously, 

we boup;ht more than the plant. There were Many added features 

included. We also bought back the economy of Burgeo, a town of 

3.000 neople. The P.overnrnent of this province will save more than 

the amount naid for the plant and the draggers within the next 

few years,in welfare benefits thRt will he saved alone. 

Sir, we hear all this from the party who only last fall 

threatened exnropriation, whereby they would have had to pay Lake 

five to six million dollars for the plant.minus the draggers 

which could not be expropriated, (Oh, it is some laugh) which 

would have left the pe0ple of Burp,eo with a plant which was still 

inoperative without draggers to supply the fish, All this from 

chaps who until the fishy episode of last week probably did not 

know a cod froro a pork junk and who probably thought that bait 

1ets rfoe at the same time as the bakeapples. I feel doubly 

annoyed, Sir. by this attitude on the opposite side of the House, as 

these are the same people who comMitted us to about $350 million 
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for two separate devPlopments alone. 

~ir. this province owes a great deht to the oeople of 

Burpeo - LaPoile. It owes a !!reater de.bt than it can ever hope 

to repoy. 'T'hey ,,•ere the People who put Newfound] and into 

Conf'ederation with Cn.nada. The vote in this province was only 

fiftv-cne nercent in favour of Confecleration. If the neor,le in 

T"v nj strict lwcl not voted ninetv-nine "ercent in favour we wouJ cl 

nroh,l•J y sti 11 he a w:ird of' the British Colonial ()ff ice. i''o t 

nne of us ,-~ho lives here today. includini> the parsimonious 

r,entJel'lan on the opnosite sic1e of the Jlouse,could her,rudp.e the 

small r"PRYl"ent to the people of' Burgeo, None of us would be here 

today if these people had not come out SCI overwheln,inr-ly in 

favour of unitinr us with the r.overrnnent of Canada in 1949. 

These. Sir. are the facts as I see them. Ee wanted the 

plant to enable the neopl e of Burgeo to r,et b1cl~ to work. Lake 

had his price. we had no other choice so Pe. l'aicl it for one of the 

few viable industries in this province involvinp government n,oney. 

T'rob:,h1y that is why the honourable n,embers on the opposite s:!de of 

the House oppose it. They are not accuston,ed to heinp. part of a 

vif!.ble unc! er ta kin!'. 

MO ROBERTS~ I do not know who writes his stuff, hut it is ~ood. 

I,'!? EV/INS· The only other points that ralls me is the fact that 

due to the mismanagement of the past,we will have to inf'orm our 

r,eople that so many of the things they had pyr,ected will have to he 

<leferrecl temporarily. I trust that our friends opposite wi.11 have 

the decency to inform their constituents why this has to be, as I 

shall most certainly do. 

I do not know how many Merrhers of the House watched the 

late show last nip:ht on C.T.V. If they had, they would have seen 

the breed that Hitler produced. The man who led the ~overnment of 

this province since Confederation would have apneE1red as a Sunday school 
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teacher compared to Hitler. 

MR. ROBERTS, ·------- - -
Hr. Chairman, point of order! 

SOHE HON. ¥F.¥BERS, It is true. 

MR. EVANS: It is true. - ----- - . 

MR. ROBF.RTS: To a point of order! Is that, is that ••• 

SOME HON. }!EMBERS· (Inaudible) 

J~. _ _13:__0BERTS_: _ Mr. Chairman, to a point of order. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: ---- ---- -·· 
Order! Would the honourable Leader of the Opposition 

refer to the words which the honourable member used. 

MR. ROBERTS· The words which I emery .•. 

AN HON. MEMBER: ~o on baby. 

MR. ROBERTS· I clo not think His a matter of bahy, when somebodv 

stands in this House .•. 

SOME HON. l'E'tv!BERS · (Inandible) 

MR. ROBERTS, Mr. Chairman, the words to which I raise ouestic>n a.re, 

if I am quotin~ the honourable p.entleman correctly, he said: 'Last 

night there was a movie on the television about Hitler, ancl that the 

man who led the government of thi.s nrovince would have mc1de Hitler 

look like a school teacher." 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : No • 

:~~-:. ROB__E_R_.1'S · Wlu-.t did he say then? 

AN HON. MfilfBER: Sunday school teacher. 

~ - MOORES~ As I understood it, he said that the man who ]ed this 

province was a Sunday school teacher compared to Hitler and not the 

other way a.round. 

SOME HON. ME~ERS: (Inaudible) 

l"R. ROBERTS : - -- ----
'MR. EVANS~ 

MR .~RJ_S ~ 

~-- EVANS · 

Hitler. 

What did the honourable member sa.y? 

What did he say? 

Yes, what did he say? 

I said that he was a Sunday school teacher compared to 
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'!R. ~·ooRES, l'r. Chairman. if I JT1ip:ht say, I mean, I would take 

offence. The previous leader of the p:overnment shou]d not be 

comnared to Hitler. but then again, a Sunday school teacher seems 

to be ~oinr too far to the other extreMe as well. 
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MR. EVA,~S: I hope that the survivors of the pirate ship who did not 

have to walk the plank or get killed off, will stop waving the Jolly 

Roger, since they were not consigned to execution docks. 

Even Captain Vince Parrott,who flew ashore from the 

wreck at Sally's Cove has blossomed, visahly since this rerime took 

over. Instead of the standard cliche, pieces-of-eight,picked up 

such words as "cod" and even a more difficult one "mush" which 

some people say could develop into mushroom. 

The only compensating factor to emerge from this sordid 

scene is that according to history it will never happen again, Lloyd 

George destroyed the Liberal Party in Britian. Hepburn accomplished 

the same feat in Ontario. Joe Smallwood has ensured that it will 

never rise again in this province. 

I have heard rumors that the honourable members opposite 

are already seeking a new name for the Party. I wish them good huntinp, 

and in the meantime, Long Live Burgevj 

MR. ROBERTS: Mr. Chairman, I have ~eanla lot of despicable speeches 

in my time, but I listened to the Premier this afternoon say; and I agree 

with him,and it is time that we started debating issues in this House, 

and I wonder if the contribution, if you could call it that, of the 

gentleman from Burgeo, that he would libel and slander a man who is not 

here, whether that represents the Premier's view of how debates should 

be held in this House. I wonder if the Premier would answer that now? 

Then we will go on. 

MR. MOORES: Mr. Chairman, it is certainly my position that the sooner 

we get away from slander the better.Sut if we are talking about slander 

of people who were not in this House, we saw twenty-three years of it 

that was something that will be remembered by a lot of people for a long 

while. 

MR, ROBERTS: I take it then, Mr. Chairman, that the remarks of the 

gentleman from Burgeo and La Poile represent, I will not say represent 
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the views of the administration but they are not inconsistent with 

the view of the administration. So voted be! We will just let that 

be. I cannot make him change them. I hope they will be reported 

widely throughout this province, I hope they will. I hope also 

that it will be reported widely, the Premier of this province sees 

nothing offensive about them. 

We will leave it at that. There will be other times and 

other places. Now let me come back to the matter under debate. First 

of all the Premier mentioned that the cost of the Javelin Mill has 

gone to $180 million. I realize,it is not in order but he brought it 

up. The Budget Speech, on page 69, one of the appendixes, says it ls 

$160 million. Perhaps he would be good enough at some point to tell the 

Committee where the other $20 million comes from. I would be interested 

in that, very interested. Page 69 of the Budget Speech says $159.4 

million. t ... here is the $20 million gone in the matter of one month or 

two? That is beside the point,but I merely point out that the Premier 

is either wrong or this information which I submit the Committee of the 

House, the people of this province are entitled to, it is page 69, 

it is supplement number 4, $159.4 million, including the working capital, 

including $21.5 million, working capital, with inventory, receivables 

and finished products inventory. 

The Premier might have (you know we all do) picked a figure 

out of the air. Now the gentleman from (I must call him that) 

Burgeo and LaPoile made I think only two remarks that are worthy of 

any comment by any member of this House, he first of all said that •.• 

I am sorry1 the burp burped. 

MR, EVANS: That reminds me the bees around here squirt. 

MR, ROBERTS: You are right. I do not mind being a squirt. I do not mind 

it at all. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order. Honourable members on both sides of the House 
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MR. CHAIRMAN: are reminded that in addressing another honourable member, 

the member's district is the ordinary method of appellation. 

MR. ROBERTS: Thank you Your Honour. The member for Burgeo LaPoile 

made only two points that are worth any further discussion, The 

first is he related part of the hist111ey of the plant.- It was 

built originally by the Monroe interest, by Fishery Products,and 

they, I do not know why they left hut they did leave Burgeo, Then 

he skipped an important fact, he went on then and he said that the 

government lent Mr. Lake or the Lake interests the money with which 

to purchase the Burgeo Plant and so they did and so they should have. 

I have no quarrel with that. He "'as payinr, the money hack. I do not 

know what if any balance was outstanding. There was a balance but 

I do not if it was for that loan or for some other. 

The gentleman frotT1 llurp,eo LaPoile neglected to tell the 

House what if any price, Fishery Products got for the plant. They ,.,;1v 

have gotten the $650,000. I do not know if they r,ot it. He also 

slunp out the figure of $5 million or $6 million for expropriation. I 

mention that merely to say that it is about as solid and sensible as 

everything else the honourable gentleman said, In other words, it is 

not ••• 

Mil. EVANS: Seven point two mill~ons. 

MR. ROBERTS: The seven point two millions that Spencer Lake asked for -

that is an hallucination, 

MR. EV~~ They probably gave him a little bonus. 

MR. ROBERTS: The expropriation, in case the honourable gentleman is 

not aware of it, is a matter that in the long run is settled, in the absenre 

agreement before tha~ by the Supreme Court of this province. 

If he thinks that the Supreme Court of this province er 

any government would agree to those figures, I submit he is - no that 

is unparliamentary. I submit that he is even further out of line than 
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'~. ROHERTS~ he normally is. However, you know, he made the statement. 

T t is ridiculous, it is absurd, it is typical of the honourable 

r;en tleman. So much for that'. 

I thank the Prel'lier for the information he gave the 

Cnmmittee. He dfd not give us very ,~uch but he has undertaken to get 

more. T would think that what we really need is a Select Committee 

to look into this Mattet and mayhe next year will he the appropriate 

t.i.me for that. It :is orobahly rir,ht to wait until we sec if the 

government sell the plant. 

J do fi.ncl though the 1-.'hole inc:lden t becominr curious~r, 

and curiouser, to use Alice in Wonderland's phrase,as we ~et deeper 

int(1 it. }'irst of all it turns out that althou~b ~fr. Lake no longer 

h as anv direct connection with the plant, so we are told by the !linister 

of Finance and so we are told by the Premier, and I do not douht it. 

Sir, the man who is running the plant,and a very competent man he is, 

has been pair! his salary hy '1r. Lake. He has been ?,iven six months 

salary in advance hy 'Ir. Lake. The Premier did not answer my question 

as to whether or not,when the six month perl.od expires, ::r. h'insor 

will he with the r.overnment or will be with the Lake interests. 

I do not know. I know he spent most of his working career w.i.th the 

f.ake interests ancl a first class plant manap.,er he is ancl in every 

sPnse of the word. 

Rut I find it very interesting that the government give 

'-!r. Lake the money and that ~r. Lake then gives it to ~•r. lnnsor. I 

do not know h'hat it means. I do not understand why the government could 

not give :-1:r. Lake the salary directly. It seems more straightforward, 

a little more reasonable, unless ,rr. Winsor is still an employee of the 

Lake interests and for a period of this six month interval, is in effect 

seconded to the government with orders to report to 'fr. Blanchard or some 

other official or minister, 
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MR. ROBERTS·: I find it very curious, very strange indeed. I find it 

equally strange, Caribou Fisheries is owned I helieve by the Lake 

interests. is correct. The Premier js noddine,so he concurs. 

So, then it is Mr. Lake, and by 'Ir. Lake I mean his interests, I do 

not mean Spencer G. Lake, Esquire, I mean the Lake interest,raaybe 

Mr. Birch Lake ,maybe Mrs. Margaret Lake, maybe !Ir. Spencer Lake, I do 

not know, maybe Mr. Harold Lake, it could be any of them but the 

Lake interests, whoever owns them, the family. 

Now we are in the position where they get all the product 

of the plant, they sell it for a nice healthy commission. If there 

is any loss, there is not n9w but if there is any loss the government 

bear it, if there is any profit the government get it after,in each 

case,the four per cent commission comes out. 

So Mr. Lake has got not a had deal at all. He has 

the production of the plant which he must have because he cannot meet 

his sales contracts in the States unless - ~fr. Chairman, the Premier 

says , "No!' He disagrees with me. Maybe he is right. I only know what 

we were told by the officials, The advice we had before we left office 

was that he had to have that production to meet his existing sales 

contracts in the American markets. Be that as it may 1whether he needed 

it or not he has got it. He is getting four per cent off the top. I 

do not know if that includes his expenses or not. I do not know if the 

"Caribou Reefer•· is carrying fish or not. I do not know if that -f_s 

included in it or not. But we now know that Mr. Lake is getting four 

cents on every dollar, four cents on every dollar of sales. Notbad, Sefore 

this he had to collect the fish or get it into the plaut, he had to 

take the responsibility of running the_plant, ~e had to take the 

responsibility of marketing it, Now all he has to do is sell it and 

collect his four per cent. 

He may pick it up in Burgeo, the four per cent there may or 

may not include the c11rriage by the "Reefer", but Mr. Lake has come out not 
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MR. ROBERTS: too badly. As a matter of fact he has come out very well. 

We also discover the p:overnment is now in the supermarket 

business, making $100,000 a year, That is what was made last year. That 

is interesting. That ie a ten per cent return on $1 million worth 

of sales. That is better than some of the supermarkets in St. John's would 

do, is it not? I mean,I understood the supermarket business was three 

or four per cent,but three or four per cent would be a healthy return 

in the supermarket business in town. 

AN HON. 1£MBER : Maybe because of the honourable minister they will be 

all out of business. 

~-_ ROBERTS: Well maybe because of the honourable minister everybody 

else will be out of business. 

!'~_HO~. MEMHER: Tory times are hard times. 

'fP.. ROBERTS: But seriously, three to four per cent - I know that 

Tory times are hard times, but that is beside the way, three or four 

per cent on gross sales is a pretty good return in the supermarket 

business. 

MR. DOODY: Before dirr.ctor's dividents. 

MR. ROBERTS: Are there any director's dividents in Burgeo? 

~ OODY: ___ I do not know. You can ask me about St. John's, I know 

nothing about Bnrgeo. 

MR. ROBERTS: Dominion Stores are one or two per cent on sales. So 

we now begin to get some idea of jnst what was going on in Burgeo. We 

get some idea of why Mr. 
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MR. ROBERTS. Lake was doing so well in Burgeo. 

MR. DOODY: Is that a gross or a net? 

MR. ROBERTS: It is a gross profit. 

MR. DOODY: Before -

MR. ROBERTS: Before what? 

MR. DOODY: Before taxes presumably. 

MR, ROBERTS: It is profit 1 in other words, 

HR. DOODY: It is gross profit, 

MR, ROBERTS: Yes, 

MR, DOODY: There is a big difference between gross and net, 

It is the net profit. 

MR. ROBERTS: But is the depreciation included. 

MR. DOODY: The hon. member for White Bay South is talking about a net 

profit, 

MR, ROBERTS: The most the tax would be is one-half, either fifty-one or 

fifty-two per cent, Of course, one has capital coat allowances. 

MR, DOODY: That is right, 

MR. ROIERTS: Also depreciations. If one makes $100,000 - it is 

called capital coat allowances in tax law, There is no depreciation in 

the income tax bracket. 

MR. DOODY: It hurts just as much when you pay it, 

MR. ROBERTS: Right, You do not pay depreciation. You get to keep it. 

MR. DOODY: Is that right? 

MR . ROBERTS: It is something that comes in not goes out, 

MR. DOODY: It is something that we did not learn, 

MR. ROBERTS: Well the honourable gentleman might learn it. The point 

is that even if Mr. Lake were paying tax on the full amount of $100,000 a year, 

he was still putting in his pocket or the company's pocket five per cent, 

$50,000 a year, It is not bad, It is not bad, It certainly shows something 

of what was going on in Burgeo, 

AN HON. MEMBER: What, $50,000 a year? 

MR, ROBERTS: It is $100,000,and half of it1 in taxes, leaves $50,000, 
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MR. DOODY: Your mathematics are correct but I do not think this 

balance sheet will show that. 

MR. ROBERTS: The only information I have is what the Premier has given 

the coDD!littee. I have no doubt that that is correct. I am just merely 

making the point that Mr. Lake, the benefactor of Burgeo - what we 

had in Burgeo and this is the real reason why the problem got as bad 

as it is and I think we can agree that it is not partisan or anything 

else, is that we had a colonial situation in Burgeo. The benevolence 

was conferred upon him as well as him,upon the people,obviously, to 

hack $50,000 net profit on whatever is sold in the supermarkets, groceries, 

meat and what have you,- in addition the $200,000 on the plant. Again was it 

a gross or net profit? The $200,000 on the plant was that a gross or 

net profit? Whoever the owners were(! believe they were the Lake family) 

were not doing so badly, were they though? Now the government have it. 

I submit there is only one issue on this, Sir. It is not whether the 

government should or should not have acquired this profit. I do not think 

there is a man in this House. I doubt if there are more than a dozen 

people in all Newfoundland who quarrel with the fact that the government 

of this province acquired that property. I do not think it matters whether 

the property was acquired by the previous government. There was an 

expropriation order passed. The minutes of the cabinet would show that. 

It was not completed because of the surveys to which the Premier referred. 

These were not completed in leaps and bounds, the descriptions, the 

physical descriptions,and it could not have included the trawlers. It does 

not matter whether the previous government got the business or whether 

the present government got it, The only solution to Burgeo was obviously 

for Mr. Lake to leave Burgeo. He would not give in. The union would not 

give in, an irresistib1e force moving an immovable objec~. The only way 

to solve it, I think the Premier would agree, was to move one or another 

of the factors. The people had a right to a union. I think when they 

discover that $200,000 a year profit on the fish plant,and add in $100,000 

on the supermarket, the beauty parlor made a few dollars,! have no doubt -
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AN HON, MEMBER: Gross. 

MR. ROBERTS: Gross. The man, did he have the retail agency for 

gasoline, oil, those big tanks? That probably made a few. In other 

words,everything one did in Burgeo contributed to the Lake interests. 

Feudal is putting it kindly, The Minister of Mines calls it a 

benevolent despotism. I think it was. There was an incident where 

a person on a horse rode at the picket line during the strike. I will 

not name the individual. He rode at a picket line as if to say you 

cannot -

AN HON. MEMBER: Don Quixote? 

MR, ROBERTS: No it was not Don Quixote. It was not very amusing in 

any way. It was not,Don Quixote tilted windmills. This individual 

was not tilting at windmills, the individual in question. It was 

incredible. It was just incredible that this happened in Newfoundland 

in 1970 or 1971, I suspect that when all is said and done, the Fishermen's 

Union,which got so much criticism over the Burgeo thing, will emerge with 

much more glory and honour because it was obviously s bit of a fight for 

more than just a few dollars or working conditions, you know the normal 

things that strikes are about. Anyway the government acquired the property, 

There is no dispute there, They got the trawlers. We could not have gotten 

them by expropriation, We would have had to either get trawlers from 

some other places in the island or acquire trawlers elsewhere, The Premier 

is right when he says that we can get trawlers built. I think it takes 

about eighteen months to a year, To buy a trawler, any trawler worth 

having is in use. Of course, that is very relevant when we come to talk 

of the great plan to have fleets of trawlers sailing about Newfoundland, 

the Government Trawler Corporation which ever the name of it is, It is 

very relevant. It would be a year or two before we see anything on that, 

if ever. 

The issue, Sir, even now there are not enough trawlers in 

Burgeo, I have heard time and time again and indeed I believe the Minister 
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of Fisheries himself has said that the plant needs more trawlers and that 

the government intend to acquire more trawlers, Merely buying three 

old trawlers, two of which are useful, the third the "Ross Line"or what 

ever she is called, I gather is a not much useful trawler. That is 

what the Premier was indicating, she is old and inefficient. The other 

two I believe are still old side-trawlers. They are not the modern 

stern-vessels. I am not so sure that that means a great deal. I am not 

so sure that that would .1ustify what was done nor will the Premier nor 

the administration, Mr. Chairman, be able to justify this with a view 

to the cost per job. He is ouite right when he says that the cost per 

_job at other places is higher than Burgeo, I do not quarrel with the 

figures at all. The ERCO one is by far the worst in Newfoundland. 

I do not know if the Premier cited it or not. The continuing subsidies 

there are gigantic . They are about $4 million a year and they go on 

for another ten. It is a fifteen year contract,as I recall it,and 

I think abo\.it five years have gone. There are about ten years to go. 

Certainly it is anything hut a smart move. Certainly it is anything but a 

good use of public money. I have no quarrel at all. That cannot be used 

as justifiction. One mistake cannot justify another. It is obvious, Sir, 

what has been shown to the committee. The Premier has even admitted this, 

that the government paid too much for the Burgeo Plant, I am sorry, 

Mr. Chairman, I heard the Premier say that. He may have used the words 

"a little too much." He did not say,"much to much." If he wishes to 

withdraw them, of course, there is no quarrel. He said, "maybe too much." 

I thank him for the correction,by way of addition. 

I think it was too much. I think every thing the Premier has 

told us confirms that. The New Brunswick Group,which I believe are a non-profit 

crown corporation, the R.P.C. (Research and Productivity Corporation) valued 

the plant at $600,000. The trawlers.even at the depreciated figures, (these 

are the only ones I copied down) were $700,000, The two of them together 

come to $1.3 million. That is the two figures together, Sir, Our feeling, 
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as I indicated this afternoon.1was that $1.4 million would be a valid 

price for the plant, of which $400,000 would be taken in .iustification of 

loans outstanding in respect of that plant. We still have over 

$1 million not accounted for, Sir. The Premier may say that the 

ancillary industry accounts for that. The only evidence he has 

produced in support of that, the only evidence is the company's own 

figures. Obviously there has been no independent valuation. There has 

been no independent study. There are no feasibility studies. Maybe 

there was not time for that. Maybe the problem has gone on so long 

the government had to act quickly. I submit that they had time to 

get valuations. Why did they buy supermarkets and whatever else they 

bought, a beauty shop and a drug store! Was there a drug store? 

It is funny Spencer missed that one. 

MR. MUREHY: 

MR. ROBERTS: 

MR. MURPHY: 

MR. ROBERTS: 

MR. MURPHY: 

MR, ROBERTS: 

That is where all the big money is. 

It is? 

So they tell me. 

Who tells you? 

A lot of people, 

Such as whom? I am interested • My father is involved 

in drug stores and he tells me that they do not make any money, 

MR. MURPHY: When we come to the drug estimates, I will let you know. 

MR. ROBERTS: We are already passed that. 

The honourable gentleman is always talking through his hat. He just does 

not know what he is talking about. That is life. There are some things 

he may know, Sir. 

MR. MURPHY: Something like the hon. Leader oflhe Opposition. 

MR. ROBERTS: On some things he may know. 
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Mr. Roberts: --------
co!'le on now, the r,entleman froin Green Bay. 

AN l-!ON. MEMBE:P: No, it is Bonavista South. 

MR. ROBERTS: <1h, the r:entleman from Bonavista South. I am sorry I 

insulted the gentleman from Green Bay by confusinr. him with the 

gentleman from Ronavista South. Say soinething? 

AN___!i~._ MEMBE.~: (Inaudible). 

MR. Rr1BERTS: Yes, there are humourous asnects to it but there are 

unhumourous aspects to, Mr. r.hairman. I said before we rose for 

dinner that 1 thou11;ht the amount paid for this was a scandalous 

waste of, not w;ste of money it was that but it was a scandalous 

JM - 1 

;md an RhusivP error in .1udgement, a million dollar error in indrement. 

The government f'ave away too much. Everyhodv in Newfoundland will 

have to decide for themselves why the p.overnment did it. Tt is not 

for me to say. I do not know why the vovernment die it. The fir:ures 

are there and the Premier has given us some inforination. He has not 

f'iven us a f'reat deal but he said he will pive us some more and that 

will be good. We will be back at this ap.ain next year. The item T•!ill 

pc>.ss now but there m11y be sowe other members on either sirle who wish 

to speak. But I think it should be recorded that the p:overnment have 

not given any evinence of why they paid $2.6 million or where the 

figure came froM. I suspect it was plucked out of thin air. 1 suspect 

that there was some frantic barp.;aininp: and that this is what evolved. 

I do not even know who was there at the bargaining session but it does 

not really matter because the government are responsible. 

It is too much, Sir. It is at least a million dollars too much. 

I do not begrudge the neople of Burp.;eo a penny or a million pennies or 

a million dollars or a hundred million dollars. It is fair enough to 

take that plant over and I must say, having learned that Spencer Lake 

interests or the Lake interests (I have nothinp against Mr. Spencer Lake) 
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were getting $300,000 a year gross profit from just the fish plant and 

the supermarket alone,! think probably that we are just as well off 

that the people of Burgeo are no longer payinr. that. I would assume 

now that the wages have been raised to good levels. No wonder 

Spencer Lake gave a raise of five cents or ten cents or somethin~ an 

hour durinf'; the strike, just before the strike, no wonder he did 

that with $200,000 a year gross profit, a fair amount of money to 

play with. $100,000 a year gross profit on the supermarket. It is 

a lot of money, Mr. Chairman, and I think it may explain a great deal 

of why the people of Burgeo felt the way they did. It is the first 

time this information has ever come out. 

Now I cannot say much more on it. I can repeat that the Premier 

in my view has not given any justification for the price. I understand 

from him the government are goinr, to try to sell the plant. That is 

nrobably the best solution. I think he would agree the government have 

no business really running fish plants. Governments may have to run 

them. The government bought the one in Harbour Grace. Well there were 

five I think, Harbour Grace, Port de Grave, Old Perlican, Fermeuse. 

was there a fifth? I do not know. We bought whatever was the Northeast 

Fish Industries complex. We boup;ht it for $1. 6 million ,from memory, 

JM - 2 

and that included the five trawlers, the four new ones and the trainer, 

and we ran it for a year. Fish prices were not quite as good but I 

believe we broke even. Bonavista Cold Storage ran it under our manage-· 

ment contract and then we sold it, part of it to Bonavista Cold Storage. 

'The Fermeuse plant in Ferryland District and the trawlers went I believe 

to Fermeuse. The Harbour Grace plant went to Ocean Harvesters that is 

Mr. Alex Moores and l believe Port de Grave and Old Perlican also 

because we put ads in the paper and that was the only reply, the only 

bid, the only offer. But it is as well the government are going to sell 

it. 
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But all I can say and if we want to go over it and over it we 

can P,O over it and over, I think it is worth that. I do not propose 

to do so but if we want to we will. 1 think the government paid too 

much for it. I think the figures the Premier has given us show that 

the government pnid too much for it. Arguments about cost per job 

are irrelevant. irrelevant to this an>:nment of whether or not too 

much was paid. They are very relevant to whether money should be 

.J!<f - 3 

put into fisheries or into somethinf! else. As for the cnr-lo11s incident 

of >,rr, Hinsor's salary beinr; paic' by Mr. Lake in advance,! can only say 

I find it curious. I am sure there is nothinJ? wrong with it. 

Nr. l'insor is doubtless doin~ the riv,ht thinr but it is a curious 

arranr;ement. Eriually I find the arrangement of the commission very 

cnrious aJ?ain. I find it very interesting as well that this is the 

fi.rst time any of this information has been disclosed to this House, 

the first time that we have ever had any information on it. 

' low there is nothin~ more J want to say rii'ht now. Is the 

PretT1ier l!Oinr to come back in to-? Well, I am sorrv, I think one 

or two of my colleap,ues wr,ulcl like to say a word. The gentleman 

from Placentia Hest, he is not one of my colleagues at nresent 1 but 

he wants to say a word rm<l we will p.:ladly hear from hiM .JS well. He 

will hear from everybody. We 1ue deliphted. Anyway too much was paid, 

Sir, and I think everythinp the Premier said is just proof of that 

tonight. 

~1R, ROWE (I' ,N. )_: Defore the l'remier speaks 1does he want to sort of 

clue it llfl after all the que:,tions have been ask? If he t-rants to 

speak,he may. 

speak. 

MR. BARRY: 

Okay. the honourable meMber for Placentia \-!est T".ay 

Mr. r.hairman, I aupreciate the honourable mewber for 

White Bav South yieldinP: the floor. I would like to apnroach this 

debate from a slir,htly d:l.ffere11t viewpoint but I think from the 

viewnoint which the Premier has been stressinp,namelv th,<>t the Burgeo 
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problem was as much a social nroblem as it was an economic one1 I think 

that I should first of all say that my remarks may not be considered 

completely ob_iective in that I was involved in a professional capacity 

to a certain extent in that I had the honour of representing the 

Newfoundland Fishermen Food and Allied Workers Union in a number of 

m11.tters arising out of this labour dispute. I represented the union 

for example on the hearing before Judge Green when the question before 

.Judge Green, well there were several questions. The two main ones were, 

first of all was Mr. Snencer Lake bargaining in izood faith with the 

union, seconrllv Judge Green was ask to recommend a contract in an 

atte~pt to settle the matter. Now Judge Green determined the first 

issue,namely whether Mr. Lalr.e was bargaining in sr.ood faith,in Mr. Lake's 

favour. I hf.Ive to say that I disagreed with the decision but, of course, 

this hap~ens in every case. 

However, I would point out one interestin ,r> aspect of the hearing 

before Jud~e Green and of really the propaganda,! would call it, 

emanating from the employers side in the Burgeo dispute and that was 

that the grocery, the laundromat and these ancillary industries tied 

in with this fish plant were being operated as a charity almost. These 

words were not used, but the impression was given that these were 

being operated purely as a convenience to the people of Burgeo and at 

no time until tonight was I ever aware of the amount of profit which 

was beinr made on these industries. I do not think that there were 

too many people in Newfoundland who were aware of the amount of profit 

that was bein~ made in this so-called charitable enterprise. 

Now I do not want to reopen old wounds and I do not want to 

try and prolong any rift which has developed in the community or in 

Newfoundland Labour Relations because of this matter but there are 

a number of points,and I would ask the committee to bear with me, 

there are a number of points arisin~ out of this Burgeo dispute which 
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T think are relevant for us to keep in mind,not just in this dehate 

but in our future labour relation policies,for examnle,anrl in dealinr 

with similar circumstances,if we are unfortunate enough to have them 

occur. 

First of all, the Leader of the Opposition has pointerl out I 

think. put his finrer ouite ri~htly on -

.TM - 5 
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MR. BARRY: beyond what was the main fundamental social issue at stake 

in this labour dispute as far as the employees were concernd and,that is 

whether they would permit what they considered a paternalistic 

approach to business to continue. 

Now this is not to say that Mr. Lake did not do a lot of good 

for Burgeo. I do not think I spoke with any union member, I am 

sure that I did not speak with any more than half a dozen who 

would deny that Mr. Lake made any contribution to Burgeo. It was 

generally accepted that he did a lot of good for the community. But 

the point of the employees, the point at stake here was that they did 

not wish to have to come before an employer with hat in hand tugging 

at their forelock to request a decent wage and enough to support 

themselves and their families, They wanted to be able to stand up 

on their own two feet and insist on a fair wage, as of right. 

Now they had to lose something by this. They had to lose and 

some people opted on the different side of the fence because they had 

to choose between a very friendly relationship with their employer, 

a little more than friendly, avuncular I suppose would be a possibl,e 

term, but generally encompassed by saying that there was a paternalistic 

attitude on the part of the employer. 

Now they had to rock the boat in order to change this and there 

are people in Newfoundland who would say and who did say while the 

dispute was on and have said since that they were fools to do this. 

That they should not have done this. That they were getting a good 

living. That they were keeping themselves and their families clothed 

and fed, keeping body and sould together and that this should have 

been enough for them. 

Now the people in Burgeo set out, as an example I think to all of 

us here in Newfoundland,that keeping body and soul together is not 

enough for any working man in Newfoundland,that there is such a thing 

as respect which the working man in Newfoundland expects to have and 

there is such a thing as the working man in Newfoundland wanting to 
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MR. BARRY: be able to stand up and say, "I am not dependent on the 

good will of anyone for earning a living. I am here. I am willing 

to do a good day's work for a good day's wages and I am entitled to 

a fair and decent wage because of that." 

Now this is what the people in Burgeo were saying they wanted in 

this labour dispute. 

The Newfoundland Fishermen and Allied Workers Union took quite a 

going over in the course of . this dispute and since. I have to refer 

to comments made by, and again I dislike pointing out any of the names 

of particular individuals but since this is a pseudonym, as I 

understand it, perhaps, it is not so bad. But the articles that 

were written by Peter Simple in one of our "Daily News" papers are 

I think one of the best examples of irresponsible journalism that 

I have ever seen in my life. The intolerant language which is continuously 

used by this gentleman, whoever he might be. For example, the 

appel.lation "Butcher of Burgeo'' or from Burgeo, I do not know which it 

is, that he has continued to label the president of this union with 

since the dispute,is an example I think of irresponsible journalism. 

I think it does not do one thing to further the cause of the working 

man or the best interest of Newfoundland society when this sort of 

stuff goes on. But, again, this is the free press, it is just an 

example. 

However, I am not saying that freedom of the press should be 

impaired or infringed upon, I am only saying that this is an example 

of where a freedom can be abused. 

Mr. Chairman, it may appear that I am deviating somewhat from 

the rule of strict relevancy but I think that a problem like this 

has to be looked at from different sides, so that we can fully 

understand the significance of this situation in Burgeo,for the 

people of Burgeo and for the people of our province. Our history 

of trade unions,the attitud!s which our government have had towards 

trade unions, not just our government but our people have had for 
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MR. BARRY: its trade 1IDions has not been~ I submit, the most 

enlightening one at times. I will leave it at that. 

I will give an example, however• I would ask 7ou to consider 

whether the people of Newfoundland would be prepared to go that 

far or indeed if they should be prepared to go that far! You 

will recall,probably,the strike of the coal miners in Britain there 

a year or so ago, where a very few nlDilber of working men, in effect 

brought the entire country of England almost to a grinding halt. 

Now I am raising this example for two reasons; (1) to show that 

we all lose when a strike occurs. There is no question about that, 

the working man,the union man will agree that he is going to lose 

in a strike. The employer is going to lose. The economy is going to 

lose. But the thing that we have to remember and ever keep in our 

minds is that as bad as the strike may be, as many as the problems 

may be that arise from strikes,that until we get something better 

this is all we have, this is the only tool that the working man 

has to bargain with his employer and to be able to ensure that he 

gets a fair and decent wage, And too a great extent the Trade 

Union Movement in NewfolDldland, I think again felt threatened when 

events began to unfold after this Burgeo dispute developed. It 

was a long siege 1 and I am proud that the union and that the people 

of Newfoundland were prepared to let this thing work itself out 

to the extent that it did. 

I have to say,and this is my own personal point of view and 

I may be wrong, I have to say that if we had a more flexible individual 

on the employer's side then ,the strike would have been settled without 

any government involvement at all. But this did not happen, We did 

not have a flexible person on the other side• We had a strong man, a 

man with many admirable characteristics but a man who when he made 

his mind up 1 that was it, he was not going to change. Now a man like 
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""ffi. BARRY'. this can cause irreparable damage, as we have seen,when 

he is involved on one side of a labour dispute. This was the situation 

and I think , as the honourable the Leader of the Opposite has pointed 

out, as the Premier has pointed out, in order to solve this Burgeo 

dispute, in order to get the people of Burgeo back to work, in order 

to get the benefits of the fish plant back into the Newfoundland 

economy, there were two choices, 0 .) p:et rid of the union and (2) 

p:et the employer out of there. 

For a while, I have to confess I was worried that the previous 

administration was going to opt for getting rid of the union. Well 

it would not have been unprecedented. This is all I will say. 

But I am glad they did not. T°hey did not opt to get rid of the 

union, they had to opt to remove the employer. It then became 

purely and simply a question of,how is this going to be done. 

Expropriation was there. That was one method, as it has already been 

pointed out. The trawlers would have been lost if this approach had 

been taken. So failing expropriation.what do you do? You bargain and 

you try and meet the price that the employer is looking for,for the 

sale of his plant. This is what this government did. The price; I 

have to confess I have not analysed the financial reports, I have 

not analysed the figures which were given by the Premier, But I will 

say that the question is not whether the dollars paid for the physical 

plant in Burgeo were 

This is not 

the exact,actual audited value of this plant. 
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the question,whether the dollars given Mr. Lake or the nmnber of 

dollars which an accountant sitting down,cold-hloodedly looking at 

nothing but dollars and cents on physical assets, this is not 

what is at issue here. The question is; how much in addition to 

the value of these assets, how much in addition to this was it 

worth the people of Newfoundland to have this situation cleared 

up, tc have the people of Burgeo back working, to have the people 

of Burgeo not go on welfare1 Hecause eventually, had this ~one on 

and on and on,a union strike-fund presumably is limited, can only 

go on for so long and these.people eventually would have been 

unemployed if this fish plant had not gotten back to work. This 

would have been a drain on the public treasury. 

So, the question was, how much is it worth to the people of 

Newfoundland to get the strike settled, to get the people of Burgeo 

back working? I for one am not prepared to say that the price 

that this government is paying for the Burgeo fish plant is too much. 

I know what happened to the people of Burgeo. I know how much 

settling this strike meant to the people of Burgeo and to the people 

of Newfoundland. I am not prepared to say that what was paid by 

this government is too much. 

MR,W,ROWE: I must say, Sir, it is a real personal pleasure for me 

to have the opportunity to listen to the remarks of the honourable 

member for Placentia West tonight, The first portion of his remarks, 

Sir, were to me an admirable discussion on liberal and social 

philosophy, the type of thing that I for one agree with and I think 

that all my colleagues,without exception,agree with. 

I agree, Sir, that the strike in Burgeo meant far more than a 

matter of dollars and cents. The strike in Burgeo was in fact, Sir, 

the type of thing that took place in the United States and in Britain 

thirty or forty years ago and was resolved in favour of the working man . 

We had a situation in Burgeo where everything was run by, what 
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somebody has termed "a medieval monster.'' Not that the company or 

the man himself was a monster as such, but the whole concept, the 

whole, all the circumstances surrounding the Burgeo situation, the 

strike in Burgeo was medieval, was a product of the middle ages. 

a type of feudalism, a type of the worst exploitation of colonialism, 

a company town. A company town where the company not only determines 

what wages were paid but they also determined what you spent your 

wages on and how much you paid for products bought for the wages 

which the company had given you. 

The worst possible aspects and elements of feudalism or company 

townism or big business in a small town; I agree completely with his 

remarks. I cannot agree with the impression which he received, 

somewhere along the line,when he was acting for the union, that the 

former administration was not goin~ to side in favour of the union, 

In fact, he says~ ,;the former administration looked like it was going 

to side against the union." At no time, Sir, and I was not around 

during the hospital strike or the IWA strike - Mr. Chairman, I would 

like to talk about the Burgeo situation if I may - I was not around 

during the time, Sir, referred to by the honourable minister. But 

I do know that throughout - ~r. Chairman, can you get control of the 

co11DOittee.I would like to have my words heard or if not heard I would 

at least like to speak,in silence -

Mr. Chairman, at no time during the strike did the former 

administration, of which I was a part, ever contemplate siding against 

the union in that particular battle. As a matter of fact, Sir, at one 

point during the strife-ridden times we are referring to, the Premier's 

predecessor went to Burgeo and made a contribution to the strike fund 

of the strikers. I am proud to say, Sir, that he made it on behalf of 

at least two of my colleagues. I think I was one of the persons who 

was involved in the instigation of this. I wanted the government to come 
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out flatly on the side of what I considered to be right, rectitude, 

fair play in this whole situation, So at no time, Sir, was there any 

tendency or indication that the former administration would not side 

with the union in this matter, In this matter, Sir, affecting 

crucial ; social issues and not .1ust a matter of dollars and cents, 

I am happy that the fish plant has been taken over by the government, 

I am happy now that perhaps some elements of competition can arise 

within the town of Burgeo that there will be competing businesses, 

competing operation and this sort of thing to make it a normal 

buoyant and feasible community, modem community in Newfoundland. 

I am happy, Sir, the government has taken it over. I hope that when 

the deal to sell it to some other operator is conswnmated,if ever, 

that certain things will be written into such an agreement to prevent 

the type of paternal feudalism occurring again in the future, if that 

is indeed possible, I doubt,with the strong union they now have,if 

that is possible but I certainly hope that there is no possibility of 

that arising ever again. 

But, on the deal itself, the deal which the government has entered 

into with the Lake interest, Sir, I am afraid that I cannot agree with 

my honourable friend on that point either or with the honourable Premier. 

I think, Sir, that the whole deal,and I say this not bitterly but with 

a certain sense of sadness,! think the whole deal smacks of a sweetheart 

agreement between the government and the Lake interests. 

Not only in the exhorbitant amount of money paid or the obligations 

assumed by the government,which I think probably amounts to$) mtllion. 

If the $2.6 million which is proposed,if not paid already is proposed to 

be paid to Lake,plus the $400,000,or whatever it is, loan which Lake 

interests were obligated to pay off, if those two figures were lumped 

together, we have a figure around $3 million, The reason I cannot be 

more specific is because I do not have the information and the Premier 
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has not been able to supply the committee with the total information 

tonight. Hopefully he will be able to do so in the next couple of 

weeks when certain audits and what-not are completed. 

But the whole deal to me smacks of a sweetheart arrangement 

between the government and Lake. It is a sweetheart arrangement, 

Not so much, I am not saying.that the government wanted to put 

a lot of money in the pocket of the Lake interest. I am not saying 

that at all. All I am saying is that the government,in its 

eagerness to solve the problem1 perhaps allowed their pockets to 

be somewhat picked, allowed too much money to flow from the 

government coffers into the coffers of the Lake interests, not 

so much to give Mr. Lake or his companies a great capital gain but 

more to settle the argument, settle the problem as quickly as 

possible, 

I say that it smacks of a sweetheart deal because not only is 

the amount too much but we have this spectacle where Mr. Winsor,a very 

competent manager of a fish plant,is not being paid by the government 

itself but is being paid by the Lake interest,even though he is 

presumably acting in behalf of the government or has been for the last 

few months. It would have been so easy for the government to deduct 

from the payment going to the Lake interest the amount of Mr. Winsor's 

salary for the next six months or the six months' period that was 

covered and then the government pay Mr. Winsor the amount, an adequate 

salary for the job which he '-'<'as doing. But by not doing that, by 

presumably making this part of the whole packaged deal,we see, we have 

this unsavory type of spectacle where the manager of the plant, 

presumably acting on the part of the government. on behalf of the 

government 1 is still being paid by the original owner. 

Added to that, added to the $2.6 million or the $3 million figure 

"." ,!18i) J~ , .. 
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which ever it is,including the obligat:f,.ons, a.dded to that exhorbitant 

figure we see that Mr, Lake or his compan!es h_ave an agreement with 

the government whereby they get four per cent net or gross - I am not 

sure which, Could the Premier indicate whether that is four per 

cent net or do expenses come out of that or what? Four per 

cent, Sir, to the Lake interest for marketing the fish, What it 

bolls down to is this: Not only has 
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l''r. Lake and his companies received a very handsome profit but 

they have potten under their control and into their hands the only 

aspect of the whole business which entail no risk whatsoever. 

The Lake Interests cannot lose on this deal. In the deal which 

the o-overnment has entered into with the fish plant owners, we 

see all the disadvantages, possible losses, all the liabilities 

or possihility of liabilities heinr, assul!'ed by the government. 

We see the advantages or most of the advantares, this four percent, 

which :l.s a very healthy fee or income for anybody to make on a 

rreat,preat sale of a lot of fish- four percent, They have that, 

Sir .. so they have all the advantages and none of the disadvantapes 

of o~'tlinr the fish plant and perhaps incurrinp some loses under that 

he11ding. 

The Lake Interests, S:l.r, came out of this i.n a Marvellously 

solvent f11.shion. They came out of this :In a wav that jn their 

w:l.ldest dreams, T Pou]d suhT":lt. they did not even think they would 

come out of this nnrticular problel'l in Burpeo. They do not have to 

worry ahout the m,inarement of a fish plant. They do not have to 

worry ;,bout b;icl nrices. They do not have to worry about pavinJ! for 

the fish or thf' oressure that is go1ng to he hroupht to 1'ear on them 

by unions and neroticit:!ons. They do not have to worry al,out any of 

that stuff. All they have to do is sell the fish and as little or 

as much as they sell,thcy make a n:!ce,handso!'le,cost-olus profit,rirht 

off the top, All these elements added topether, Sir, inrlicate to 

me that it is certainly a sweetheart deal which the government has 

entered :Into with the Lake Interests :In Rurgeo. 

That would not be to had, Sir, in 1.tself, if that were an 

isolated incicl.ent. Jlut, in the three or four months that we have 

seen this present ~overnment in power, we have seen a similar 

tendency to do this in another respect as well. When the 11.nerhoard 

legislation was he:inr dehnted here, Sir, (I hope I am not 
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being out of order. I am merely referring to it as an example 

for comparison purposes just as the Premier did) we on this side 

said that the government could have gotten that deal with the 

Javelin Interests at a much smaller cost to the Treasury of 

Newfoundland. We saw the Javelin Company come out later on and 

say that the total amount which they derived from the linerboard 

mill agreement was up around t1Jenty, twenty-five or thirty million. 

I do not know what kind of a large, astronomical figure the Javelin 

Interests auoted. The fact is, they came out of that deal 

exceedingly well. 

The r:overnment threw in, and I am not talking about 

mismanagement. I am not talking about how much the plant cost, 

how much it should have cost or how much it should not have cost, 

I am talking about how the Javelin Interests came out of that deal 

as it was finally resolved. They came out of that deal with $5 

million which,in my estimation and in our esti.mation,they should 

never have received. It was a straight gift, a straight sweetheart 

deal with them as well, Sir, in order to solve the problem in the 

easiest possible fashion. Now we see this disconcertinp. tendency 

on the part of the present admin:1.stration followed again in the 

Burgeo deal. 

It is disappoint:l.np, and saddening to me, because the 

principles,which have been annunciated and put forward to the people 

of Newfoundland by this government, have been framed in such words 

as: "Oh we are going to be hardnosed in our negotiations from now 

on. We are not going to be soft touches for anybody who wants to 

make a deal with this government. He are going to wrestle people 

to the ground in our negotiations and we are going to make sure that 

the best possible deal for the people of Newfoundland is obtained in 

each case." Yet, we see in the two instances in which the government 

has had, was required or was called upon to act in a forthright, 
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manful, hardnosed fashion. they have in my estimation (again I 

say this, not j_n hitterness but in sadness) somewhat fal] en 

c1m-m on the 1oh. They permitted themselves to sell out to the 

Javelin Interests and to pive the1'1 111ore 111oney than they were 

entitled to, in rny iudgement. ~Toi;.!, once 111ore, Sir, we see hy 

the admission of the Minister of T-'jnance anr1 bv what I take 

to he the ad111i ssion of the Premier. we see where tc:,o much mon.ey, 

too T"Uch nuhU c rnonev w:is paid to the Burgeo 1"ish Plant owners. 

I think that thev could have resolved the situiition 

eaually as well, they could have retained the three hundred and 

fifty _iobs, the good _iobs which are presently associated with 

that fish plant, they could have done all that if they had 

negotiated in a more hardnosed fashion. They could have saved 

the Treasury of this province.I would submit, another one million 

or one and a-half million dollnrs of money thiit cou]d he well used 

in this province for other purnoses. 

'11'. A.J.Vl'PPHY· 

deal. 

(First part inaudihle) who negotiated thP hotel 

'']1_. _ _ll~J-]_E ,W ._N_. Sir, okay~ I will deal with that point. I was not 

poinp. to deal with it, but I will deal with that type of point. 

What has happened in the past;surely God, Sir, this v,overnment is 

not !!Oinp, to try to absolve itself of lack of _iudgement or ] ack 

of competency, lack of barp.:aininP, capacity or lack of anythinp by 

referring to what has happened in the past. Those are matters which 

have to stand on their own two feet. Whether there was merit in the 

Come by Chance or the Javel:l.n deal as originally propounded, any of 

these deals (the Windsor deal which has just been rnentfoned) have to 

stand on their o'!,m merit. If those deals were wrong, were bad or 

stupid. that in no way can excuse this government for being a soft 

touch in the Javeline deal when that was resolved or in the Burpeo clPlll 

when that particular one was resolved. Surely the p.:overnment is 

not going - the present P.C.Government is not going to use as an 
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argument to butress its case, what has happened in the past. 

Either the Burgeo deal entered into with the Lake Interests by 

the government can stand on its own two feet and stand the 

scrutiny and analysis of members in this House of Assembly and 

people outside, the people of Newfoundland, or it cannot. There 

is no use in comparing it with mistakes or purported mistakes of 

the past. Either this deal entered into by a new government 

with an overwhelming mandate from the people of Newfoundland --

,.,e were flung out, this, this administration was flung out for 

its sins of omission or anything else in the past and this 

governl'lent was put in by an overwhelm:lng mandate of the 

Newfoundland people. 

To see the sweetheart deals being entered into, J do not 

think that they are entered into so that the Javelin Interests or 

the Burgeo Interests can themselves personally profit from them. I 

think they are entered into because the government nave not lived 

up to the expectation which they have rajsed in the minds and 

hearts of Nepfoundland people, that they are going to be hardnosed 

barga:tners, t'hey are not roinfl: to be soft touches. In these two 

deals. particularly the one we are talkinf! about here tonip.ht, the 

povernment have fallen down on the .1ob, they have not lived up to their 

commitment to the Newfoundland people, have allowed a million or 

a million and a.half of the hard earned tax dollars and revenue of 

this province to be needlessly spent where it should not have been 

spent. There are other programmes on which thjs hard earned revenue 

could have been spent,1T'ore to the benefit of the ~Tewfoundland people. 

!l9~_'....:L:._A_: ... G!\!l.'.1'~.~ (Minister of Education)_:_ 1-lr. Chairman, I find it 

very hard to sit down and listen to this long list of, well I can 

only call it hypocrisy on the part of the honourable member opposite. 

There has been a protracted debate on the estima te.s. We have had 

quite a few days, in fact a matter of weeks, Some of the estimates 

have been debated lonp. and hard, others have pone through very 
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ciuickly. ''r. Chairman, durin!! all of this, I have rotten the 

distinct impression that honourable members opposite were trying 

r.o justify their own record in office, because the esti1'1ates 

that we are debatinp nre larpely hased and compare,! with the 

actual fi~urcs that were. spent in the previous year. 

S5nce we occui>ied office for only ahout two months of 

the previom; fiscal. vear. then there is no m1estion at all that 

a great deal of the so-·called actu11l fisiures in the estin>ates, or 

last year's actuals, do represent the very sad, sorry and shoddy 

record of the previous administraUon. This particular debate, 

1 will call it one dehate f0r the sake of arllument, has been 

characterized by what I can only say is extreme nastiness of the 

Lea<ler of the nrwosi tion. He sa,,, t onight .1ust another eample Clf 

an extremely nasty outhurst. The C1uestion I want to ask' myself is: 

is this n11stiaess of this hon.curable p.entleman inherited or 

acnuir.ed? Tf it is tnherlted, I feel verv. very sorr y for h1.l'l . 
• I 

I .f it :ls acou:l.red. T must say that he h:is i n his short life done 

a remarlr .ibly 
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MR. CARTER: fast job of acquiring that great quantity of 

petulant and patronizing, sterile nastiness. I suppose he is 

compensating for his recent subservience. At any ~ate, I would 

suggest he is taking himself far too seriously. 

NM - 1 

Mr. Chairman, the future of this province rests in 

our basic industries.' Those that rely on the exploitation of our 

renewable resources; fishing, farming and forestry are the three 

prime examples. Tonight we are discussing fishing. 

The complex at Burgeo is just one of the many plants 

around this island that handle enormous quantities of raw materials 

and process them into a reasonably high priced product that fortunately 

is becoming more and more high priced and more and more looked for 

as the years go by. I would predict that when all is said and done 

and the present is looked back upon,we will be able to say that it was 

our fishery that was one of our mainstays. 

Of course we can expect to get constant criticism from the 

present opposition. They do not seem to have any understanding of 

business. None of them seem to understand that the basis for all 

our social services rest upon the profits and upon the business activity 

generated in the private sector. 

Now to some extent the public sector,through Crown 

Corporations,can develop viable enterprises but by far the very base 

of our society is on the private sector and it is the private sector 

that requires and is getting a great deal of attention. 

I must say that if it were not for the hypocracy of 

the honourable gentlemen opposite and their extreme efforts to justify 

their very sad and sorry record that this debate would have been over 

for a long time, There is no doubt about it that this is going on 

and on and nn and I do not think anything we can do or say will 
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~'R • CARTER: shorten it. I think that we do occasionaly have to 

get up and remind them of their obstructive and mischievous tatics, 

but I would remind them that their heroes or thelr great hero 

who said, 111 believe'(and this was widely reported at the time) 

"Hitler was a great man: ''burn your boats!' Now what kind of a 

philosophy is that? I suggest that they still regard him as the great 

teacher and are following in his footatepst If you cannot convince 

then tear down, criticize anything but be sure to criticize, never 

anything constructive, tear down, destroy. I would like to wonder, 

I would like to observe, Mr. Chairman, and I would like to ask the 

question how they can possibly look at themselves in the mirror and 

1 •·rould like to conr.ratuJ ate this goverm'lent for having had the good 

sense and the foresight to revive this very profitable,sens1ble 

resource based industry. Thank you. 

HR, TllO'·!S : Hr. Chaiman, before I make any comments on the estimates theT" · 

selves, I believe I do have to comment on the previous speaker. I will, 

I must, I have to. 

The previous speaker, Mr, Chairman, spoke of the opposition 

being extremely nasty. lie spoke of us as being obstructionists. Well 

may I point out to the honourable gentleman a fact that he should be quite 

well aware of, that we in the opposition are not at all obstructive. The 

fact is that for the last four Pednesdays we have given up Private MemhP.r.i' 

Day so that the government could present its estimates to this House. 

Now how is this considered obstructiveness? 

I believe, Nr. Chairman, the honourable gentleman was a hit 

too loose in the usage of his words. He in the opposition are a 

constructive opposition. This is what we were expected to do, to criticize 

constructively and if criticizinr, the deal in Burgeo is considered not 

constructive hy the government, then maybe we are doing our job, because 

I believe,in 3urgeo 1the government, the present government is setting a 

precedent whereby it may have to buy every fish plant that suffers from a 
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nR. THOMS: local strike. I note frora reports that the negotiations 

in Bonavista, that thereare reports there of a possible strike within 

a day or so. I wonder, if this comes about, what our present government 

will do there. Will it buy the fish plant there? Is it going to 

buy up every fish plant in Newfoundland? Is it going to buy up 

Come By Chance? Are you goin11; to implement soc-talism in Newfoundland 

instead of democracy? Just what is the ~overnment 1s policy? 

}1r. Speaker, I would likr. to make a few brief comments 

on the minister's opening remarks. As the minister is already aware, 

I am quite interested in some of the thinp,s he had to say. I believe 

him,first,to be a very competent minister, one of the best ministers 

T·oryism ever produced. 

I am paticularly interested, Mr. Chairman, in the idea that 

he brought fort~ard of some kind of a combination fish-holding unit, 

bait-freezin~ unit or bait-holding uni.t, whatever you may call it. But 

this type of a unit or building or whatever is the proper word for it 

is very much needed, not only in my district,! am sure, but throughout 

the rest of the fishing community of Newfoundland. There is a great 

need at the present time in my district for at least two of these 

units. It not necessarily has to be a single fish-holding unit or 

a bait-freezin.~ unit hut the proper thing, is,as the minister said, 

the combination unit. 

This I whole heartedly concur with and I hope and trust that 

he will have all the sucess in the world in bringinp, these units about. 

Another very interesting point he ~ade, and this I believe was brought 

out in the Budget Speech; while I note that the Minister of Fisheries 

considers the fishery industry in Newfoundland of great importance, 

apparently the Minister of Finance does not, for he only has two 

paragraphs in his whole speech on fisheries. 

The first half of the first parap,raph is used up in 

criticism of the previous administration. This is the proposed regional 
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~!R. THOMS: offices of his department. Now l woi1ld not want, and I repeat, 

l would not want to see these offices P.O in such centres as Gander, 

Grand Falls and Corner Brook. I would not want this . This would not 

be takinR the P,overnment to the fishermen . They should he pl_aced , I 

submit, in different villages, towns or fishinR communi.tief< throughout 

Newfoundlnnd. 

I ar.ree wi-th the honourable Member for Bona vista South, 

nouavista should be the first one, maybe \·/esleyville the scconrl . l\ut 

such places as Bonavista, Port aux Chaix, Port 1111x Basques, take them 

out of the larp,e centres, decentralize them. Do not put them in 

C::mder, 

~lotc · 'lo tane 1'187 . le:< t r> .i.rc l f)8e Pllr.e 1 . 
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Grand Falls or Corner Brook. This would be wrong. I am not saying 

you are going to put them there but I am putting forward the suggestion 

that you should not and I am sure the minister in all his wisdom will 

place them properly. 

I would like to bring to the attention of the minister, 

and I am quite sure he is aware of this, and that is the federal 

regulations on the salmon fishery. I had a discussion today with one 

of the members of the opposition, not the member for Bonavista South 1-,ut 

another chap and I told him, the greatest thing that could happen to 

the fisheries in Newfoundland today is for the federal government 

to scrap the federal department of fisheries, because it is a shambles. 

I do not care who did it, it is still a shambles. 

At the present time, we have people in our province, fishermen 

bona fide fishermen who cannot get a licence to fish salmon. At the same 

time we have people drawing a twelve month salary at other occupations, 

with two months off in the summer, some of them with two weeks on and 

two weeks off, and these people are salmon fishing and are lobster 

fishina,~re fishermen, J believe within most of our labour circles, although 

it is not a very nice word, they call them "scabs." I sympathize with 

the fishermen. 

This I believe should not be, most definitely should not be 

and I trust tht our Minister of Fisheries, our provincial Minister of 

Fisheries, will try to bring some pressure to bear on the federal 

authorities to eliminate this sort of abuse. 

Now our Fisheries Minister spoke of trying to create a new 

industry from the caplin. This may or may not be a good idea. I am not 

quite sure. But I do believe, and the minister in his closing remarks 

can rectify me if he like, but I do believe the caplin is only one link 

in the chain from plankton to the cod and maybe beyond. I am wondering 

what would happen if we put on an expensive effort to harvest the caplin. 

Wo~ld we in fact break this link? Does not the caplin supply the food for 
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the cod, the haddock and other species of fish? Would not we break 

down the whole process if we were to harvest the caplin? Because I 

can visualize on a beach where the caplin come to the shores at thls 

time of the year to spawn, I can see the caplin traps there now as 

I have seen them in the past in some places, taking every caplin that 

comes to the beach 1before they spawn, before they multiply. 

I believe, I may be right and I may be wrong, I believe 

there is a big danger there of eliminating not only the caplin but other 

species of fish who feed upon the caplin. I believe we should procrea 

slowly and cautiously because if this correct, if my belief is correct, 

then the caplin could disappear completely alon~ with other species of 

fish. 

Mr. Speaker, one of the things that I was more or less 

put out with,in early February, was the cancellation of a storm-damage 

programme. Now I realize that this storm-damage pror,ramme was only 

for a storm which caused considerable damage to our inshore fishery in 

June of last year. I am wondering if the minister could give us some 

idea of the inshore gear-replacement insurance programme. Is this 

programme implemented this year? Are our people taking an active 

part in it? Should a disaster occur, which a disaster can,almost 

any day and does periodically in Newfoundland, if a disaster does 

occur, is there any provision that our inshore fishermen will be partially 

compensatedi' 

MR. EARLE: Mr. Chairman, I cannot let this particular vote go without 

paying a tribute to my colleague and friend,the Minister of Fisheries. 

I would like to congratulate him.most sincerely on the presentation 

of his first set of estimates of this department. He did it in an 

extremely able and efficient manner but not only that, he did it in such 

a manner that I think 

of Newfoundland. 

portrays hope and encouragement for the fishermen 
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Now I think that the honourable gentleman who had this 

privilege today of presenting these estimates is a very, very worthy 

son of a very worthy father. I sat next to the honourable John 

Cheeseman for several years, While we did not always agree on many 

matters, I always admired his dedication to his own ethics, his 

own principles and his own ideas and paticularly where they affected 

the fisheries and I detect in his son, the minister today, this same 

sort of devotion and idealistic approach to the fisheries. But coupled 

with that he also has a very strong realism, a real approach to the 

fishery problems. 

I have had some experience with the fish business,having 

been in it for some thirty-two years. I have heard I suppose more 

words spoken about the fisheries than on any other subject in this 

province. It is a matter which has been discussed inside out and upside 

down, almost to the extent of tiresomeness. But there never seems to 

he a solution. The problems arise, the problems are faced, the problems are 

talked about but they are rarely if ever solved. I predict for the 

new ~inister of Fisheries, a very, very difficult task indeed,because 

Newfoundland has always in its fisheries been the plaything of fate. 

Back in the early days when the province depended mainly 

on the salt fish industry, every insurrection, every plague, every 

depression, every change in currency values in Europe, South America, the 

Caribbean areas, affected the welfare of the Newfoundland people. This 

went on for generations. They were alwnys the play things of fate, 

the fishennen of Newfoundland. 

When we got into the fresh and frozen fish business, we 

were the play thing of market conditions which were quite beyond the 

control of many of thP. producers,and the fishermen was invari.bly the 

nne that suffered in the lonf! run. 
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Now,in an attempt to try to rectify this situation, 

the honourable Ninister of Fisheries has come up with a plan which, 

i.n my opinion, bears the only possible hope of ,any sane solution to 

many of our problems, This is essentially, as he has said, 

development of a nun:her of small types of fishing industries and large 

type fishing efforts ti-.roughout the Province of Newfoundland. I had 

the day before yesterday1 in my rffice, a young Japanese 
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fentleman who spoke very good English and he was most interested in 

developments particularly in the area which I have the honour to 

represent, Fortune BRy. Whether the man is Japanese or Chinese or 

Yugoslavian or Australian or whatever he is,if he comes to Newfoundland 

with pro!):ressive ideas I think, I am sure that this /!OVernment will 

vive him every encourapement but,before doing so,they will look very 

carefully at what he has to offer and what he has to suggest. We 

can no lon9:er have our fisheries,as a natural inrtustry,milked by 

people with get-rich ideas. What we. want is people who can produce 

for the benefit of the province and for the benefit of our fishermen 

and this is the _iob which the new Minister of Fisheries has to watch 

ever so carefully. 

But surelv,in places such as those that I represent throughout 

Newfoundland and r.iany other hundreds like it, the salvation for our 

neople 1where they can live and stay living in places where they are 

happy, contented and ~uite SAtisfied to live,is industry of the type 

which the honourable minister is l!Oing to explore. Now he will not 

be successful in a hundred cases out of a hunclred or possibly ten 

O11t of a hundred b11t if he has s11ccess in as low as five per-cent of 

his effort it will be a r.reat bonanza for Newfoundland because many 

settlements in this isl,md have no other future, no possible hope 

for the future unless our fiic;heries are developed. 

I do not intend to speak on the Burgeo situation, Enough was 

said about that tonight,but I know extremely well, I know from first 

hand contact with the people _iust how the people of the South Coast 

felt about Burgeo. If they were here ] istenin11: tonight about the 

way that was handled and how it was solved.there would be no doubt 

whatsoever in either the Onposition's mind or in ours that the Tory 

Government, as they are called, did an exceptionally ~ood job. This 

was a canker that could have spread not only up and down this whole 

South Coast but throup.hout the Tsland of Newfoundland 1 and the only 
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steps that could have been taken were taken and as a result some 3()0 

people are back at work. ~ow the price tap may be high, I am not 

goinp to dispute that or arpue ahout it but the eventual results ancl 

the lonii: lastinJ!: res11] ts certainly ;ustify that effort far more than 

~ost things that have been none in this nrovince over the nast twenty 

years. 

If we cannot save our fisheries, not only save them r-ut h11il<l 

them,startinp with sra1J efforts, enlarf'ini> into larger pfforts ancl 

JM - 2 

at the same time keening the big comnanies that we have in profitahle 

operation, there is very, verv 1 i ttle hope for the future of 'Te.wfound] and. 

'1ne nf the most prosperous parts of "lewfouni:11 ann today is the South 

Coast. The fisheries are rro~perous, the neonle are prosperous and 

tli.en• i.s very little welfare,comnaratively speakiniL The area where 

Jlurgeo is situated has historic11llv been one :'art of the country where 

tli.en, is Vf'ry small nercenta~e of welfare. '!'he fact that we have been 

able to keen these peonle off welfare and keen ther, workinf! T think 

is of everlasting credit to this goven1rnent. 1 hope that there are 

manv more places that do not have to r.o throuf'h the trials and tribulations 

of Burgeo but do find that throur,h the efforts o" the honourab] e 

J•finister of fisheries and this ~overnment that thev wi 11 be able to 

pull themselves up by their own boot straps, bec;rnse that is what has 

to he clone. 

I think it was the honourable gentler,an from llonavista ~orth 

who asJ, the <JUestion; "what is the policy of this government p/\rticularly 

with regard to the fisreriesi• Tam not speakini:; particuJarlv fnr the 

i>overnment as a whole but I am speaking from my i<leas of what I think 

the policy of this Qovernment is and very simply it is this: to keep 

r-oinr- and encourage those j_ndustri es that we have. to encourage newer 

nnd many more smaller industries and above all, throurh both the large 

industries and the sniall ones which we hope to create,to ~a.in for the 
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peop]e of Newfoundland a better livelihood and that means the people 

on all coasts of the islanc and throughout Labrador. 

1"fow that, broadly sneaking,is the policv of' the l'rogressive 

Conservative Government. It is going to take a heck of a lot of doing. 

It will tal<e a lot more than the nonsense sometimP.s that is tossed 

back and forth acroirn this House, It will take a lot of serious thought 

and a lot of decication but it can be done and it will be done. First 

of all we must secure our solvency, build our reputation as a country 

or a province worth enticinp- neople, business people, to onerate in 

;m<l then,when we have restored this r.onfidence, interested people 

to build from what may be a slow start but to build and build and build 

on all coasts of this island until the people themselves will reap the 

benefits, 

JM - 3 

Now I started off with a word of praise to my friend,the honourable 

minister, and I could <'nd on a word of encourag.ement. He h;is the most 

challenginp: but yet the most worth-whi] e task in ~lewfoun<lland. I think 

he is the man for it. T pointed out in an earlier debate that the 

whole budget for the Pepartment of Fisheries is approximately one-ninth 

of what we snenc' on teachers' salaries alone. Now this is not a criticisl'l 

of teachers' salaries, I wish and hope that they can ?et more as time goes 

on. but most certainly in all our priorities, in all our efforts to brinp 

commonsense into the operntions of this province, the fisheries wi .11 have 

to be p:iven and must be given soriewhat more> than one-ninth of the amount 

voteo for teachers' salaries in this provin~e. If the minister can do 

anythinr. with what he has this year• he will have to turn hano.sprin.p,s. 

but he is goinr. to make a try and I predict that this time next year 

he will he ahle to give us some good answers. 

But this is only the beginning, V,r. Chairman. 1ve must start 

from this but the Department of Fisheries,which represents really 

the life-blood of a 7,reat section of this province, must he one 
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r1epartment thrtt we r.mst put stronf! emphasis on, hacked with stronP; 

an<l heavy financi,,11 support. 

'{R. PICKEY: ~!r. Chairman, he fore we carry that I feel it is necessarv 

to ma1':e a coun]e of comparisons due to the fact that I am in a depart-

!'lent which is resnonsible for huge expenditures of nublic funrs for al".y 

viven year. It seems, Mr. Chairman, that honourable gentleMan on the 

other side, in debating this issue and the purchase of the nurgeo plant, 

neglected to take into account certain factors or left them out intentionally, 

I c1m not sure which. Tam inclined to think, Mr. Chairman, that they 

:ire well aware of the effects thilt are brought to bear on a community 

that fin<ls itself with a large number of unemployed peonle,havinr. 

heen usec1 to reasonahle -prosneri.ty. Because some of those honourable 

?.ent]emen who have spmken tonight, Mr. Chairman, have been i.n povernrnent 

qtdte recently. ar,rroximatelv six months ago. and they arP well aware 

of those things. they are well, aware of governl"ent and how it onerates. 

~fin fact they had been in opposition for ten or fifteen years.one 

cot1l.d nrobably make some al]owances for them hut I finc1 it difficult, 

Hr. Chainnan, to do that,they h;ivinr, just left i!DVernment such a short 

tire af!O. 

T think it is necessary, l'r. Chairman, to look at the Burgeo 

Town last year, the year before, for the nast five years and .iust ouic!d.y 

rive some firures of short-term assistance recinients,averarinp by 

month, Mr. Chairman, from thirteen_,as low as nine some months,and the 

hir,hest bein!! thirty, thirty families, Mr. Chairman, in such a larpe 

area and this is not the Town of Burgeo only hut the entire welfare 

c1istrict which includes a Much larp;er area. Mr. Chairman, fi1?ures 

for recent months,althourh they are not alarminp,,there is a reason 

for it, forty-four, thirty-two, twenty-nine. ~r. Chalrman, when 

this government 
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MR. HICKEY : sorted out this problem, this government purchased 

this plant and got it hack into operation, they moved at the right 

moment, The timing was perfect because the unemployment insurance 

of those people in the Town of Burgeo was about to run out. Then, 

Mr. Chairman, the case load for short-term recipients would not 

have been forty-four, it would have been more like 400, 

Does the honourable gentleman on the other side, Mr. Chairman, 

have any idea what that means in dollars? Which is certainly not 

the most significant factor to take into account in this overall 

project, ut it means, Mr. Chairman, approximately $100,000 or 

more per year of a cost to the Provincial Treasury. Mr. Chairman, 

the dollar value is the least important factor when one takes into 

account what happens to a community and what happens to the people 

when they are forced on welfare. When an entire community is forced 

on welfare, it becomes a welfare community. Mr. Chairman, it might 

do the honourable gentlemen some good to question themselves as to 

what this means. 

It means the complete demoralization of the individual, the complete 

robbing of what initiative those people have. It literally destroys 

people, Mr. Chairman. And yet we hear partisan criticism tonight 

regarding the purchase of this plant. 

Mr. Chairman, it is also interesting to point out that when the 

estimates for my department were being debated in this House,what 

it cost this year,running clase to $20 million for assistance to the 

employable or short term-assistance, as it is known, close to $20 

million, Mr. Chairman, with $26 million to long-term recipients. 

What kind of a debate was there? None, Mr. Chairman. No debate, 

This House was prepared to pass close to $20 million in handouts, 

in give-aways where there is next to no return to this province, 

without any debate. But yet, Mr. Chairman, when there are a couple 

and a-half million dollars spent for the purchase of a plant and other 
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MR. HICKEY, services, to keep a co11D11unity together, to protect the 

children and the people of this community, what do we hear? 

We hear criticism. Well. Mr. Chairman, I would suggest that if 

this government had not moved when they did, we wowld hear some 

different criticism. 

MR. WOODWARD : Carry it, Mr. Chairman. 

MR. HICKEY: We will carry it, Mr. Chairman, when I am through maybe 

if somebody else do not want to speak. The honourable gentleman 

probably does not like to hear this, probably does not like the truth7 

like some more people over there. 

Mr. Chairman, the question was asked, what happened to other 

plants, if they get into trouble? It is a good question, Mr. Chairman. 

The honourahle gentlemen should ask themselves that question: What 

would they have done? Would they let those plants remained closed? 

Would they force those people on welfare or would they force the 

taxpayers to provide for them'? 

they do that. 

This is what they are doing when 

It is all very well, Mr. Chairman. for honourable gentl~men to 

adopt the attitude that they have with regards to this project, but 

it :Is abundantly clear that it is just partisan politics. I do not 

know, Mr. Chairman, but it can be considered cheap politics. Because 

you know. Sir, the former administration took a more active part in 

strikes, seeing the subject was raised tonight with regards to fish 

plants, certainly took a more active part and condoned it and 

encouraged it in an indirect way than this government does. Strike 

pay, Mr. Chairman, is not an allowable income in my department today, 

but it was under the former administration. That decision was taken 

hecause this government cannot adopt a position with regards to its 

strikes, if in fact, the Department of Labour or another de?artment 

is to mediate or to move in and to hopefully find a solution. Yet 

the former administation was straddling the fence, Mr. Chairman, they 

were wearing two hats. The Department of Labour would move in to 
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MR, HICKEY: try and sort out the strike, but really in fact the 

Department of Social Services were helping the strikers by assisting 

them and by not even reducing the amounts paid out by the strike 

pay. They were in fact taking sides with the striker. Not so today, 

Mr, Chairman. 

So really there is no argument, the whole argument put forth 

by the opposition against this kind of purchase or the manner in 

which it was purchased is completely weakened by the significant 

factors of what would happen to the Town of Burgeo and surrounding 

area had this government not moved when it did. You do not put a 

dollar value, Mr. Cha:i.rman, on children, their lives , their future 

nor on people generally. 

It is interesting tonight to hear the comments about the boat 

from Burgeo and the cost of taking the fish from the community of 

Torbay. I wonder, Mr, Chairman, who the honourable gentlemen on that 

side are trying to cod, to use the old Newfoundland expression, 

besides themselves? Because they are having no effect on the people 

of Newfoundland. The people of this province can quite easily see 

through their efforts. A big do was made about that issue and yet 

tonight we hear the cost being questioned. 

So, Mr. Chairman, I would not be responsible in my department 

as minister,in terms of the department that I am responsible for, 

if I did not stand in this House tonight and support the purchase 

of the Burgeo Plant, I would certainly not be responsible because 

I know well, Mr. Chainnan, just what it would mean to those people. 

just what it would mean to this province and to the Provincial Treasury, 

from one point of view,and more so from the moral and social point 

of view. 

So, Mr. Chairman, I have much pleasure in supporting the entire 

project in terms of the manper in which it was purchased, I say 

without any reservation that this government worked out the best deal, 
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"ffi. HICKEY: :Ct is a good deal and if this government had to pa, 

twice the sum. it would have been well worth it when all the social 

factors and the economic factors are taken into account. 

MR ._A:_ M • om p RY ; fr. Chairman, as a fonner fishermen and former 

fish processor, I would feel remiss in my duty as a member1 letting 

this debate go by without making some comments. 

I was listening to the honourable member for Bonavista North 

offering his advice to our honourable Minister of Fisheries in 

the decentralization of government offices, government fishery offices 

throughout the province. He strongly suggested in his remarks there 

that we would by-pass Corner Brook, I would like for the honoutable 

member to know that nearby Corner Brook, a ~own called Curling-

AN HON. MEMBER: A suburb, 

MR. DUNPHY: A suburb, if you like - last year produced in the 

vicinity of $5 million worth of herrinl? for export. It is not a 

small fishing centre by a lonf! shot. Actually they produce at 

Curlin~ the larp.est amount of food herrinp, in America. If I might 

add . a very good product. 

I was pleased to hear this afternoon, in the honourable minister's 

,:-emarks, his concern for the hel."ring stocks · 
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that are upon our waters in this province. There is definitely 

a problem there. We are overfishing our stock. As a matter of 

fact we are reducing our stock at the rate of about thirty per cent 

this year. If this continues,eventually we are going to be in the 

same boat as Norway, the Scandanavian Countries and the Pacific Coast 

are at this time. As a result we have many buyers coming to our 

shores here, many buyers demanding our products. I think it is vital 

that we in Newfoundland reserve our herring stock. 

With regard to Burgeo, I was shocked by the attitude the 

opposition took in regard to the $2.6 million paid for the Burgeo 

Fish Plant. I do not think they really realize how much this means 

to the Southwest Coast, to the fishermen. These fishermen and workers 

there are the backbone of this country. When in government,do 

people measure in dollars and cents the dignity of these fishermenr I 

was sorry to hear this. The minister's remarks,in the hope that 

we would be able to introduce in Newfoundland, multi-purpose boats, 

I assume from these remarks that he has in mind a combination of 

purse seiner, dragger and what have you, possibly a processing ship, 

all combined into one. These are excellent thoughts. I do hope that 

he is able to carry this out during his term of office, 

I am also pleased to know that he is aware and concerned 

about the location of various bait depots throughout our island. 

I have had personal experiences along these lines, particularly in 

Bay of Islands, St. George's, where bait depots are situated too far 

away from the actual people who fish. I do hope that he will use 

his influence to correct this situation. 

MR. CHEESEMAN: Mr, Chairman, if I may, there were a couple of points 

raised which I would like to deal with very briefly. The hon. Leader 

of the Opposition I think commented on the fact that I have not made 

the point of how important the fishery was on an overall basis around 
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the island. But I think that I did comment on this when I spoke 

about the contribution that the fishery made to the island. The hon. 

member for Bonavista North,in his reference to the caplin in the first 

instance, just a very brief comment here again - I believe when I 

commented on this topic I said at that time that there were other countries 

who were then coming into the area looking at the potential. It would 

appear that in general interpretation they are considering two bodies of 

caplin, one that comes to shore in Newfoundland,but they feel that 

there is another resource perhaps off in the deeper water. There has 

been some evidence to support this. What I was saying, Mr. Chairman, 

was that as long as caplin are around our shores,I would not like to 

see it suffer the same fate as the herring,being overfished. In other 

words, we should try and get some food utilization out of this 

particular species in terms of fresh and possibly in the cans which 

has been pursued for some years. 

I do not know if the honourable member was in the House this 

afternoon when I made the comment or whether he missed it at that 

point, but I did mention the insurance programme. I said at that 

time that in the past it had been a token vote of $100 and then as 

storms arose the problem was dealt with,but I felt that it was 

inequitable because there was no real standard. Some people were 

dealt with reasonably well and others not at all. I ventured the 

opinion at that time that there were problems other than major 

storms. In other words,when a fishermen loses all the nets he has, 

if there are five damaged by a particular wind storm or something 

that happens in his area, then there should be some provision for 

him. He should not have to be part of a major storm in order to qualify. 

This I am afraid is what has happened in the past. I did go on to say 
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regretfully that we did not at this point have an insurance policy, 

although I had been pursuing this. My department have with Ottawa 

a measure of understanding as far as the major losses are concerned. 

At this point in time there is no insurance policy. It is something 

that we are still working on. There is a vote in,and I mentioned the error 

in wording this afternoon. There is an amount of money in here in the 

estimates,of $200,000,which I had originally felt would be the 

province's contribution and hopefully the low cost insurance on the 

part of fishermen and the federal contribution would cover the field, 

As of right now, we do not have such a policy. 

The other thing I think that came up was in connection 

with the utilization of the resource. In every thing that I said I 

think I had sort of stressed the conservation aspect of our total 

fishery. I think that these are the only three items that l'Would 

care to comment on that were real issues that were brought up. 

MR. WOODWARD: Mr. Chairman, if I may very briefly, I would like to 

comment on the opening remarks of the honourable minister. I feel 

that he did a good job, Sir. I feel that he was very sincere. I am 

sure that he tried to appeal to the fishermen of this province. If 

he is sincere in his remarks,possibly half the battle is won as far 

as our fisheries are concerned. I think sincerity is one thing but 

getting up abusing or accusing someone else or some party,like had been 

done by the hon. Minister of Education tonight, then getting up 

as the hon. Minister of Social Services and Rehabiliation,for the 

sake of being heard and possibly collecting an audience from the gallery, 

just to create further garbage and corruption that goes on in this House. I am 

not being sacrilegious, Sir. I am not being sacrilegious at all. I 

think this was unwarranted. I feel that I am above getting into 

conflict and abuse with people that are doing it for the sake of political 

reasons. I sincerely feel, -Sir, that the hon. Minister of Fisheries is 

beyond this approach. So, Sir, I was very pleased when he made the remark 
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that there will be extra activities on the Labrador Coast this summer, 

We need more activity. We need more attention from the Department 

of Fisheries, Sir, We would also ask that we have a regional fisheries 

office set up somewhere in Labrador, Whether it be the south or whether 

it be the north but somewhere on the Labrador Coast we look forward, 

Sir, to having one of your regional fisheries offices. That is the 

end of my remarks, Mr. Chairman. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Chairman, we certainly saw the flag wave on the government 

backbenchers tonight. They tried every trick in the book, Sir, to 

drag a red herrring across the issue, he issue being the great deal, 

the great give away, the great sell-out in the Burgeo Fish Plant deal, 

Mr. Chairman, I have sat here very patiently -

MR, ROWE (W.N.): Mr. Chairman, on a point of order, We have a pretty good 

debate here tonight with very few interruptions. Most members have been 

simply trying to debate the issues as I am sure my colleague is here now, 

Can we get control of the committee and cease these kinds of senseless 

interruptions. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The honourable member is entitled to be heard in silence 

as are all other honourable members. 

MR. NEARY: Thank you Mr. Chairman, I do not intend to get down to the 

filth and dirt from some of the members we have heard in this honourable 

House, I have said so often in this session of the House, Mr, Chairman, 

that we are sent here to debate the issues. Personalities should not 

enter into the discussion. I think the hon. Premier is absolutely correct 

and the hon, Minister of Health.when he stood to introduce his estimates 

in this House,said that personalities should be left out of it, But, Sir, we 

have seen too much of that this session. Sir, there are members of 

this honourable House who have not yet spoken in the House. We have been 

open now two months or two and a-half months. They have been completely 

silent, Sir. They have been completely silent, They have not spoken yet. 

Their constituents are wondering if they are still here, Not members 
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on this side of the House, Sir. We know why we were sent here. 

We are here to debate the issues like th.e Burgeo Fish Plant issue, 

that great sell-out. I am going to have a few things to say about 

that, Sir. I think xightly so. Sir, in view of the concern exp-ressed 

in this House ovex the past few days, over the $260,000 that was 

spent in building materials to repair poor little homes on Bell Island, 

Sir, and down in Burgeo we see ten times that amount, ten times, Sir, 

put into the pocket of a millionaire fish merchant in this province. 

Six, I would not stoop as low as to say that the ·government bought that 

district,as some honourable members of this House have accused me of.· 

I would not say it, Sir, because I would not stoop so low, Sir. 

MR CHAIBMAN: Order! The honourable member is not permitted to do 

indirectly what is not permitted directly. 

MR, NEARY: That is right,YQur Honour. That is why I am not goi.ng 

to do it either directly or indirectly. 
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Wha~ I would say, Sir, I would say, Sir, that it look!j lHe a 

brlbe because the honourable minister of Social Services said 

~he timing was just perfect~' "The timing was just perfect~' he said. 

The timing was perfect all right,Mr. Chairman, just prior to the 

last provincial election. The timing was perfect, Sir, it was a 

good political manoeuvre. I wrote it down, timing perfect. I am 

talking about the Burgeo plant. The honourable minister said the 

timing was perfect. 

MR. HICKE'll; Mr. Chairman, do I have to correct that? I am sure 

I think I know what the honourable member is talking about but you 

know things have been misinterpreted so much lately. 

MR.NEARY: Mr, Chairman, would the honourable minister state his 

point of order? 

MR.RICKEY: A point of order, Mr, Chairman, I am getting to it, My 

remarks have been misinterpreted so often and so has the honourable 

gentleman's,that we should clarify now what he is talking about. I 

do not remember saying; costing this government and saying that the 

timing was good when you bought the Burgeo Fish Plant. 

MR.BARRY: The honourable minister will be permitted to explain if 

there is any corrections or additions or interpretations to the 

honourable member's speech, However, while the honourable member is 

speaking,unless he yields to a question,then the honourable member 

is entitled to continue. 

MR.NEARY: I wrote down precisely what the minister said,Mr. Chairman. 

He said, "the timing was perfect." He was referring to the fact 

that unemployment insurance was running out, The timing was perfect, 

just prior to the last provincial election,Sir. I would say, Sir, 

that that sell-out at Burgeo cost about $2,000 per vote. Hould .that 

be a good estimate, Sir, $2,000 a vote? 

MR.BARRY: Order. If I could draw the honourable member's attention 
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to a section in Beauchesne, page 119, paragraph 136. There is a 

reference to a statement made in the Committee of the Whole in 

Ontario, the Ontario Legislature where the statement was, "I now 

declare that this measure is a bribe of the most brazen character 

made chiefly to one province and paid for by the taxes of the rest." 

The discussion went on, the chairman raised the question that if 

this were reflecting upon members of the House who supported what 

was done then it would be unparliamentary. In other words calling 

the step a bribe could possibly reflect on the motives of members 

of the House who had supported the measure. I am sure the honourable 

member did not mean to imply this. 

MR.NEARY: No, Mr. Chairman, I did not say it was a bribe, I said 

it has all the appearances of a bribe. Now, Sir, I would not mind lt 

too badly but there are a number of points came out in the 

siscussion tonight. One I want to refer to in particular. That is 

the one that was made by the minister of Social Services & Rehabilitation, 

In his remarks, he said that, I do not remember his exact words, but 

he said that"this government, this new Tory government had t'eversed 

a decision that was taken by the Liberal government of paying or 

giving assistance to people who are on strike," Not in addition 

to the strike pay,Mr. Chairman, assistance in this province whether 

it is on Bell Island or in Burgeo or out on Kelly's Island is based 

on need, the honourable minister should know that. 

thing 
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'.IP. , NEARY: as social assistance in addition to strike pay. It was 

nrit done, Sir . 

:'P. . .!!_I f.KEY: ~!o uld you pennit a question? 

.:._IR_._ ~ff~• Sure. I 1-muld permit a q11estion? 

'lR. HICKEY : Seeinr, he is such r,ood friends with the honour ab le John 

''unro, would he tell the House whether the Federal Government, 

under the Canacla Assistance Plan, is aware or have heenaware that 

the former ad111inistrati.on paid welfare to strikers ancl clid not 

calculate the strike pay? necause I got notice of it and 1-rns 

told what to do ,in no uncertain tenns. 

"H • \JEf. PY : Mr. Chairman, if th,1 t happened then the re must be a 

weakness in the system. 

Because, Sir, soc Lil assistance is based on n('.ed and, 

Sir, if the honour able member is referring to the strike at St. Lawrence 

and that is the only one that I know about where welfa re assist,mC'e 

was g iven out in the early days of the strike becaus e the. proper 

information Has not communicated to the welfare officers in the area. 

Now, Sir, this is a very great principle, aud :rr. Chairman, 

the me1nher for Placentia East talked about the lahour situation at Burgeo 

and J appreciate that, Sir, at least I am pleased to know that there is 

on<> Liberal on the opposite side of the House. Placentia West, I am 

sorry. 

Well, the honourable member for Placentia East probably 

still has his membership card, his Liberal membership card,in his 

wallet. At least i,1r. Chairman, I was pleased to hea1 the remarks 

of the member for Placentia West and I agree with most of the things 

that the memher said, but I disagree with one point hrou?,ht out in the 

remarks of the honourable member for Placentia West, and that was the 

fact that there was an element of fear, an element of fear that this 

government may side with the employer in this particular strike. 
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I want to inform Your Honour that the Liberal Administration 

in this province took an unpreceGented step, never done hefore, Sir, 

in the history of this province. We took the unprecedented step of 

granting welfare assistance to the strikers in Burgeo,in the face of 

all kinds of criticism, Sir, from the fish plant operators in this 

province. I would submit to this committee tonight that that is 

the reason the ~inister of Social Services has reversed the 

decision of the .former administration, because of pressure from the 

fish merchants. 

It is not against the law, Mr. Chairman. I am coming to 

that. It is not against th£' lmi. I wi 11 tell the honourable 

minister that it is not ~gainst the law. I attended a conference, 

Sir, a conference of Ministers of Labour in Ottawa,when I was 

Acting-Minister of Lhbour, and this matter came up. Should strikers 

receive welfare assistance? Bryce MacKasey was there, he was Minister ••. 

MR. MARSHALL: Point of Order, Mr, Chairman, I think the honourable 

member now is debating the matter of social assistance under 

Social Assistance and Rehabilitation,on Labour, whether a person 

should receive strike pay or not and I fail myself to see the relevancy 

of this to the topic now being discussed, Fisheries. 

~!_! __ ROHE (WM.) : As usual, Mr. Chairman, if I may speak to the Point 

of Order, as usual the House Leader is half right. In an ordinary 

debate I would submit as well that maybe the honourable member now 

speaking is a little beyond the hounds of relevancy but there has 

been a wide-ranging debate on this whole matter. 

Everybody in the House who has spoken so far has ranged 

widely in his remarks. The !-!inister of Social Services and Rehabilitation 

has mentioned this point apparently, I was not in the House at the time. 

My honourable colleague is referring to remarks made by him, so I would 

submit, Sir, that if we are going to restrict the honourable member here 
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to complete and strict relevance, then it i.S a little bit late for 

that because other members have been allowed some latitude in the 

matter. 

MR. MARSHALL: Mr. Chairman, the fact 1 that other member s may ar may 

not have wandered to irrelevancy, does not make the Point of Order 

any the less val.1.d. 

MR. ROBERTS: ~Ir . Chairman , i.f I may say just a word on it, I agree 

with the House Leader, that two wrongs do not make a right, but the 

point I make i s that J. heard the Minister of Social Services 

ask a question My colleague y ielded when the gentleman oppos:l.te asked 
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a question, raised a point of social services and strikers and apparently 

made some reference in his earlier remarks. I did not hear the 

House Leader object then, surely if he raised it on one side, Mr. 

Chairman, in all fairness, it should be allowed to be dealt with by 

this side. May my colleague continue on this? He is the House 

Leader, not the leader of one side. 

MR. MARSHALL: If I could clarify that, it is still on the Point 

of Order, Mr. Chairman. It is not up to me to raise the Points 

of Order, I am not the policeman in the House. It is perfectly 

in order for the members on the other side of the House,if they 

feel somebody over here is out of order, to rise on a Point of Order. 

MR, ROBERTS: Mr. Chairman, the Minister is quite right, except if 

he has some fairness he would be concerned to ensure that all members 

are - we are willing to allow the honourable gentleman to raise points 

that are a little teensy hit beyond relevancy, Fine! If he wants 

to play the game,we will. The gentleman from Burgeo read his speech 

tonight, and that is clearly out of order. He made no ob1ection. He 

had it written out, we did not object, 

What I am saying to the Point of Order, Your Honour, is that 

indeed no person has to raise a Point of Order, it is the Chair's duty 

to deal with matters, and the Chair does not have to wait for an 

honourable member to come to his feet and draw Your Honour's attention 

to it. The Chair allowed, and I suhmit properly allowed gentlemen 

opposite to raise a point, are we now to be denied the opportunity to 

answer it? Has it come to that in this committee? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: May I speak for the former chairman's decision on what 

went on in the House, I think the honourable House Leader's point was well 

taken and the honourable member for Bell Island is wandering far a field 

and it would be better to stick to the point of the debate. 
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MR. ROllERTS : Mr . Chairman, I think we would like to appeal your 

rulinp;. Sir, we think it is unfair and we would like to appeal 

i t, please . Would Your Honour please - It invol ves cnllinp, in the 

Speaker and so forth please, Si r. 

On motion that the committee rise, Mr. Speaker returned 

to the Ch11ir. 

MR DARRY: Mr. Speaker, my ruling on a Point o.f Order raised 

by the Government House Leader, on a question of irrelevancy. by 

the member for llell Island wrn a1"ne:tlecl. 
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MR. ROBERTS: Is th~t the Chairman's report, Mr, Speaker? 

MR. SPEAKER: I assume that is, 

PK - 1 

MR. ROBERTS· Mr. Speaker, first of all, it must be in writing, I 

assume it is in writing, Secondly, I submit it is not a full report 

of the point which was decided by the Chairman in Committee. 

MR, SPEAKER: All reports should he brief and sort of not take too 

much time, This is the written report, as the honourable Chairman 

of Committee raised it. So I will put it that his motion is that the 

ruling of the Chairman of Committee9 be upheld. 

DIVISION 

MR. SPEAKER! Those in favour of the motion please rise! The 

honourable the Minister of Mines, Agriculture and Resources. the 

honourable the Minister of Provincial Affairs, the honourable the 

Minister of Labour, the honourable the Minister of Community and 

Social Development, the honourable the Minister of Education, the 

honourable Mr. Ottenheimer, the honourable Mr. Marshall, the honourable 

the Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing, Mr. Rousseau, Mr. 

Brett, Mr. Morgan, Mr. Aylward, the honourable the Minister of 

Fisheries, Mr. Earle, Mr. Doyle, Mr. Evans, Mr. Dunphy, Mr. 

Howard, Mr. Wilson, Mr. Young, Mr. Peckford. 

Those against the motion please rise· the honourable the Leader of 

the Opposition, Mr. W.N. Rowe, Mr, Neary, Mr. Thoms, Mr, F.B. Rowe, 

I declare the motion carried. 

On motion that the House go into a Committee of the Whole on 

Supply, Mr. Speaker left the Chair. 

COMMITTEE OF SUPPLY 
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MR.NEARY: Mr. Chairman, the honourable member for Placentia West 

traced the history of the dispute that took place in BurgeoJ I 

thought very well. The honourable member was very familiar with 

that dispute. I helievc the honourable member,as the Leader 

of the Opposition points out,played a gallant role in that dispute. 

But, Sir, I was very familiar with that dispute at Burgeo also, 

because at the time I was minister of Social Services & Rehabilitation 

and acting minister of Labour. I watched the situation very 

carefully, Sir, in Burgeo. I saw the thing develop. I would say, 

Sir, that the strike in Burgeo was really a strike for recognition. 

Sir, I know a little about the history of the Labour Movement 

in North America. I can tell this honourable House that the great 

crusade that was carried on by the labour movement in Canada and 

the United States was a crusade for recognition. This is where 

the great battle took place. Tmis is what it was all about in 

Burgeo,Sir. The honourable House Leader thought I was going to 

slip away from Burgeo again, but I can tie in welfare ~ssistance with 

the Burgeo situation, Sir, and not be out of order. Another blow 

has been struck at democracy in this House again tonight, Sir. 

So, what it was all about in Burgeo was recognition. The 

employer refused to recognize the union. This is what it was all 

about. I really felt sorry for the people of Burgeo at the time. 

I have had a little bit of experience in the trade union movement, 

Sir. I know how these men felt. I know how they felt. They had 

been slaves for too long. They wanted to get their freedom. They 

wanted to become independent. They wanted the right to go and sit 

down across the bargaining table and bargain collectively in the 

free and democratic way. They wanted to bargain, Sir, for better 

working conditions and better wages. The employer refused to 

recognize the union although the union had been certified by the 
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Labour Relations Board which is 1:reated in this province, by the 

Provincial Department of Labour, as a semi-jutlicial body. The local 

in Burgeo had gbne through all the procedures laid down in the 

Labour Relations Act and had been certified qnder the law of the 

province. Yet, Sir• the employer refused to recognb:e the union. 

When he was forced to recognize the union, Sir, he refused to 

bargain in good faith. I ·want to stand in my place in this 

honourable House tonight and say that I have the greatest respect 

and the greatest admiration for the men who manned the ~icket lines 

in Burgeo. It is time we got rid of feudalism in this province, 
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~~R. J·~]'_Al:_Y....:.. Sir, I knew that the time would have come in Jlurgeo, 

if something was not done,when in my other capacity, as Minh;ter 

of Social Services and Rehabilitation, we would have large numbers 

of heads of households cominp to my other department for assistance, 

I can inform this honourable House tonight, Sir, that if this had 

happened, that large numbers of heads of households in Burgeo had 

come to the Department of Social Services for assistance, that there 

is no way, Sir, there is no way that assistance could be refused 

them. 

l!nder the Canada /\ssistance Plan, Sir, the Government 

of Canada pays fifty per cent of the cost of social assistance in all 

the provinces of Canada. Assistance is based on need, Sir, based on 

nee,:l. I had it from t 11e hi?!-iest authority, Sir., that in the case of 

Btir?,eo, assistance to the f amil:! es, to the mothers and the chi 1 dren 

in Burf!eo could not he refused, no more than it could be refu:,ed in 

St. Lawrence or Buchans when they are on strike. 

I know, '·'L Chairman, that we are under the heading 

XIV, Fisheries, that there will be other strikes in fish plants in 

this province. We had one at Marystown, There was a strike at the 

'farystown Fish Plant, Sir, and I have no doubt at all but the 

Department of Social Services was called upon to assist the families 

of strikers in that strike; rightly so, Sir. They were p.:iven assistance. 

Sir, I would say that it is a very dangerous precedent 

that has been createc1 by the 'finister of Social Services and Rehabilitation 

when he says that the decision has been reversed, that in future 

'~r. Chairman, I know what the honournble minister. sai<l. He said, '"this 

will never happen again.•· Well, Sir, I p,ot news for him, it will happen 

again. There will be strikes in fish plants, Sir, in the future, ,-,hen men 

who are bein~ over-woi:ked, Sir, and under- paid, wil 1 he out fir,11tinp.; for 

thPir rights. They will be out fighting for their ri~hts, Si.r, they wi.11 
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p.o on the picket line and they may get -

'm. HICKEY: Inaudible. 

HP, CIIAJ~MAN: ()rder please. 

NM - 2 

'·fll. NEARY· Thank you, Mr. Chairman, so there will be strikes in fish 

plants in the future, Sir, and I submit that there is no way that this 

new Tory Government can keep assistance, welfare assistance, short-term 

social assistance,as it is commonly known, away from strikers and their 

families. There is no way, Sir. It may sound, !.fr. Chairman, it may sound 

as if the government is subsidizing a strike, but 1 submit, Sir, that 

is not the way to look at it. 

'1R, HICKEY: That is the way the federal people look at it. 

'•IP • NEARY: '.!.'ht is not the ,,·ay the federal people look at it, tlr. r.ludrman, 

it is pot the way the federal people, loo1~ at. 

MR. HICKEY: Is the honourable ~entll!!man insinuating that I am telling 

11 lie in this Rouse? Does he want to charge me with doinr, that? 

'-!~. NEARY: '!r. Ch;iirman, do I have the r:!.p.ht to be heard in silence? 

The honourable minister can stand in his place and clarify what he 

said if he wants to, '.•Ir. Chairman, J aM talking about strikes and 

fish plants, that has to do with the subhead we are discussing here, 

XIV - Fisheries. 

~he honourable members may not like it. Sir, when these 

strikes occur in the future, despite what the fish plant operators may 

think, despite what we may think pe.rsonally about whether the government 

is subsidizing the strike or not, that is not the point, Sir, the point 

is that you cannot refuse families social assistance when there is need 

and it does not make any difference, 'Ir. Chairman, what caused that need. 

So 1'. would like for the government to reconsider that reversal in policy, 

because we cannot get away with it. It can be tested in the Supreme 

Court, Sir, it can be tested in the Supreme Court. 
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AN HON .. MEHBER : Strike pay is not allowable income. That is 

what I am talkin~ about. 

~111. NEARY· ~r. Chairman, that is not what the honourable minister 

said. The House is well aware that strike pay is not allowahle income. 

the House is well aware of that, Sir. 

"'-'11. EICKEY· Since when? That is our policy, not the former 

administrations, because I chanred it. What is the honourable 

pent]Pl'1/1n t;i]king ahout or does he know? 

SOME HO!:--, •• t!E!·'BERS, 

rulinp ... 

Who has the floor, ~r. Chairman? Do you mind 

i'!'-.•_ Y-..E~_Y :_ Mr. Chairman, the honourable .•. 

,m . POBERTS · To a point of order. Will Your Honour enforce the 

rules of the House. The honourable gentleman has the floor, the 

t'inister of Social Services is interiecting and other honourable 

!'1etnhers a.re hecklinp:. Will Your Honour enforce the rules of the 

Fouse? 

'T . HTCKEV ; --- - ---- - .. - I am not J?.oinp to sit here, I am sorry, if Your 

Honour tells me to I will, r-ut I al'l not roinp: to sit here and be 

accused by innuendo of giving false information. I stated that 

I changed the policy as a result of discussions with Cabinet rep:ardinr 

allowable income in terms of strikes. I have chanp:ed it on advice 

fro111 flttawa.. Does the honourahle p:entleman wish to question that? 

l''P .• ROBERTS, - --- . - .. - ~ - To a point of order. The honourable pentleman has 

the floor. The other honourable pentleman may make his speech, he 

may sneak any mnnber of times in committee. Now, will Your Honour 

enforce the rules? The rules state clearly, Sir, that the member 

speakinp, the member who has the floor is entitled to it. Now I 

submit that it is Your Honour's duty and will Your Honour do your 

duty? Will Your Honour continue to enforce that ruling. Thank you, 

Your Honour. 

~1R. CHAIRMAN : Continue the speech. 

JIR. Jl!EARY· - --- - - Thank you, }lr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman, it is getting up 
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around three minutes to eleven aml the honourable members on the 

opposite side are ~ettinp. 11ttery and jumpy. I know there is a 

swelterinr. heat here tonipht. Your Honour will just have time to 

call the Speaker in. ancl perhaps we can continue the debate 

tomorrow. 

On motion, that the Committee rise, report progress and 

ask leave to sit a~ain. 11r . Speaker returned to the Chair. 

On motion, report received and adopted , committee ordered 

sit ai?oin on tomorrow· 

On motion the House at its risinp. ad1ourned until tomorrow, 

Thursday , June 29. 1972, ot 3:00 P.~f. 
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